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Procecdzttgs of tlte Comtet'l 0/ the Covert/or General 0/ Irldia, asS('mb/cd for tlu 
purpose of making La1JJs and Regltlations u'llder tlte provisions of the 
Indian Councils Acts, 1861 and 1892 (24 & 25 Vict., Cop. 67, fllld 55 & 
'56 Viet., Cap. 14). . 

The Council met at Government House, Calcutta, at 10 A.M. on Wednesday, the 
30th March, 1904. 

PRESENT: 
His Excellency Baron Curzon, P.C., G.M.S.I., G.M.I.E., Viceroy and Gov-

ernor General of India, presiding. 
His Honour Sir A. H. L. Fraser, K.C.S.I., Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. 
His Excellency General Viscount Kitchener of Khartoum, G.C.B., O.M., 

G.C.M.G., Commander-in-Chief in India. 
The Hon'ble Sir T. Raleigh, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sit E. FG. Law, K.C.M.G., C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Major-General Sir E. R. Elles, K.C.B., K.C.I.I!:. 
The Hon'ble Sir A. T. Arundel, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Sir Denzil Ibbetson, K.C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. W. Cruickshank, C.S.I. 
His Highness Raja Sir Surindar Bikram Prakash Bahadur, K.C.S.I., of Sirmur. 
His Highness Agha Sir Sultan Muhammad Shah, Agha Khan, G.C.I.B. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Gopal Krishna Gokhale, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Mr. E. Cable. 
The Hon'ble Nawab Saiyid Muhammad Sahib Bahadur. 
The Hon'ble Mr. H. Adamson, C.S.I. 
The Hon'ble Mr. A. Pedler, C.I.E., F.R.S. 
The Hon'ble Mr. T. Morison. 
The Hon'ble Dr. Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar. 
The Hon'ble Mr. J. B. Bilderbeck. 
The Hon'ble Mr. D. M. Hamilton. 
The Hon'ble Rai Bahadur B. K. Bose, C.I.E. 
The Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya, D.L., P.R.A.!>., F.R.S.!. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER. 
The Hon'ble RAJ SRI RAM BAHADUR asked:-

"(1)' Ha~ the attention of Government been drawn to the following adver-
tisement which has appeared in the newspapers of the Unitl ~ Provinces :-

, • Gl11Ie""",ent Telerrapk Depa,tlllent. 
• An cDminatioll4 open to EuropeanB and EuruiallS only~ for admillion iato tbe 

Telegraph Training Clasl at LuckDow witt Ihortly be held. Candidaotes, who must be 
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between the ages of 18 and 20, should apply for all further particulars to the Assistant 

Superintendent of Telegraphs, Lucknow Sub-division, Telegraph Office, Lucknow.' 

/'(2) Will the Government be pleased to state the reason for confining this 

examination to the two classes of His Majesty's subjects named in the advertise· 

ment to ~ exclusion of others." 

The: Hon'ble SIR ARUNDEL ARUNDEL replied:-

1/ The Government have seen the advertisement in question and have ascer-

tained that it was inserted by the local Telegraph Superintendent because re-
cruits of the classes in question are specially required. The service for which 

they are wanted is that known as the General Service List of the Telegraph 

Department, which involves the liability of transfer to any part of the country. 

For this purpose Europeans and Eurasians .are generally found to be more 
suitable than Natives. On the other hand, the latter hold the majority of posts 

in the Local Service, which does not involve liability of transfer. Candidatt::s 

are procured from both classes, i.e., Europeans and Natives, according as they 
are required in either case." 

DISCUSSION OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1904-1905. 

The Hon'ble DR. AsuTOSH MUHOPADHVAVA said :-" My Lord, as the 
junior Member of this Council, I enjoy the privilege of being in a position to 
ofter the first congratulations to Your Excellency'.s Government for the 

satisfactory Budget which has been laid before the Council by the Hon'ble the 
Finance Member. Ever since the days of Sir Richard Temple, who was Finance 
Minister to the Government of India from 1868 to 1874, it has not fallen to 
the lot of any Finance Member to present four successive Budgets showing 

a substantial surplus, and I trust 1 may be permitted to ofter my sincerest con-
gratulations to my Hon'ble friend. 

" SURPLUSES. -. 
U But, my Lord, if the Hon'ble Member has repeated the record of Sir 

Richard Temple, I am glad to be able to point out that the successive sur-
pluses which have marked Your Excellency'S Administratiorf have never 
been equalled, either in sequence or in amount, ever since ~ dark days 

of the Indian Mutiny. As will be evident from the sta\ement (Table A). 
which I have prepared, there waa heavy deficit durialg the Viceroyalty 

• Yi'" ApptDdiL 
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of the Earl of Canning due mainly to the Mutiny, during the Vice-

royalty of the Earl of Northbrook due mainly to famine, during the Viceroyalty 

of the Earl of Lytton due mainly to the Afghan War, during Wte Viceroyalty 

of the Marquis of DufJerin due principally to the Burma War and increased 

Arm'y expenditure, and during the Viceroyalty of the Earl of Elgin due mainly 

to famine and fall in Exchange. But although, during the administrations 

of each of the Viceroys other than those I have just mentioned, a surplus 

might be shown as the net result of the accounts of the whole period of their 

fl'egime, it will be found on examination that, if individual years are taken, the 
administration of every one of them was marked by a year or more of deficit. 

In the long and distinguished roll of Indian Viceroys, the administration of 

Your Excellency is the 6rst which has been characterised by an absolutely 

unbroken record of surpluses the total amount of which exceeds twenty-four 

crores of rupees; this amount, my Lord, is about four times the largest surplus 

during the administration of any previous Viceroy, and in fact considerably 

exceeds the total of the' surpluses during the administration of all the Viceroys 

who were fortunate enough to be able to show a surplus upon their whole 

administration. 

"REASONS FOR SURP['U5. 

II My Lord, this unbroken record of successive years of surplus, unn-

valled in the annals of Indian administration for a period well-nigh 
approaching half a century, is at 6rst sight a matter for congratulation; 

at any rate, it is undoubtedly a matter for congratulation that this magnificent 
surplus has not been swallowed up by calamities like war or famine. But, 
in order to enable UI to judge whether the mere existence of a surplus is a matter 
for unqualified satisfaction, it will be desirable to examine for a moment the 
reasons for the surplus and the conditions under which it has been found possi-
ble to ~ l  it. Two of the principal factors which have contributed to this 
result may be described to be, first, stability of exchange, based upon the 
recommendations of Sir Henry Fowler's Currency Committee of 1898, and, 

secondly, increased taxation from t883-84 onwards. I must gratefully acknow-
ledge that a portion of this increased taxation has since b'!en remitted by a 
reduction in the duty on salt and by an exclusion from the operation of the 
• income-tax of all incomes up to one thousand rupees. . 

"STABILITY OP EXCHANGE. 

I" As to the first of the two reasons I have just mentioned, namely, the 

stabtlity or artificial fixity of exchange, I desire to point out that its operation 
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musl prove injurious to the poorer classes of the population. So far as exports 
of Indian merchandise are concerned, the lower the exchange the larger the 
amount received by all the persons from the producer to the exporter, assuming, 
of course, that the quantity of merchandise exported does not suffer a corre-
sponding reduction with the fall in exchange. I shall discuss presently the accu-
racy of the assumption I have made, but I may point out, the lower the exchange, 
the larger the benefit conferred on the poor by reason of a fall in the prices of 
articles of import used by the poor. With regard to the exports of Indian mer. 
chandise, if we take the figures for 1902-1903 in respect of articles grown by 
ordinary cultivators, we find from the following table that the total value of the 
exports comes to 74.26 lakhs :-

Grains and Pulse 
Seeds 
Raw Cotton 
Raw Jute 
Jute, manufactured • 

24,48 
14,88 
14,76 
Il,I2 

9,02 

" I have not included the figures for Opium, Tea, Indigo and Lac as they 
are hardly grown by the poorer class of cultivators. If now, we take the value 
of articles of import, we shall find for the same year that the value of 
articles of food and drink, agricultural implements, grey piece·goods, mineral 
oil, iron and matches, we shall find from the following table, that the total value 
of the articles imported into India is 23,97 lakhs :-

Articles of food and d rink-
Spice. 
Salt 

Agricultural implements 
Grey piece·goods • 
Mineral oil 
Iron 
Matchea 

• 

8S 
62 
8 

• 15,46 
3,46 
3,03 

47 

Assuming roughly that 80 per cent. of this is used by the agricultural population, 
we get for the value of the articles;used by the poor 19,181akhs. The differtDce, 
therefore, between the value of the exports of Indian merchandix grown by the 
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agricultural classes and the value of the articles of import used by them, amounts to 

SS crores of rupees. A rise in the exchange by one penny, that is to say, from IS. 

3d. to IS. 4d., would mean a loss of one-sixteenth upon this amount, amounting 

to 3,44 lakhs of rupees. Of course, this los5 has to be borne by all the persons 

from the producer of the raw articles to the exporter i but it is obvious that a 

substantial portion of the burden must necessarily fall upon the first link in the 

chain, namely, the producer himself. I therefore venture to point out that one of 

the two reasons for the large surpluses of recent years, namely, an artificial 

stabIlity of exchange, has been productive of hardship to the agricultural classes 

of the country. I have already stilted that the above line of reasoning is based 

upon the assumption that the quantity of exports is not appreciably affected 

by a rise or fall in exchange. I am fortified in this view by the opinion of the 

Currency Committee of 1898. In their report it is pointed out that Lord 

Herschell's Committee of 1893 examined the statistics of Indian exports for 

a series of years, and came to the conclusion that t although one may 

be inclinded, regaring the matter theoretically, to accept the propo'ition 

that the sug!,!ested stimulus would be the result of a falling an ~ 

an examination of the statistics of exported produce from India does not 

appear to afford any substantial foundation for the view that in practice this 

stimulus, assuming it to have existed, has had any prevailing effect on 

the course of trade i on the contrary, the progress of the export 

trade has been less with a rapidly falling than with a steady exchange.' The 

Currency Committee then proceed to point out that it was not necessary to quote 

the statistics of the export trade to which the Com'l1ittee of 1893 had called 

attention, but they went on to add that' we ha\'e been unable to lind any 

statistical support for the theory that exports are largely and permanently 

stimulated by a depreciation of the standard of va lue resulting in a fall in the 

e-xchange" They then set out the figures of gros!; exports from Ilidia during 

the twelve years from 1887-88 to 1898-99, which I quote in Table n-, and 
conclude with the following statement: 'We hesitate to dralY any positive con-

clusion from these figures, but they afford no support to the theory that large 

exports are incompatible with a rise in the rate of exchange.' 

"INCREASE IN TAXATION. 

" I shall now proceed with the second of the two cau:;!:!s of the >urplus I 

have mentioned above, namely, III creased taxation. 1 he ir.crease of taxation 
from 1883-84 up to the last ye«r, when a portion of the income-t:lx and the 

duty on salt were remitted. to which I shall refer presently, may be distributed 
-----,1---------------------------------- .-.---

• V,tI. A{»pendix. 
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under the followi"ng heads: (I) income-tax, (2) duty on petroleum, (3) 

enhancement of duty on salt, (4) increase of duty on imported spirits, (5) 

general import-duties, excluding the duty on petroleum, (6) import-duty 0'1 

cotton-goods, (7) increase of Kohat salt-duty, (8) re-imposition of the patwari-" 

cess, (9) excise-duty on cotton-goods, (10) excise. As will be seen from TablE' 

C,· the total increase of taxation under all these heads is about 8,78 lakhs 
annually j if from this we deduct the amount remitted of the salt-duty alld the 

income-tax, the amount will be reduced by 2,08 lakhs j in other words, the net 
increase of taxation from 1883-84 onwards has been 6,70 lakhs a Y('ar i and I 

,enture to hope that when we have a suc('.ession of years of surplus, it is not 

quite unreasonable to ask the Government to consider whether any of the taxes 

imposed in recent years may not be reduced or, if possible, remitted, 

I think an examination of our financial history will prove conclusively that 

additional taxation has been imposed from time to time upon grounds speci-

fied on the occasion. 1 venture to point out that it is by no means prudent or 

desirable to keep on a tax after the necessity for its initial imposition has ceased 

to exist. It is quite open to the Government to increase its expenditure inde-

finitely, and if this process is followed without limit or restraint there would be 

no chance of the recently imposed taxes being diminished or withdrawn. I have 

enumerated the heads of increased taxation in recent years, and I propose 

to examine in detail one of these taxes, namely, the income-tax. 

"ABOLITION OF THB INCOME-TAX. 

II I confess 1 was disappointed to read in the Financial Statement laid before 

us that the abolition of the income·tax is considered to be beyond the range of 

practical politics. In spite of this declaration of policy I regret I am unable to 

change my vie\Vs on the subject which have been formed after a careful examin-

ation of both sides of the question. My objections to the continuance of the tax 
are based mainly on the following grounds :-

(I) The tax was imposed at a time of great financial exigency, brought 
about by a fall in exchange, an increase in the army, and the heavy cost of 

frontier fortifications and defensive railways. That exigency has passed away, 

and as the Go\"ernment has secured large surpluses during the last few y ~  

the policy of continuing the tax is of doubtful necessity and propriety. 

(2) The income-tax is looked upon by every nation as the great GnaDeial 
reserve, which may be drawn upon in times of emergency. In the present state 

of Indian finances all possible sources of taxation appear to be exhausted, though 

there may be no end to human ingenuity j the Government is, bare of all 

resources and, should there be any sudden and txtraordinary emergency, must 

• ViM Appendia, 
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inevitably fall back for funds on loans. The Indian money market is limited, as 

pointed out in paragraph 116 of the report of Lord Welby's COll1mission, and largt! 

sums must necessarily be borrowed in England. This will ha \'C the ur.desirable 

effect of increasing the sterling liabilities of the Government, against the warning" 

of Finance Ministers and, contrary to the recommendations of the Currency 

Committee of 1898 (paragraph 70 of the report). If Government abolishes the 

tax, husbands its resources, exercises a resolute economy and lives within ils 

means, a reserve of extr<lordinary potentiality will be at its disposal. 

(3) If the revenue from income-tax continues to be raised even after the 
emergency is over, it is merged in the ordinary revenues of the Empire, and at 
last it becomes difficult to abolish the tax without greatly dislocating the balance-

sheet. 

(4) Taxation is usually resorted to at a time when the Government finds itself 

face to face with a sudden and grave financial difficulty, in order to enable it to 

balance revenue with expenditure. Such taxation ought to be cohtinued only 

so long as this strained state of finance lasts j to retain a tax so imposed side 

by side with large surpluses appears to be contrary to all sound principles of 

finance, contrary to the purpose for which the tax is raised, and liable ultimately 

to encourage extravagance. So far back as 1859 Mr. Gladstone pointed out 

that the tendency of income· tax was to foster the'spirit of expenditure, and that 

'the facility of recurring to, and of maintaining, income-tax has been a main 

source of extravagance in Government.' 

(5) 'Evasion is so entirely the rule that forms and returns are declared to 
~ perfectly useless, and, surcharge, or, in other words, arbitrary assessment., 

made almost at random, has been universally necessary to attain anything like 

a decent financial result.' This view receives support from the opinion 

of Mr. Gibbs, Special Commissioner of Income-tax, Bombay, recorded so 

far back as 7th May, 1861 j as also from a report submitted to the Government 

of India in 1865 by a Committee composed of five representatives of Local 

c,overnments. 

(6) The assessment proceeding!! are of an inquisitorial character and lead 

to oppression and corruption, necessarily rendering the tax most unpopular. 

(7) One of the primary canons of taxation handed down to us from the 
days' of Adam Smith and accepted by all subsequent authorities on economic 

subjects, 'is that per50ns should contribute to it as nearly as possible in propor· 
I 

tion to their respective abilities. The income-tax as levied in this  country 
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violates this ~ l  as it is extremely unequal in its incidence. A person 

with an income of R2,ooO a month is more easily a l~ to pay RS2-r-4 than is 

another with an income of R J 00 to pay R 2'1-4: the ability of the latter to spend 

on necessaries is proportionately much less than that of the former. and conse-

quently also his ability to pay the tax. 

"MR. LAING ON THE INCOME-lAX. 

II My Lord, in support of the views I have set forth, may I be permitted 

to recall to mind the opinions of two Finance Ministers. The H on'ble 

Mr. Samuel Laing, in his speech on the 16th of April, 1862, said in this Council: 

, 1 hail, therefore, every proposal 'Vhich shows signs of independence and self-

reliance j and, if the income-tax were to be perpetual, I would much rather see it 

transformed into a local tax than continued as an imperial tax. But before 

acting on this view there is one paramount consideration which has to be 

weighed, ViII., whether the income-tax is to be looked upon as a permanent 

or a temporary measure. Upon this point I have myself no doubt. The tax was 

imposed for a limited term (five years), and at all hazards we must strive to keep 

faith with the people of India, by not prolonging it. _ It is, of course, impossible 

to give any absolute pledge as to what may occur three years hence. Necessity 

know!! no law, and unforeseen events may upset al\ calculations. But the question 

i!l, are we to look upon the implied pledges given by passing the Income·tax 

Act for five years only as a serious promise which we must strive every nerve 

to fulfil, or are we to follow the example of England and treat it as one of those 

common forms which like I lovers' vows' are only made to be broken? It is 

my firm conviction that the latter course will be alike wrong and impolitic. 

The people of England can understand that, whatever a Chancellor of the 
Exchequer may !lay to round a period or elicit a cheer, the income-tax 

cannot be repealed unless they are prepared either to abdicate the position 

of a first-rate Power by disarming or to retrace the liteps of Sir Robert 

l ~ legishtion by imposing cru!lhing duties on commerce and consumption. 

aut the people of India see Ill) !luch reasons f"r continuing the Indian inconJ'e. 

tax, and they would simply fl'el that the Government, having got the tax on false' 

pretences, was determined to keep it. Now. if there be one thing mort! than 

another on which our Indian Empire is base1. it is our chnacter tor speaking 

truth. The idea that the .1 word of the British Government is a!! good as its 

bond" is l ~ keystone of the fabric of our power in the East. Hence, w;thout 

in any way pledging the Govflmment as to what mayor may not ':>e possible 

three years hence, I "enture 10 say this-that in my judgment the main 
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object to which the financial policy of the Government should now be directed 

is to keep faith with India by getting rid of the income-tax.' 

'I MR. MASSEY ON THE INCOME-TAX. 

"The Right Hon'ble W. N. Massey. on the 14th March, 1868. in the 

course of his speech on the Budget, in this Council, said :-' I am not 

here to disparage the income-tax. It is, as it has been, described by Mr. 
Gladstone. I a mighty engine of finance,' but it is all engine of finance which 

has never yet been resorted to except under emergent circumstances. The 

income-tax wa .. first proposed by Mr. Pitt in the stress of the revolutionary war. 

It was submitted to as a tax of necessity, but it was never imposed as a perma-

nent part of the fis('al system of England. It continued during a period when 

England was engaged not in a sort of diplomatic war but in· a struggle for her 

existence as a nation, and the peoplc were prepared willingly and loyally to 

submit to any tax or any mode of obtaining mllney which the Ministry of the day 

thought fit to propose. But the income-tax was dropped directly on the conclu-

sion of the Treaty of Peace. It was revived thirty years after by Sir Robert 

Peel under very special circumstances. It was the obj'ect of Sir Robert Peel to 
carry out a policy of the most extensive amI beneficent character. He pro-

posed to liberate the commerce of England from the fetters by which it 

wa!t cramped and to afford a full development to enterprise and capital. To 

carry this policy into effect it was necessary to make a large sacrifice of 

revenue, to give up customs-duties of a considerable amount •  •  •  • 

The Minister proposed, for a limited period, the imposition of an income-tax 

for the purpose of indemnifying the revenues against the loss which they 

would sustain; .  •  .  • No Minister has ever ventured to declare that 

it is continued as a permanent tax. These, Sir, were the circumstances 

under which the tax was imposed in England. Under what circumstances 

was it proposed in India? India was just recovering from the su ppression 

of the mutiny. In making the effort she had largely added to the debt. She 
had not only increased the debt but had created deficit in the income to the 

~ l o n  of several millions. Such was our position when· Mr. Wilson brought 

forward his income-tax. The circumstances were of that urgent character which, 

in my view. justify a measure of such stringency. • •• But Mr. Wilson did 

not venture to propose the tax as a permanent addition to the finances. He asked 

the country to submit to it only for a limited period during which he calculated 

the ~ o  of the country would recover themselves. That period arrived and 
the income:tilx was suffered to expire. But let me remind you that, when this 
impost is de!'cribed as a great engine of finance, an income-tax of 3 per cent. is. 
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computed-to produce no more than a miliion of money here. This is a very small 

result to compensate for the difficulties which attend the assessment of such a 

tax. The peculiar objection which is entertained to an income-tax is 1I0t so 

much the amount exacted under a moderate scale of assessment but the in-

quisitorial process to which it is necessary to resort •  . .. This process is not 

very much to the taste of the English people; but it is specially repugnant 

to the habita and fet:lings of the people of India. I 

"GRADUATED SCALI! OF INCOME-TA)C. 

" My Lord, if in spite of all these objections to the permanent retention of 

the ~ o a  the inquisitiqn that it ent ails, the frauds to which it leads, and 

the sense in the public mind of its injustice in laying the same rate upon the 

holder of idle and secured public funds, upon the industrious trader, and upon 

the precarious earnings of the professional man,-if, in spite of all this, the 

. abolition of the tax is deemed to be beyond the range of practical politics, may 
I venture to suggest that the method of a 2raduated income-tax which has 
been so ably advocated by Mr. Chamberlain and which now obtains in England, 

should in fairness be introduced in this country. The people welcomed With 
rejoicings the substantial concusion which was made last year by Your Excel-

lency's Government in drawing the line of demarcation between taxable and non. 

taxable incomes at R J ,000 instead of R500 i but I venture to point out that one 
uniform rate for all incomes under RII,ooo and another uniform rate for all 
incomes above Rs. 11,000, cause a great deal of hardship to many middle 
class men. In England, incomes up to £160 per annum, or RII,400 per year, 
are exempted from the operation of the tax i an abatement of £ 160 is allowed 
upon all incomes exceeding £160 but not exceeding £400 i an abatement of 
£150 is allowed upon all incomes exceeding £400 but not exceeding £500; 
an abatement of 'IllO is allowed upon all incomes exceeding £500 but 
not exceeding {.6oo i and an abatement of £70 is allowed upon alJ incomes 
exceeding £600 but not exceeding £700. Thus, whatever the rate of the 

income-ta.x may be, a person with an income of £161 has to pay the.tax 

only upon £1, and similarly a person with an income of £500 has to pill 
the tax only on £350. It is obvious that this graduated system has been 
planned with a view to the circumstances and conditions of the taxpayer. 

Table D· will show what the practical effect of this rule is. For instanc.e, if the 
tax be at the rate of IS. in the £, the man with an income of £161 has ~o pay 

at the rate of ·o7d. in the £ i whereas the man with an income of £500 pays at the 
rate of S·40d. in the £ i and the individual ",ho has an income of £700 pays 

• !'iJ. Apr' •• ;'. 
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at the rate of 1O·80d. ill the £. In other words, al o ~ h the tal( is at the 

rate of IS. in the .l, -and, therefore, apparently affects :111 persons equally, by 
reason of the graduated abatement upon all incomes excf'eding £160, the rate 

itself becomes a gradually progressive one, affecting unequally, as it ought to 

do, different grades of persons enjoying different gr.'ldes of income. My Lord, 

I venture to press upon Your Excellency's Government for serious consider-

ation the possibility of introducing this system of graduated income-tax and 

also the question of raising further the minimum limit of taxable income. It 

does seem to me to be somewhat anomalous that in England the mill/mum 

limit of taxable income should be £ 160, whereas in this country it should 
be Rs. 1,000. 

I< PRESSURE OF INCOME-TAX • 

.. My Lord, the graduated scale of income-tax now prevalent in England to 

which I have just drawn the attention of the Council leads, I think, to some 

remarkable conclusions. The present graduated scale of abatement was intro-

duced in 1898-99 in England, the scale whieh had been·u,ed before being on 

somewhat different lines. During the years 1898-99 and ,899-1900 the tax was 

8d. in the £, subject, of course, to the abatements I have just described i in 
~ l it was raised to IS. in the £, and in 19°1-02 it was further raised to IS. 
2d. in the £. Now, taking the Indian rates, a ta.x of 4 pies in the rupee is equi-
valent to a tax of Sd. in the £, ar.d a tax of 5 pies in the rupee is equivalent to 
a tax of 6·2Sd. in the £. Now, if we take a nominal tax of 8d. in the £, subject 
to abatement as in the English rules, it is equivalent to a virtual tax at a rate 

which amounts to 4·Sd. in the £ upon an income of £400, and it is obviously 
at a smaller rate upon all lower incomes. Even upon an income of I. 540 it is 
equivalent to a virtual rate of 6·'ud. per £. It is obvious therefore, that accord-
ing to the English rule of abatement a tax of fd. in the £ causes less pressure 
upon incomes up to £S40 than the Indian rate of 4 or S pies in the rupee. If 
we take the tax at IS. in the £, which I may call the war-rate, a virtual rate 
of Sd. in the £ is not exceeded till we reach an income of £280, and a 
virtual rate of 6·2Sd. in the £ is not exceeded till we reach an income of £340' 
Similarly, if we take the tax at 14d. in the £, a virtual rate exceeding Sd. in the 
£ is not exceeded till we reach an income of £260, and a virtual rate of 6·2Sd. is 
not exceeded till we reach an income of £300. With a tax of ISd. in the£ a 
virttlal rate of Sd. in the £ is reached only upon an income of £240; and the rate 
.:Ii fJ'2Sd. in the £ i3 just exceeded only upon an income of £280. It is obvious. 

o ~  that whether we take the English tax at the ordinary rate of ad. in the 
£. which prevailed from 1894 to 1900. or at a higher rate varying from 1 2d. to ISd. 
in the £, 'due to thl! extraonlin;\ry ~ n  of a great war, the Indian rates are 
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nut reached except upon tolerably large incomes. The Indian rate, therefore, 
wilhout the mod'erating influence of the wholesome principle of graduated abale-
ment, presses far more heavily upon the Indian people than the English rale 
does upon the English people. This, my Lord, is a circumstance which requires 
careful consideration, and I trust Government may find it possible to recognise 
the principle of graduated abatement in this country. I hope I shall not be told 
in reply that, if the English principle of graduated abatement is introduced in 
this country, the amount of the realisable tax will be greatly reduced; if this 
be true, it would only be an a£gmnent in favou.r of the total abolition of the tax, 
for it is virtually an admission that it is impossible to raise a substantial amou nt 
unless we adopt the obviously inequitable doctrine of allowing no abatements 
at all. 

Ii PRESSU HE OF STAMP-DUTIES. 

" My Lord, I have just pointed out that the pres-sure of the income-tax in 
rndia is much greater in a large number of cases than the pressure of the tax in 
England. Your Excellency may perhaps be surprised to hear that the pressure 
of many other taxes is considerably higher in this country than in England. It 
is extremely interesting to compare the stamp-duty payable upon various 
instruments in India and in the United Kingdom. Thus, as will appear 
from Table D,· the stamp.duty for a receipt or aCKnowledgment for money 
exceeding Rs. gO is one anna under the Stamp Act of 1899. According to 
the English rule, it is Id, for any sum exceeding £2; in other words, for a 
sum just exceeding {.2, the rate is 4:.; in India, for a sum just exceeding 
R20. the rate is ~ •• ; that is to say, for the minimum the InJian rate is So per 
cent. higher lhan the English rate. Again, in England the stamp.duty upon a 
conveyance is 6d. for £5, or £1 for £1300, that is to say, it is '5 per cent. upon 
the value of t.he property conveyed or transferred. In India the stamp-duty 
upon a conveyance is 8 annas for R 50, or 10 rupees for R 1,000 j in other words, 
the rate is 1 per cent. upon the value of the property conveyed. Consequently 
the Indian rate is precisely double that of the English rate. To take a third 
illustration. in the case of mortgage-deeds, the English rate is 3d. per £10, or', 
ss. for .£ 'JOO, which reduces to a rate of '125 per cent. upon the value of the 
property. In India, the rate is that applicable to a conveyance, ar that appli-
cable to a bond, according as possession is or is not given to the mortgagee j 

in other words, the Indian rate varies from 1 to ·S per cent., whi ch shows that 
the Indian rate is in some cases four times as much as the English rate, and 
in other cases quite as much as eight times the English rate. Similar 
ebservations apply to the case of leases in the two countries. Again, if we ---.--- -----_._------_ •.. _------
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examine the ~ a  payable upon bills of exchallge, ~ shall find 

that it ranges between '08 to '025 per cent. in England. The Indian rate 

averages about '06 per cent" showing that in the majority of cases 

the English rate is considerably less than the Indian rate. Other cases 

of a similar nature will be found in Table E,* I venture to think that 

instances like these hardly bear out the declaration that India is the mOSt 

lightly taxed country in the world . 

.. BURDEN OF TAXA'ffON GENERALLY • 

.. In order to support my position that Government ought to consider the 

question of reduction of taxes whenever a handsome surplus is available, I shall 

calculate the pressure of taxation in this country. If we adopt the principle laid 

down in East India Blue Books No. 683 of 1901 and No. 1164 of 1902, the 

taxation calculated under the different revenue heads of Salt, Stamps, Excise, 

Provincial Rates, Customs, Assessed Taxes and Registration amounted in the 

year 19°2-°3 to Rs. 30,061akh5 (vide Table F).· To this sometilnes Land-revenue 
is added, which in 1902-03 amounted to Rs. 27,651akhs. The total  taxation, 

therefore, is 57,71 lakhsofrupees, which, divi4ed among a total population of 
230 millions, gives an incidence of Rs. a-8-1 per head. If now we assume that 
the income of an individual is Rs. 30 a year, as stated by Your H:xcellency in this 

Council on the 27th March, 1901, the taxation is about 81 per cent. of the total 

income of the masses. In reality, however, the pressure of land-tax on the popu-

lation is considerably in excess of that represented by the figure 27,65 lakhs i for 

it is really the gross rental the cultivators have to pay, whether to the Govern-

ment or to their landlords, which must be taken into account in calculating the 

average pressure of taxation on each individual. These figures are of paramount 

importance, and when recently I put a question in this Coun cil J \&'as told 

in reply that complete figures are practically not available. The figures in 

Table G,- however, though undoubtedly susceptible of correction, will gi\'e us 

a tolerably accurate idea of the pressure oC taxation as it ought to be calcu lated. 
A:rording to this calculation the total pressure of taxation is about 83,7'; I .. khs 

of rupees, which, distributed among a population of 230 millions, gives an i,..ci· 

dence of Rs. 3-10-1 per head, or a percentage of 12'1 on the average income of 

Rs. 30 per year. If now we calculate the incidence of taxation in the United 
Kingd<!m in 1899"1900, that is to say, the normal year just before the war, the 

total income from taxation was 991 millions sterling. This, being distributed over 
a population'of 41t millions, gives an average incidence of taxation of £a-Sr. per 

• vu. Appa4ia, 
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head. Now the average income per head being taken to be £36, as recently 
calculated by Sir Robert Giffen, the pressure on the income of an Englishman is 

~nly  per cent. against 12'1 per cera. in the case of an Indian. I need hardly 
point out.that, even if we accept the less accurate method of. determining the 

amount of the land-tax, we find the burden of tax ation to be 8' 5 per cent., 

which is about 33 per cent. higher than the burden of taxation in England. 
It seems to me that the correct solution of this problem is to be obtained 
not by determining the amount of taxation but by calculating the ratio of 

the amount of taxation to the income. It has been held by a high authority 

that the hurden imposed by taxation in a country is determined not so much by 
the taxation which the people pay, as by the amount of wealth which they retain 

for themselves. It is calculated that Italy paid 56s. per head of population in 
taxes of all kinds in a certain year, whereas Great Britain paid 80S. per head in 

the same year. Bnt the burden of taxation was far greater in the former 

country because the total average yearly income of each individual was only 

£8-17s. while it was £33-IOS. in Great ~a n  I may observe in passing that, as 

pointed out by the Famine Commissioners of IS80, we ought to have fuller and 
more detailed information relating to the land-tax in India, and I venture to express 

the hope that statistics upon the lines suggested in my question may be prepared 

at the instance of the Government. 1 may also add that 1 have not included 
Forests and Land-revenue due to Irrigation in 'fable F,-nor have I included 

the net Post Office revenue in my calculations, though, as pointed out by Sir E. 

W. Hamilton in Section IV of his memorandum dated 14th July, J897, prepared 
for the Royal Commission on Local Taxation, there are good grounds for its 

inclusion j it is hardly neces!ary to point out that, if these items are included, 
there would be a consequent increase in the pressure of taxation. 

II FAMINE AND TAXATION. 

" My Lord, the accurate determination of the incidence of taxation in this 

country, which 1 have suggested the Government should undertake, assumes 

great importance from another practical point of view. It is found at the time 
of every famine of any intensity that the powt'r of resistance of the poorer or agr?-

cultural classes of the community is almost in6nitesimal j the readiness with which 

they flock to relief. works and receive famine wages affords almost conclusive proof 

that, although they may have just means enough to carry on their daily business 

under ordinary conditions of life, they have practically no margin left to er.able 

them to struggle successfully against even one season of scarcity. Itldeed, the 

small amount of famine wages which enables them to pass through a season of 

scarcity is ample proof that their reserve strength is insigni6cant and in many 

• YiM APPI"di". 
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cases nominal. I t may no doubt be suggested. that this condition of utter help. 
lessness on the part of the agricultural classes is traceable in some measure to 
their improvidence as also to the effect of loans at usurious rates of interest. The 
operation ofthese causes will no doubt be practically removed by the establishment 
of co-operative credit societies, and the restriction placed upon the right of 
alienation of land, both of which reforms we owe to Your Excellency's Govern-
ment, though, I a.m arraid, their beneficial effects may not noW be widely 
appreciated throughout the country. But I venture to point out that the 
effect of the reforms thus introduced will be materialIy strengthened if an in-
vestigation were undertaken to determine the incidence of taxation upon the 
agricultural classes, which can only be done effectively after we have fuller and 
more improved agricultural statistics than the Government seems to possess 
at the present moment. The remarks which I have already made upon the 
subject of taxation justify the, conclusion that this lamentable want of 
resisting capacity on the part of the agricultural classes is traceable, in con-
siderable measure, at least, to the great pressure of taxation upon members of 
that class. It seems to me to be somewhat anomalous that the Government 
should not possess full and accurate statistics upon this matter, and that at the 
same time confident declarations should be made on behalf of the Government 
that India is one of the most lightly taxed countries in the world and that there 
is no relation between taxation and famine in this country. 

"AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION. 

" 1\1 y Lord, frolll this subject of the effect of famines upon our agricultural 
population, I may be permitted to pass on for a moment to the subject of 
agricultural instruction and the development of agriculture and agricultural 
industries. No one will doubt for a moment in the beginning of the twentieth 
century that the most vital relations subsist between agricultural instruction 
on the one hand, and the development of agriculture and agricultural indus-
tries on the other j and I would suggest, for the consideration of the Govern-
ment, whether systematic: arrangements should not be made with a view to 
impart agricultural instruction throughout the Empire. I am encouraged to 
make this suggestion here, because I bdieve that no Government of India has 
ever bp,en more profoundly impressed with the importance of encouraging 
agricultural instruction than the one over which Your Excellency presides. 
What :s required is not merely a Department of Agriculture of the Government 
of India undt'l the expert direction of an able and experienced officer, but also 
schools and .facilities for elementary, secondary and advanced agricultural 
instruction. 
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II We might perhaps take as. an example the rapid and solid progress 

made in agricultural instruction in Germany, where the foundation was 

laid by Dr. Thaer only so {.If back as 1802, and the country is now 

covered with high schools, institutes, and rural schools for imparting in-

struclion in agriculture i ther e are even agricultural institutes at the Universities. 

The principal object aimed at by the agricultural high schools and institute!i in 

Germany is the theoretical and practical instruction of owners of estates, tenants 

and farmers, and even of professors, lecturers and teachers in the 

science of agricult'Jre. This is supplemented by the training of future officials 

of the Land Administrative Departments and of scientific research for the 

furtherance of agricultural progress and knowledge. My Lord, it has 

been stated on the highest authority that in Germany agricultural science 

and its practical application have resulted in an important increase of agricultural 

and agricultural-industrial products, and it is noteworthy that this has resulted 

principally from funds furnished by the State. At the present moment, there is 

no branch of agricultural management, no branch of special agricultural production 

for which special facilities for instruction are not provide:J in Germany. The 

expenditure of the German States for agricultural instruction in its three 

stages,-elementary, secondary and advanced-is considerable i for Prussia, 

alone, I find, it is £75,000 annually. But this State expenditure for the 

furtherance of agricultural instruction has proved a profitable investment; 

and 1 have little doubt that the same will be our experience here, for there 
is no country more likely to be benefited than India by the application 

of agricultural science to practical agriculture. My Lord, I may refer, for 

a moment, to one practical illustration of the agricultural instruction given 

in Germany. The discovery of the presence of sugar in beet-root and 

experiments for its production were first made in Germany during 

the latter. half of the 18th century and today Germany is the greatt!st sugar-

producing country in the world. The bounty system has, of course, materially 

assisted the growth of the industry i but this does not detract from the value Q,( 

the chemical-agricultural co-operation. In 1836 the number of sugar work3 ' 

was 147, which had risen to 400 in 1899. In 1836 the yield ohaw sugar was only 

5 per cent. upon the quantity of beet treated i in 1899 the percentage of the 

yield of raw sugar upon the quantity of beet had increased to 13 per 

cent., proving conclusively that the gradual and steady rise in the n~a  

yield of sugar was due mainly to the researches of agricultural chemical science. 

The consequence was that, whereas in 1836 the yield of raw sugar i:t Germany 

was 8,000 tons, in 1899 it was 1,600,000 tons i in about 60 years the industry 

h&d increased two hundrt!d fold. My Lord, tht!se are startling figures, and 
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they would have startled Dr. Thaer, the foundrr of agricultural instrurtiofJ 

in Germany, and Dr. Leibig, the founder of agricultural chemistry; 'they h"l\'e 

truly sown a seed which after their death has brought forth fruit a hundred fold, 

because chemistry, the youngest of the sciences of their day, has been summnned 

to the aid of 'the olclest of all human occupations, the tilling of the soil.' I 

earnestly trust, my Lord, that agricultural instruction may, under Your Ex-

cellency's Government, be placed on a wide and enduring foundation, so th:1t 

it may confer even higher benefits on this country than it has done on Germany. 

We all recognise with gratitude that an excellent beginning has been made by 

the establishment of the experimental farm and agricultural college at Pusa 

\\-hich has been materially aided by the munificent donation of Mr. Henry 

Phipps. I hope the time is not far distant when some wealthy countryman 

of mine may realise the importance of the institution and fittingly supplement 

the princely donation of a foreigner in aid of this noble institution. 

If MILITARY EXPENDITURE. 

f' My Lord, the ,next subject to which I wish to make a reference is the 
recurring and perplexing q ucstion of military expenditure. It is a steadily, 
rCipidly, but necessarilY growing burden on our finances. I accept it as an ele-

n~a y axiom that a thoroughly efficient army is essential for the maintenance 

of the British power in India, both for its internal security and for its external 

defence i and that the efficiency and the mobility of the army are prime 

factors in the prosperity of the country. The loyalty and contentment of 

the people are factors of paramount importance in the stability of the British 

rule in this country i but I think it is a great mistake to deprecate the import-

ance of the Army as its ultimate defenl.'e. My Lord, I yield to none in my 

appreciation of the elements which must characterise an efficient army, 

namely, its mobility, equipment and discipline j and I do not demur to any ex-

penditure which our finances can bear and which our military advisers, presided 

over by the illustrious soldier who sits in my front, may de.em necessary for the 

safety of this magnificent Empire. But, my Lord, what causes me the utmost 

Ji;appointment is what I must plainly describe as an element of unfairness which 

comes in when any question arises as to the mode of apportionment of military 

expenditure between the Indian and the British Exchequer. This matter, my 

Lord, was never more painfully evident than recently when a difference arose 

~n the Secretary of State for India, the Government of India and the 

War ~ with reference to the increase of pay of the British soldier. The 

whole ~n was whether the initial annual charge of £220,000 and the ultimate 

annual charge of £786,000 rendt:red necessary by tht: dc::cision of His Majesty's 
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. 
Government to raise the pay of the British Army c!luld be rightly charged upon 
the revenues of India. My Lord, if I may say so without impropriety, the cause 
of India was strenuously fought by Your Excellency's Government in March 1902 
and again in October of the same year. Fairness and justice was entirely 011 the 
side of the Indian Government, and it deeply pains me to say that the Lord Chief 
Justice of England, as arbitrator, should have determined that the whole of the 
additional pay illsued in India from the 1St April 1904 should be borne by the 
revenues of India. As a consequence our Budget is weighted, on the expendi-
ture side, with a burden of £493,900. It may perhaps be said that in this 
particular matter history has only repeated itself, and that there is no occasion 
for surprise or disappointment. If we examine the published correspondence 
between the Government of India and the Secretary of State for India relating to 
the incidence of the cost of Indian troops when employed out of I ndia, we shall 
find [rom Despatch No. 239 of 4th August 1882 that the Government of the 
Marquis o( Ripon protested, with only partial success, against the cost of the 
Egyptian Expedition being thrown upon the Indian revenues. The very next year 
the Government of the same Viceroy protested against the1ndian revenues being 
burdened with non-effective military charges j in other words, charges incurred 
(or retiring pay and pensions, and other expenses of that nature, arising in 
respect of His Majesty's forces serving in India. It was pointed out that the 
system under which "the capitalised value of the pensions was paid· by the 
Indian to the English Treasury was intolerable, inasmuch as under its 
CJperation charges were thrown upon the Indian revenues in an extremely uncer-
tain manner and created a financial position of great embarrassment j it was 
added that when charges so incalculable and wholly beyond control were thus 
suddenly thrown upon the revenues, all efforts to secure a proper equilibrium 
of revenue and expenditure must necessarily be defeated. But, my Lord, this 
remomtrance, so emphatic and so weU-reasoned, proved wholly ineffectual. The 
story was repeated when in Despatch No. 70, dated the 25th March 1890,. the Gov-
ernment o( Lord Lansdowne sought for an abatement of the claim made by 
the War Office against tlTe revenues of India for the service of the British troot>s 
employed in this country. Later on, when the Government of Lord Elgin, in' 
Despatch No. 134 of 2nd June 1896, protested against Indian revenues being used 
to defray any of the expenses of the Indian contingent sent to Suakin, the 
decision was equal\y unfavourable to the interest of India. My Lord, the real 
truth of the matter seems to be that although successive Viceroys have dem .. nded 
that England should show that her treatment of I ndia in this matter hr.s been just 
and considerate, the authorities in England have been impervious to'reason and 
remonstrance. My Lord, as was pointed out in one of the despatches to which I 
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havercferred, r the tax·paying community of England. is amongst the wealthiest, 
whilst that of India is amongst the poorest in the world.' It cannot surely be in 
consonance wit h justice or sound I mperial policy that the IVe:llthy and dominant 
race should relieve itself of charges at the expense of the poor and 
subject race, if the smallest doubt can be thrown on the equity of such a 
proceeding. 

" FICTITIOUS SURPLUSES AND THEIR EFFECTS. 

"My Lord, I shall now pass on to an examination of some specific points 
arising upon the Budget Estimates which have been so lucidly explained by the 
Hon'ble Sir Edward Law. The first point to which I wish to invite attention 
is that, during the last four years, the amount of the surplus has been 
uniformly understated in the Budget; thus, in the Budget for 1900-01, 
the surplus was estimated at £160,3°0, whereas the actual turned out to be 
£ 1,6,0,204; in other words, the actual exceeded ten times the Budget 
amount. In the next year, 19:)1-02, the Budget surplus was £69°,900 whereas 
the actual was £4,950,243, or:the actual exceeded more than seven times the 
Budget amolint; in 1902'03 the Budget amount was ;6837,700 and the actual 
£3,06g,549, or the actual was very nearly four times the Budget amount j in 
1903-04 the Budget amount of the surplus was £948,700, and the revised 
estimates show £ 2,711,21 I; in other words, the actual surplus is likely to be 
three times the Budget surplus. My Lord, this systematic under-statement of 
the surplus in framing the Budget cannot but be regarded as somewhat mis-
leading, and one finds it difficult to understand why the operation should be 
repeated year after year, although we have no longer an erratic exchange to 
spoil our financial calculations. As pointed out by Sir Michael Hicks Beach, 
the test of a great financier is the accuracy of the estimates as shown by the 
6nal returns of income and expenditure. One effect of this under-estimate of 
the surplus is that a Government does not devote as much of the money of the 
taxpayer to systematic works of improvement previously planned and carefully 
worked out as ought to be done j in other words, the effect of a large surplus 
2t the end of a year is to encourage, what are euphemistically termed, 
special grants, but what in reality are grants for objects which the Govern-
ment did not contemplate as deserving of encouragement when the 
estimates were framed. To put the matter from another point of view, if 
the V"vernment announces that its financial operations during the year are 
likely to result in a surplus of three or four million pounds sterling, Government 
would be Pressed either to make a substantial reduction in taxation or to put 
forward schemes for the real improvement of the administrative machinery, 
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I think there is hardly any room for doubt that the amount of the surplus 

ought to be anticipated with tolerable accuracy, and it ought to be applied for 

the improvement of the material prosperity of the country in certain selected 

directions. The course which has been followed has certainly a tendency to 

n o~ a  recklessness in expenditure. The observations which I have made 

apply with peculiar force to t.he surplus of the year 1903-04; as I have al~ a y 

pointed out, the Revised Estimate shows that the surplus is expected to be three 

times the amount stated in the Budget. But I venture to point out that the 

surplus as shown by the Revised Estimate is in itself misleading, as indeed is 

pointed out in paragraph 81 of the me:norandum by the Financial Secretary. But 

for the special grants, the ~ l  would have been Rs. 6,72 lakhs. Now consider 
for a moment what these special grants mean. An examination of the figures 

in paragraphs 80 and 223 will show that a large portion, if not the whoie, of the 

special grants has not been, or will not be, spent during the yeaI' 1903-04; 

they are expressly granted for expenditure during the year 190{-05 j but I have 

little doubt that even a portion may remain unspent during the year 1904-05. 
for instance, the 50 lakhs granted to the Government o! Bengal as aontribution 

towards the scheme for the structural improvement of Calcutta. the appro-

priation of which is expressly made conditional on the scheme being approved bv 

the Government of India. My Lord, I cannot but feel that it \Yould have been 

more fair and accurate to show 6,72 lakhs as the surplus for the year 190J-04 

and to provide in the Budget for 1904-05 for such specia.l grants as might 

appear necessary to the Government. I may further add that, if this method is 

pursued in future years; we shall always be furnished with fictitiously low 

surpluses, and there will be no possibility of any reduction of the burden thrown 

upon the Indian taxpayer. 

,I FAMINE INSURANCE GRANT. 

"The next point to which I wish to invite attention relates to the 

Famine Isurance Grant, the details of which are shown in paragraph 181 

of the Financial Secretary's memorandum. The revenue provided by thlt 

measures of 1877-78 is shown at a uniform figure of £1,000,000 for the 27 y a ~ , 

between 18,8-79 and I ~  I find considerable difficulty in accepting the 

figure at £1,000,000 for the two years ,894°95 and 1895-96. So far as I can 
gather, the amounts for those years appear to have been reduced from 

£1.0CO,000 (=150 lakh.) to 100 lakhs. I find it stated in the Explanatory 

Memoradum by the Secretary of Stat.! for India relating to Accounts and Esti-

mates for 1897-g8 and presented to Parliament (page 7) under the head 

a n ~ Relief and Insurance that' the absence of famine for many years ar.d 
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the near completion of the scheme of Protective works advocated by the Famine 
Commission led thtl Governm ent to decide that from April 1st, 1894, the annual 

expenditure might be reduced to Rx. 1,000,000, which is the amount entered in the 

accounts of 1,895"96.' SimiJarly, un turning to the Explanatory Memorandum 

by the Secretary of State for 18g6'97 ~  12) under the head 'Famine Relief 

and Insurance,' J find it stated that. although in ~a o an  with the policy 

adopted in 1881 respecting famine insurance it was decided annually to set aside 

Rx. 1,500,000 from revenue for the actual relief of famine, for the construction 

of works calculated to protect the country from famine, or for tbe reduction of 

the existing debt, or avoidance of debt otherwise abou t to be incurred, yet 'in 

1894-95 and the subsequent fears, it has been decided that in view of the pro-

vision which has already been made, it is sufficient to allot Rx. 1,000,000 for this 

object.' Again, when I refer to the Financial Statement presented to this 

'Council on the 21 st March 1898, I find, from the tabular st ... tement in paragraph 

169, the total expenditure chargeable to the famine grant for each of the years 

1894-95 and 1895-g6 is fixed at Rx: 1,000,000. The policy of reduction appears 

to have been discontinued by reason of the famine which followed, and the grant 

appears to have been restored in subsequent years to its original figure of 

Rx •• ,500,000. The matter deserves inquiry and consideration, and if the "iew 

which I have stated be correct-I speak with great hesitation upon this matter-

the balance at credit of the Famine Relief and Insurance Fund shown in the 

last column of the tabular statement in paragraph 18. of the pre.ent Budget 

will have to be reduced by one crore of rupees. 

" EDUCATION. 

" My Lord, I cannot conclude my observations without pointed reference to 

two items of expenditure of radically different characters to be found in this 

Budget. The first, my Lord, is the grant of 40 lakhs to Provincial Governments 

for educational purposes. The only exception which can be taken to this grant 

is on the ground of its inadequacy; but I am not without hopes that funds nJay 

be furnished !D0re liberally in the future for the purposes of educational work, 

specially of the work which the re·constituted Universities are expected to 

undertake. 
II TIBET MISSION • . 

II The second itlJll of expenditure to which I wish to invite attention stands 

out in singular contrast to the one I have just mentioned. namely, the expenditllr. 

on the Sikkim-Tibet Mission exceeding 83 lakhs of rupee. as :may be gathered 

from the ~ a l  furnished in paragraphs 112, 115, ISS, and 159. My Lord, one 
feels considerable hesitation in touching upon ~l a  matters relating to high 
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Tn perial politics; but I hope one may be pardoned for exhibiting a curiosity 

to know whether the whole of the expenses in relation to this Mission is lo be 

charged to the revenues of India, and, if ~o  whether any serious n~ a o  was 

made to throw a portion, at least, of the burden upon the British tax-payer." 

The Hon'hle RAI BAHADUR BIPIN KRISHNA BOSE said :-" My Lord, 

it is gratifying to know that the decision taken last year to utilise a portion of 

the surplus to reduce the duty on salt has led to a material fall in prices 

accompani.ed by an increase in consumption, thereby reducing the estimated 

loss of revenue. Equally beneficial in its results ~  been the other measure of 
relief granted last year-the raising of the level of income for the assessment 

of the income-tax. In its present form it is a tax which is eminently just and 

fair, and 1 am glad to find it authoritatively stated that, if at any future date 

circumstances come into existence justifying measures further to alleviate the 

burdens of the people, it will not be the well-to-do income-tax payers whose 

claims wiIl receive prior consideration. In fact, there is no reason why this tax 

should not now be accepted as constituting an integral part and a permanent 

feature of the financial arrangements of the Government. I much regret that the 

Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya thinks otherwise. He apparently does not realize 

that the policy he advocate!! mllst result in transferring the burden from persons 

more capable to persons less capable of bearing it, from the well-to-do lawyers, 

merchants and officials, for instance, to the toiling millions who eke out a scanty 

and precarious living from cultivation of land. The agricultural classes already 

contribute their fair share-according to Dr. Mukhopadhyaya himself more 

than their fair share-to the revenues of the Empire. He overlooks the further 

fact that the progress of the country depends not so much on the prosperity 

of those who form the majority 'of the income-tax payers as the prosperity of 

the communities on whose toil depends the successful cultivation of land, the 

foundation upon which the whole fabric ~  our national wealth rests. And to 

lighten the burden on these communities should be the paramount -duty of ~ 
Government. The analogy drawn from the state of things existing in England 

is fallacious, inasmuch as the conditions here are wholly different from the 

conditions obtaining in England. As regards irregularities and hardshirs to 

which reference was made, they are inseparable from every system of taxation 
... that can be formulated for introduction among a population hke that of India, 
and ought not therefore to be a determining factor in the decisipn of the 

question involved, namely, the comparative equity and justice of the various 

taxes that it is possible to introduce here. 
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"Economic condilioll.-It has been my misfortune during thOe past four 

years that I have sat in this Council to bewail the heavy losses caused by 

grievous c:rop-failures in the Central Provinces, reaching, according to expert 

calculation, the enormous total of 40 crores of rupees. Even last year, a 

portion of the province, the ricc-country of the Waingunga Valley and Chhatis-

garh was unable to escape famine. It gives me great satisfaction that I am 

able at last to speak of an improvement in the prospects. The agricultural 

. season about to close has been, taken all in all, one of the most propitious 

within recent times. 

" The monsoon, though late in coming, was adequate, and all parts of the 

Province have, more or less, participated in the blessings of a seasonable and 

well·distributed rainfall. The area lost to the plough under the blighting in-

fluence of famine has been recovered back. Displacement of superior by 

inferior crops was another distressing sign of deterioration. In this respect, 

too, there has been an improvement j the area under wheat, the most valuable 

crop, has increased by 20 per cent. as compared with last year, and is one per 

cent. above the decennial average. The outturn is estimated to be 107 per 

cent. of a norlnal crop. 

/I Cotion cultiva!ion.-Reference was made to the recent  speculation in 
cotton in America and to the possibility of a great development of the 

supply of the raw article taking place in India to meet the demands of the 
manufacturers in England. One noticeable ft'.ature of agriculture during the 

past few years in the Central Provinces has been the great expansion of 

cotton l a~ on  Unfortunately, however, almost every indigenous 

variety has deteriorated. The agricultural department has been engaged 

since some time past in experiments on exotic varieties, but the 

result has been disappointing. Foreign seeds "are found to be more 

subject to the vicissitudes of the season, and they deteriorate as fast as th'!y 

get acclimatized. Experilllents carried on by the Manager of Mr. Tata's mill 

3.tNagpur and some private landholders with the help of our local agricultural 

department have been equally unsatisfactory. Cross-breeding with indigenous 

varieties is now being tried, and it is very much to be desired that this may 

yield some new vigorous varieties. Apart from the question of meeting demands 

outsicje India, the further profitable development of our own cotton industry, 

tbe most important of the industries employing Indian capital, depends largely 

on the n ~ on of varieties yielding superior lint so as to permit of 6ner counts 
being woven. It must be admitted that with farms of 10 acres each and with 

cultivation carried on mostly on capital borrowed at high rate of interest, the 
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introduction of improved methods is by no means an easy matter. Nevertheless, 

even under existing circumstances, something might be' done in the direction of 

careful selection of seed and its distribution among the cultivators. Seeing that 

as against our yield of 80 lbs. an acre we have the American yield of 200 Ibi., 

sometimes rising to 500 Ibs., no question can arise as to the great room for 

reform. 

"New Indust,fes.-It was pointed out that the most important sttp that could 
be taken to improve the condition of the raiyats would be found in the development 

of industries based directly' on agriculture. In the Central Provinces there has 

been a considerable increase in the number of o on nn n~ factories. One 

unexpected and somewhat unfortunate result of the establishment of these 

factories has been the loss to the country of an important article of cattle-food. 

When cotton used to be ginned in the villages by hand-labour, the seed was 

utilised locally to feed the cattle. Now most of the ginning is done at tile 

factories started at various trade-centres, and the seed, instead of finding its way 

back to the villages, is being exported in enormous quantities outside India 

for oil-making purposes. If some means could be devised to treat the seed 
here, the bye-product cake would then be available as cattle-food. 1 venture 

to submit that our Agricultural Depart ment would be fulfilling one of its most 

important functions if it were to import for experimental purposes the machinery 

that is used in Hull (England) for treating the Indian seed or any other suitable 

machinery. If the experiment succeeds, private enterprise, I have reasons to 

think, will not be slow to take advantage of it and to set up, side by side with the 

gins, oil-pressing factories. The benefit would be two-fold. A new industry 

would be created, and the valuable cattle-food that is now lost <0 the country 
would be available for home-consumption, though in a modified form. 

"£a"d·rev,nue collec#on.-The appropriation report shows that in the 
Central Provinces during 1902-03 the collections under the head of ordinary Land-

revenue amounted to a little less than 78i lakbs as against a Budeet 
estimate of about 80 lakhs. At the last revision of settlement OIl; 
assessment was fixed at 91 lakhs in round figures. The revenue report 

gives 84 lakhs as the land-revenue on the roll on 1St October 190'. The 

difference, 7 lakhs, between the new assessments and the demand on 1st 

October 19o', represents, I presume, the abatements granted on a o~n  of 

deterioration caused by famine. The actual realization was less by sl lakhs 
than even this figure.  I further find thal more than a quarter. of a crore 

of outstanding under land-revenue and loans was remitted. Suspensions are never 

popular, for there is always a strong tendency on lhe part of the collecting 
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agency to recover the suspended demand with the first good crop. I am glad 

therefore that suspension has been very largely followed by remission. All 

this indicates a liberality of treatment which cannot fail to evoke feelings of 

gratitude. I hope the same generous policy will be steadily maintained until, 

under the vivifying influence of a succession of good seasons, the scars left 

by the misfortunes of the last decade heal up completely. I further hope that 

till then proceedings with a view to a new settlement may be kept in ab eyance. 

For even, though the new assessment may not he brought into operation at once, 

the very institution of these proceedings has a tendency to unsettle men's minds 

and to substitute for the stimulus of hope the discouragement of uncertainty-a feel-

ing which can not but paralyse all efforts to recover from the effects of the famine. 

Referring to the revenue report, I find the Chief Commissioner remarking that 

• after such a prolonged cycle of bad seasons it wa.; not to be expected that the 
revenue would be promptly collected without considerable resort to coercive pro-

cesses.' It is further said that 'Mr. Hewett finds it difficult to believe, since less 

than 1,000 writs of demand were issued during the year, that unauthorized pro-

cesses were not resorted to by the Tahsildars.' I am glad the matter has 

attracted attention. For not only in private conversation but sometimes in 
Courts of Justice from the lips of witnesses, one hears of expedients adopted for 

which sanction may in vain be looked for within the four corners of the Land-
revenue Act. I am afraid, to some extent, this is always likely to happen. 

For the range of vision of an officer, whose main duty is to collect, is limited. 
He seldom looks ahead and is unable to realize that to screw out the maximum 

sum which a landholder could be made to pay by exhausting all his resources 
and his credit, may swell temporarily the State coffers, but greatly 

aggravates the troubles and difficulties of the payer, reduces him, in many 
cases, to the position of the money-lender's serf, and has altogether a depress-

ing effect on his powers of future recovery. It is satisfactory to lenoW' 
that the Chief Commissioner has placed his doubts on record and has 
pointed out that • the matter requires constant attention at the hands of the 
ComT'lissioners and members of the district staff.' As it is, Mr. Hewett 
does not 'upon the whole regard the figures regarding coercive processes 

as altogether satisfactory.' The budget estimate for 1904-5 has been put 
down at 89 lakhs, which is 5 lakhs more than the revenue on the roll on 
1st Octol>er, 1902. I hope the estimate has not been pitched too high and that 
theelLcess ~ n  past arrears and does  not imply withdrawal of abatem..-nt 

concessions. 

" Patwari-cIss.-Referring to the last year's Central Provinces Administra-
tion liteport I find that the Patwari Fund closed with a lurplus of Rs. 1,15,000. 

• 
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Now Ihe patwari-cess has a history 01 its o\\:n. Formerly the patwaris were 

either lla ~n  or private servants of the malguzars. But now they have 

become members of the Land Record Department. They owe no allegiance 

either to the malguzars or to the villagers. They are appointed by, and are 

absolutely under, the orders of Government. They devote only a small portion 

of their time to the discharge of duties regarding preparation of village-papers 

whieh the malguzars are under a statutory obligation to discharge. Such being 

the case, the landholders ought not, I submit, to be made to bear the entire 

burden of the cost of the patwaris' staff. Not only they are made to do so, but 

the considerable surplus that used formerly, before the amendment of the 

Land-revenue Act in this behalf, to accumulate out of the proceeds of the 

patwari-cess after meeting the pay of the patwaris, is now appropriated towards 

the cost of the controlling staft of the Land Record Department. As would 

appear from the famous Resolution of 16th February 1902, the imposition of 

extra duties unconnected with the preparation of village-papers on the patwaris 

is in some Provinces acknowledged by Government grants towards the remunera-

tion of the patwaris. I submit that the landlords and tenants in the Central 

Provinces have a just claim On the Government for the same liberal treatment 

in the matter of this cess as is meted out to their confrlres in other provinces. 
The incidence should be so regulated as to cover the patwari's remuneration for 

the performance of what, before the present system was introduced, constituted 

village work proper. 

" IrrigaliOlJ.-The past year will be memorable in the history of the Pro-
"ince as that in which the State for the first time recognised its duty to carry out 

irrigation works at the cost of the public revenues. This new and important 

departure, pregnant with potentialities of great future progress, is the outcome 
of the deliberation of Your Exct:llency's Irrigation Commission. The first 

step may be said to have been taken by the substitution during the last famine 

of tank-works for metal-breaking and road-making as the backbone of famine 

relief in tracts where such works were feasible. The recomDlendation.of the 
Commission that irrigation'is likely to be useful only in the rice-country. i. in 
entire accordance with the experience of the people as evidenced by the tanks· 

made to irrigate rice-lands during pre-British days. Fortunately the configura. 

tion of the country here lends itself to the construction of storage-t:mks and a 
considerable number of them have been suggested by the Commission. Con-

struction of irrigation-works from the State fund is somewhat complicated by the 
question of return they are likely to yield. But I may be permiked to point out 

that their value should not be measun!d by their financial su('cess, but that account 

should also be taken of the protection they give in years of drought, whileoftr"' 
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seasons of average rainfall they give certainty to agriculture, increase t-he oulturn 

and enable more valuable crops to be grown., I may mention here that the utility 

of tanl,s was fully established during the great drought of 1899. The fertilising 

streams from two well-known private tanks in onc of the affected districts 

(Bhandara) saved the crops of all villages served by them, giving them the 

appearance of an oasis in the midst of a burnt-up desert, and the value of the 

crops thus saved more than compensated the expenditure incurred. The Govern-

ment also benefited. inasmuch as the revenue was paid in full and no relicf had to 

be given to the people 'in this tract. Summing up the Indian peasanl's financial 

position, the late Famine Commission remarked. I in good years he has nothing 

to look forward to but a bare subsistence, in bad years nothing to fall back 
upon than public charity.' The margin of profits of our raiyats is so slendl!r and 

the uncertainties of their position so great, that a compulsory water -rate imposed 
at the very beginning before the utility of tanks had been brought home to th-.:ir 

minds by an appreciable and permanent addition to their profits. would make the 
tanks unpopular and mar their usefulness. In course of time, when experience 

will have demonstrated their value, a reasonable water-rate may with safety be 

imposed. But a hasty step at the beginning dictated by purely financial consi-

derations is likely to defeat the beneficent object the Government has in \·iew. 

II Octroi in Munilipa/ities.-Last year the Hon'ble Mr. Sri Ram and myself 
. had referred to the Resolution on Octroi in Municipalities. We had pointed 

out how a rigid application of the rule laid down therein would lead to 
financial dislocation. I am happy to find that very recently another Resolu-

tion making substantial concessions has been issued on the subject. 

The principles it lays down are so important that I cannot resist the tempta-
tion of summarising them. It points out that no system of taxation can !>e re-
garded with satisfaction which runs counter to the traditions and opinions of 

those whom it affects, that Government cannot resist the consensus'of althorita-
tive opinion that indirect taxation i. strongly preferred to direct imposts. and 
that the Governor General in Council is concerned to find that. in order to make 

goo,d the j!eficit resulting from a reduction of the octroi-rates, certain Alunicipal-
ities have been compelled to enhance the rates of octroi on necessaries of life 

or to resort to the unpopular expedient of a house-tax. He has accordingly been 
pleased to rule that the maximum duty may be Rs. ~ in some and Rs. 4-. J 
~ other cases. We in Nagpur have promptly taken adv.:ntage of thiq (,.-,,,. 
cf"ssion, for which I beg to offer our grateful thanks . . 
" (!o/legiate eti.,ation.-One result of the labours of the Universities Camm,s' 

sion, so far as the Central Provinces arc concerned. ha:J been that aLtcilt;.);". i.4!o 
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r1t last been drawn to what I cannot but caU the very inadequate aid oll ~ a  

education in Nagpur receives at the hands of the Government. Up till 1885 

Nagpur was without a College. In that year the people by strenuous efforts 

raised a subscription of one lakh and three-quarters, and with this as a nucleus 

an aided College with a competent staff headed by an Europp.an Principal was 

founded, to which the Government and the local bodies sanctioned liberal 

grants. At the same time, the Free Church Mission of Scotland, to whom the 

people owe a deep debt for al\ that they have done and are doing for education, 

raised the status of their school to that of a College. When the new College 

had been in existence for about two years, a proposal was made by the Chief 

Commissioner (Sir Alexander Mackenzie) to close it as an institution to 

impart collegiate education and to utilise its trust-fund for an agricultural 

school. The subscribers could not see their way to agree to this diversion 

nf the fund from its original object. This was followed by the with-

drawal, under Chief Commissioner's order, of the Government grant as also the 

contributions by the local bodies, except that by the Nagpur Municipality, which, 

however, was reduced. The promoters of the College faced the situation thus 

created partly by reducing the staff and partly by appeals, which were 

successful, to the well-wishers of the cause for special aid. Even under these 

somewhat depressing circumstances, in course of time a commodious building 

to hold the classes and a hostel to lodge the students were constructed. To 

the latter the Government (Sir Charles Lyall's) made a liberal grant. In 

1893, 'in recognition of the good work the College was doing,' the Chiel 
Commissioner (Sir Antony MacDonnell) gave it a monthly grant of fifty 

rupees. In connection with the enquiries of the Universities Commission, the 

attention of our late Chief Commissioner (Sir Andrew Fraser) was drawn to the 

above state of things, and before leaving the province he left instructions 

to raise the College to a high standard of efficiency. The matter was promptly 

taken up by his successor, Mr. Hewett, himself a member of the Commission, 

and, in consultation with the governing body of the College, he has drawn up a 

scheme, which provides for an Arts Department manned by a staff of two 

European professors with English University qualifications and a suitable num-

ber of Indian professors. On grounds both of economy and convenience, the 

arrangements for teaching Science have been made in connection with our Victoria 

Technical Institute, which is intended to be the centre of industrial and agricul-

tUlal education in the province and which is now fast approaching completion. 1 
understand these schemes are now before Your Excellency's Government. I 

earnestly hope and pray they may be sanctioned and thus our collegiate and 

scientific education placed on a sound and solid basis. One noteworthy feature of 
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-the schemes which I must not omit to mention is that the popular element has 

been adequately represented on the governing bodies of both the institutions, co-

operation on terms of equality between the official and the non-official elements 

being the key-note of their constitution. I would fain hope that the days of doubts 
and difficulties are over and lllat, animated as all are by a single-minded desire 

to advance the best interests of the province, the two institutions fully equipped 

and working side by side, will, by solid work honestly done, rea.iize the hopes and 

aspirations of those who have laboured long and hard to bring them into exist-

ence. 

It Co-operative C,.edt't Soet'elt'cs Act.-The Co-operative Credit Societies Act 
passed last week, though not likely to prove a panacea for all the evil influences 

that now operate to keep our agriculturists down, is undoubtedly an useful piece 

of legislation. In the case of those who are in a fairly prosperous condition and 

are sufficiently ad vanced to be a ble to com bine for their common benefit, there is 

every likelihood  of the societies under the Act taking root and proving a success. 

The real difficulty lies in the application of the Act to those who are not so 

favourably circumstanced and who are in need of some extraneous help to lift 

them out of their present condition. Under this category come the majority of 

the raiyats in lhe Central Provinces. I am inclined to think, as I have submitted 

on one or two previous occasions, agricultural banks somewhllt on the lines laid 

down in the Government of India's despatch of 31St May 1882, would perhaps 

better meet the requirements of the case here. At the same time, the Act, 

I think, could be made to yield good results even in these cases if some of the 

respectable moneylenders, who now deal with individual raiyats, could be 

induced to deal instead with the societies formed under the Act. I must con-

fess I do not share in the morbid dread of the moneylenders as a class which 

seems to dominate the judgment of some in this matter. As a result perhaps 

of the hard limes, there has sprung up within recent years a class of petty 

saukars, who perhaps deserve all that is said to their prejudice. But we have 

among usa class of moneylenders in whose family the business may be said 

to fun from generation to generation. I do not think that taken as a whole their 

profits are either extravagant or unreasonable, or that their terms, so long as 

they are punctually fulfilled, oppressive. I hold strongly the view that in my 

provinoe the success of the measure would depend largely on enlisting the 

y ~ y and co-operation of these people. If you alienate them, I should like 
very much to know who is to finance the societies. I entirely agree in thinking 

that the State cannot take it upon itself this duty, It is not possible for it to 

lend annually to thousands of raiyats all over the country. Nor is it a good 

policy that it should add to the odium of the tax-collector that of the money-
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lender and debt·collector. Taka'Ui is for seasons of distress and not far ordinary 
times. Lately, my Local Governmerit advanced 16 lakhs for seed, etc., in the 

rice country, where the rains had failed, and rightly so. But it could not, and 

should not, do so in a normal year. I see therefore no way out of the difficulty 

except by calling in the aid of the class of moneylenders I have mentioned 

above. To found altogether new banking institutions for the object in view 

would present many practical difficulties. The substitution of societies in place 

of individuals would largely reduce the cost of establishment and Court ex-

penses, as also the loss resulting from the insolvency, and not unoften the dis-

honesty, of the debtors. This must automaticaIly, as it were, lead to the gradual 

introduction of an easier rate of interest than is possible under existing 

circumstances. Your Excellency was' pleased to speak last week of the re-

sponsibilities of my countrymen in this matter. Permit me to say, my Lord, 
that the leaders of my community in Nagpur have been anxiously looking forward 

to the day when discussion and deliberation would end and the time for action 
would come. And now that the opportunity has at last come, they will be 
found, not sulking in their tents, but at the post of duty • 

• CI Increased pay to British Soldiers.-The item of £493,900 referred to in 
paragraph 13 of the Statement is, as has been kindly explained to me by the 
Hon'ble the Finance Minister, part of the sum of £800,000, in round figures, 
representing the recent permanent addition to the Indian military expenditure on 

account of increased pay to British troops. The circumstances under which this 
heavy burden has been imposed in disregard of the protest of Your Excellency'S 
Government are, I feel bound to submit, such as are ill calculated to inspire the 
Indian people with an abiding faith in the justice of the Government in England 

in its pecuniary dealings with India. To quote the words of one of Your Ex-
cellency's predecessors, Lord Mayo, the Government' would not be justified 
in spending one shilling more on our army than can be shown to be absolutely 
and imperatively necessary', and that • every shilling that is taken for unneces-

sary military expenditure is so much withdrawn o~ those vast sums which it 
is our duty to spend for the moral and material improvement of the people.' :  • 

" I"d,a a"d fiscal ,ejorm.-Reference was made to the despatch of lund 
October last setting forth the views of the Government on the movement now in 
progress in the United Kingdom for the transformation of the fiscal system that' 
has prevailed there for the past sixty years. I may be permitted to make a few 
remarks on the subject from the point of viclW of Indian interest. We have no 
protective tariffs. Al1 our import-duties are revenue tazes. The excise-duty 

on cotton-goods o ~  the only argument which could be urged against our .. 
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system as having a protective character. My countrymen are not of the same' 

mind as to the wisdom of this system. Some are of opinion that the infant 

industries of India in their competition with foreign countries are entitled to 

some protection, and that without it they are not able to carryon a fair 

fight with countries having the advantage of a long start in the progress of 

industrial development. Others again hold the view that defective knowledge, 

want of adequate capital and a spirit of conservatism -these retard more 

effectivtly the progress of our industries than any want of protection. Looking 

at the matter from a practical point of view, it strikes me that we are 1I0t calle:l 

upon to decide at this juncture which of these contending views is sound. For 

there is no likelihood of India being granted a perfectly free hand in adjusting 

her tariff for the protection of her industries, supposing protection is good for 

them. The experience of the past shows that the interest of the British manu-

facturers will have to be duly safeguarded in any scheme that may be formulated. 

It is inconceivable, for example, that the powerful manufacturing interests in 
Lancashire will ever permit the imposition of protective duties of any kind 011 
their goods in order that the Indian mill·industry may be fostered. Such being 

~ case, our interest lies in the maintenance of the existing state of things. 

A modified scheme, which will subordinate Indian to British interests, while 
doing no good to India, will only create heart-burning, v.hich, instead of pro-

moting, will arrest the growth of consolidation of the Empire, which it is the 
avowed object of the new policy to bring about. 

"Excise-duty on cotton-good.·.-After the emphatic declaration of the 
Aon'ble the Finance Minister, it would serve no useful purpose to discuss over 

again the question of excise-duty on cotton-goods, though I must confess I am not 

at all convinced of the justice of the impost by his arguments. But there is one 

point to which I beg respectfully to draw attention. Lately an attempt ,vas made 

ta find out from statistics whether the mills in Lancashire manufactured any goods 

similar to those made in India and which paid the excise-duty. It appears tht! 

necessary information cannot be had. The only returns which the Lancashire 

mills have to submit are as to the number ot hands they employ and. some 
subsidiary matters arising under the Factory Acts, and no official statistics exist 

to indic:lte production of yarn and cloth. This state of things places our mills, 
which have to submit returns of production, at a considerable disadvantage. 

For it is clear that rival manufacturers outside India profit by the knowlec.lge 
of what the Indian mills produce, while our mili·owners are unable to have 

similar information regarding theirs. I submit that the returns, even if they 

must be maintained for the assessment of the duty, may not, so far as they 

disclose details of production, be made public. 
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" Tethnical education.-The question of industrial development, which has 
received considerable attention during the past few' years, is no doubt, as 

pointed out, surrounded with difficulties. The present economic conditions, 

the comparative smallness of the a ~ la l  capital, its slow tendency to 

increase, the ignorance of the means and methods necessary for its judicious 

employment, the high charge for banking accommodation, a1\ these combine 

to present serious obstacles. It is also very true in the abstract that nothing 
is gained by training our youths for a trade in which there would be 

no opening for employment; that technical education cannot create industries 

but only supplies skilled labour to the already existing demands of capital. 

1 believe, however, that a demand for educated labour in many branches 

of commercial and industrial activity is rapidly coming into existence, and I 
therefore hail with satisfaction the various measures that have been initiated 

of late for the introduction 01 a system of technical and industrial educa. 
tion culminating in the establishment of State Technical Scholarships. These 

have inspired the hope that we may at no distant future be privileged to see a 
wide development of our industries and manufactures. The policy which would 

make India produce only raw materials can only result in reducing the popula· 
tionto the dead level of poverty·stricken agriculturists. A wise and statesman-

like generosity has inspired the present policy and, carried OUt loyally in future in 
the ~  in which it has been conceived, it will have as its reward a great 
addition to the wealth of the country and a consequent increase in the happi-
ness and weU·being of the people." 

The Hon'ble MR. HAMILTON laid :_CI My Lord, in the first place let me 
congratulate Your ExceUency's Government, and the Hon'ble Sir Edward Law in 
particular, on the Budget. The fact that such excellent results have been achieve 

ed while still within sight of the recent famines, shows that the finances of the 
Empire are in very capable hands. 

II To one like myself who takes a general interest in the problems connected 
with agriculture it is gratifying to find the Finance Minister devoting so large a: 

portion of his Statement to the claims of this all.important branch of the business 

of the Empire, and, as Your Excelleocy and the H on'ble :Member in charge of the 
Revenue and Agricultural Department are equally interested in the same :mb-
ject, it may be taken for granted that we' shall soon be able to record as marked 

a development in agricultural affairs as is possible in a cQuntry where progr"ess 
must inevitably be slow. • 

.. From the tone of his remarks, I take it that the Finance Minister is eager 

to devote all the money he possibly tan to the cause of agriculture, and tho 
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recent Go\rernmcnt Resolutions on Education and the Pusa Farm may be taken 

as assurances to the same effect. As a guide to what is required in this direc-

tion I may here refer to what is considered necessary in the United States of 

America, my-authority being the Official Agricultural ~a  Book for 1900 which 

traces the history of agriculture in that country during the previous century. 

The annual income of the land grant colleges and other institutions in which 

agriculture is taught is 6t millions dollars or Rs. 2,01,00,000, On the 54 Agri-
cultural experiment stations the sum annually spent by the National Government 

is $720,000 or Rs. 21,60,000, besides an additional Rs. 9,00,000 contributed by 

the Provincial State Funds. The number of agricultural colleges and other 

institutions tn which agriculture 1S taught is 64, including the 54 experiment 
stations referred to. The staff of all the experiment stations numbers 685, of 

whom 3Q8 are scientific teachers. In this connection it would be interest-

ing, for purposes of comparison, to know what the staff consists of which is now 

,engaged in supervisine: and encouraging agricultural operations in India, and 

what are the qualifications of that staff for the work of supervision. 

" The Hon'ble Sir Edward Law has mentioned the fact that in the Central 

Provinces there are now 1,800 subscribers to a monthly agricultural magazjne, and 

that 1,800 copies of a pamphlet in the vernacular have lately been sold to cul-

tivators. The number of publications issued annually by the American Bo'ard 

of Agriculture is 6 millions, besides numerous bulletins issued by the various 

States. 

" While on the subject of agricultural education, might I, in view of the 

recent debate in this Council, quote the following words of the Director of the 

American Experiment Stations, 'Diz. :-

" Along with the improvement of tbe college cour.e. io agriculture baa come the 

realization of the true {unction of these courses. It is understood that they 
are for tbe training of the leaders in agricultural  progrf"u, and not for the 

general education of the agricultural ma .. e.. For thi. purpose they are to 
be made as thorough and complete internally and externally III the maaifold 

oeede of American agricultare for well-trained and intefligent leader&hip 
may re4luire. Their .ucce •• i. to be judged by the 8ame Itandard that i. 

applied to otber college COUrle., and the aUMber of .tudeatl i. oot of 10 

much importance aI their quality." 

, " My Lord, the figures I have quoted may send a shiver of despair through 

the Hon'h!e Members in charge of the Finance and Agricultural Departments, 

but a Finance Minister who can spend IS crores on a famine and shortlyaftee-
come forward with handsome surpluses may be trusted to find the money. 
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" Rs. 30,60,000 is the sum annually required to run 54 agricultural experi-
ment stations on the American scale, but four or five such institutions, or the equi-

valent of Ri;. 3 lakhs, will, for some years to come, suffice for India, and the paltry 

sum named will not upset either the Finance Minister or his Budget. It need 
not even come out of the taxpayer, for less than one million of the ten and-a-

half million sovereigns now lying fallow in the gold reserve, if invested in 
three-hal( per cent .. paper, would yield sufficient to run half a dozen expeJiment 

institutions, and would at the same time reduce the national debt. 

II My Lord, is it too much to ask that the farms which it is prop05ed to 
attach to the experimental institutions should be large enough to serve as 

commercial object lessons? Your Excellency has on several occasions 

expressed surprise that capital does not flow more freely from Europe into 

India i the reason, my Lord, is simple i capital does not see the divi-

n ~  Surrounding the American experiment stations are a great body of 

intelligent farmers with some capital at their command who eagerly co-operate 

with the stations and give practical effect to their teaching. In this country 

there is no such medium, and a bridge is therefore necessary to cross the gulf 

which separates the proposed institutions from the practice of the people j and 

it is here that a great opening may be found for European capital and enter· 

prise. My Lord, when the institutions believe they have got hold of a good 

thing, let them plant out 500 acres and publish the financial results; if these 

are satisfactory, Government will be in pocket by the experiment, and capital 
will at once begin to flow. 

" In a recent memorandum Mr. Mollison pointed to theft of the crops grown, 

as a eifficulty in the way of European enterprise in agriculture. To meet that 

difficulty he suggested some sort of share system with the native cultivator. 

Difficulties of this kind can, I have no doubt, be surmounted; perhaps as good a 

share .system as any would be for the European, or the Indian capitalist working 

on Western lines, to become the landholder, and take his share by way of rent •• 

If the 100 million acres of cultivable waste-land which are still 'available in. , 

India and the millions of landless labourers who are the first to go down in famine 

could be brought together under a system of this kind, lome interesting 

problems might be solved. Only the other day 1 heard of a large European 

zamindari in Eastern Bengal in which the proprietor has had only one law-Iuit 

for rent in thirty years. My Lord, these are the zamindaris which are wanted 

throughout the country, and which Government should do their best .to foster. 

What India wants is fair dealing and cheap capital. What the raiyat wants is a 

place in which he aDd not another shall reap the fruitl of his labours, and 
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legislation like the Punjab Land Alienation Act and the Co·opcrati\·e Societies 

Act may, I hope, be taken as an earnest of the fact that Government has decided 

to clear the path of r.rogress of the pests which now suck the life of the 

people. 

II The Hon'ble Sir Edward Law describes the additional Army expenditure 

as 'regrettable' but ' inevitable.' My Lord, if Indian agriculture is to hold 

its own, further expenditure in that Department is also inevitable and would not 

be regrettable, for the welfare of I ndia is inseparably bound up with agriculture. 

The raiyat pays the land-revenue and the bulk of the salt-tax, the raiyat':; labour 

yields the opium-revenue. The raiyat pays the best part of the excise-income, 

and all the other branches of revenue are more or less dependent on his labours. 

The raiyat fills the railway waggons and loads the steamers i the raiyat 

grows the jute and fills the gunny bags i the raiyat grows the cotton and 

wears the manufactured .c1oth. In short, to quote the ancient sage, • the 
profit of the earth is for all, the king himself is ~  by the field.' My 

Lord, while the empire rests as much on the raiyat as it does on the sword, the 
claims of agriculture must have a first place in the Budget. (might go even 

further and base these claims on military as well as on agricultural grounds, for 

in an empire like India, which is subject to fears within as well as to fightings 

without, what better protection against both could there be than a great army 
of well-fed and contented peasantry? With the Himalayas in front of him and 
an army composed of millions of the peasantry of NorthE"m India at his back, 

His Excellency the Commander-ira·Chief might safely 'hang the trumpet 

in the hall and study war no mure.' 

"( am glad to find £8,107,600 budgeted for capital expenditure on Railways. 

The amount budgeted for Major Irrigation Works, namely, £833,300, seems 
comparatively small, but we may hope for an incteaae next year, when, if ap-
proved, a commencement may be made with the programme sketched out by 'he 
Irrigation Commission. That programme, involving, as it does, a capital ex-

~n  of Rs. 44 croces, will require a capital outlay of over Rs. 2 crores per 
annum for a period of twenty years, and the Irrigation Commission wisely 

suggests that it should be carried out in a regular lind systematic fashion by 
loans; irrespective or the ex:igencies of the Budget. As the expenditure taken aa 

a wlople is not likely to prove remunerative, provision will have to be made from 
revenue for a possible loss in working, and the Hon'ble Finance Minister i. 

perhaps ~  in not holding out hopes of wholesale reductions in taxation. I 
should certainly like to see a reduction made in the salt-tax, salt being a necessity 

for man and beast, but I should deprecate anything in the shape of permanent 
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remIssIons in the tand-revenue, that being the soundest form of taxation j while 

the remissions are apt to find their way into the pockets of men for whom they 

are not intended. 1 would again congratulate Your Excellency's Government 

on the extremely satisfactory condition of the Empire's finances." 

The Hon'ble MR. BILDERBECK said :-" My Lord, I ask your kind 

permission to touch briefly on one or two matters in whic h the interests of 

higher education demand consideration in connection with the Budget 

proposals. 
. 

U In the first place, I would refer to a matter in rEspect of which I made 

an appeal to Your Lordship's Government a few days ago-the necessity of 

giving early effect to those sections of the new Universities Act which 

empower Universities in India to appoint University Professors and to erect, 

equip and maintain laboratories, museums and libraries. The importance-nay 

the urgency-of the question is undeniable, but I shall not occupy the time of 

the Council by repeating arguments with which Members must be quite familiar. 

The prosperous financial condit16ns of the country, indicated by the Budget 

Statements of this and recent years, and the fact that Government has 

deter'mined to spend money liberally on the establishment and maintenance of 

the Agricultural Institution at Pusa and of a Staff College for the training of 

military officers in India, inspire the hope that Government will at an early date 

be prepared to take into serious consideration a scheme for raising the character 

of University edueation and promoting the influence and utility of Universities. 

<I Associated with the subject just mentioned is another-the recruitment of 
Educational officers for the Colleges maintained by the State. In the debates 

on the Universities Bill that have lately taken place in this Council, very strong 

language was employed in criticism of the qualifications of gentlemen sent out 

by the Secretary of State to fill professorial chairs in the Government Colleges 

in some parts of India. Now, my Lord, while the strength of the language 

seemed to me to be disproportionate to the circumstances in connection with 

which such language was employed, it must be admitted that it is an open' 

secret that the various Local Governments do not always obtain the men 

with the qualifications they indent for j that the article supplied through the 

India ~  not always in accordance with specifications; and, seco.,dly, 

that Government Colleges are in a chronic difficulty in respect to the engage-

ment of the services of suitable men to fill temporary vacancies in tbe chairs 

of Professors who go on leave or are transferred to other posts. In reference to 
the first of these matters, I would most respectfully urge that in the interests of 

geod admiaistratiGn gellerally, and in justice to th..e Colleges aad their st.dents 
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in particular, a strong representation be ,made to the Secretary of State for 

India in view to the adoption of some more satisfactory system of recruitment 

than thitt which now prevails. In th; second place, I would suggest that 

special provision be made in the Budget for the formatioll of a Professorial 
Reserve the members of which would be available fur service in allY part of 

India. The officers belonging to the Reserve might be brought out as 

probationers on terms similar to those obtaining in the covenants of members of 

the Indian Educational Service, and be held eligible for substantive appointment 

. on the occurrence of vacancies in the differc::nt provinces. In some cases, the 

members of the Re!lerve might be men with particularly high qualifications ill 

some branch of Science or Literature who could be employed as Uni"frsity 

Professors and called upon to deliver special.courses of lectures or conduct special 

classes at convenient times of the year in different parts of the ct')untry. J am 

'well aware that many objections can be raised against this proposal, but in view 

of the many advantages likely to accrue from it, the scheme is well worth a trial. 

" My Lord, I have so far suggested proposals which necessarily involve an 

'increase of expenditure on education. I have anQther which possibly carries 

with it a potentiality for increasing the funds avaiJable for educational purposes, 

or for meeting educational wants without an appeal to the tax-payer. 

II In the Madras Presidency-and doubtless analogous conditions exist in 
other parts of India-there are institutions known as mutts and chat/rams. 
The mults-which are of the nature of monastic institutions-were established 

by pious founders in times long gone by mainly for the encouragement of 

learning, but in some cases have faUeR into unworthy hands that squander 
and misapply the income arising from their valuable endowments. The 

chattrllms are often endowed institutions established for the purpose of 
providing board and lodging for trllvellers and poor people. The administration 

of the latter instilutions is, I believe, in some measure under official 
5upCf"vision, and possibly the endowments attached to them are not misapplied 

to any serious extent •• 

"  I ~  to point out in reference to the chaltrams that it would, I believe, 
be in some cases perfectly consistent with the object for which they were estab-

lished if some portion of the income of their endowments could be set· apart for 

~ erection of hostels and the provision of meals for poor and worthy students. 
In other ''J'ords, the funds of these institutions might be utilised for the establish-
ment of sizarships for this class of students. Such an application of these 

lunds, while promoting the extension of the residential system in connection 
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with the educational institutions of the country, would at the same I imt 

greatly weaken Ihe force of the arguments of those who condemn the extension 

of the system on the ground that it n ~a  the cost of education and is ~

fore unfair to the poor student. 

"As regards the "wits and similar institutions, it seems to me that, if 
their administration could be taken over by Government, the value of the 

endowments attached to them might be considerably increased, and the a ~ 

would come in.to the control o[ funds which could be legitimately employed in 

promoting the cause of sound learning. It would, 1 think, be greatly in the 

interests of the country and of the mulls themselves if a small Commission 
could be appointed-subject to reasonable restrictions-to collect information ai 

to the number of these institutions, the nature and value of their endowmentsl 
the objects for which they were' established and the way in which the institu-

tions have been administered and also to make proposals for reforms in 

their management if such be expedient. The report of such a Commission would 

lay bare the {aels and would prepare the public mind for the necessity of 

reform. From my personal knowledge of the views of many educaterl men in 
Southern India, I can say that the mismanagement of some of these mutts is 
regarded as a grave scandal, and I believe that there are many who would 
sympathise with, and give their support to, a wen-considered effort to reform 

them. If reform be decided on, it would probably be necessary, in order to 

meet the case of the ",utls and ,hat/rams, to pass a new enactment some-
what on the lines of the Charitable Endowments Act of 1890." 

The Hon'ble DR.. BHANDARKAR said :_"My Lord, withYour Excellency's 
permission t will make a few remarks on some points suggested by the Financial 
Statement. Though the surpltlS is stated to be 672 lakhs or, after providing for 

special grants to Local Governments, 406 lakhs, I am somewhat concerned to 

find that 6 lakhs and 29 tho\lsand only have been allotted lor Education. My 
Lord, the Government of India has acknowledged, in dIe Resolution on Indian-

Education recently issued, that India is entitled to ask for the highest intellect'" 

and (ulture that English or Indian seats of learning can furnish j and, in the 

words of lord Reay quoted by me in my speech the other day, • India should 

have the best representatives of English learning.' Higher education ca"not 

be placed on a satisfactory footing unless we have men of this stamp. And 

the number of ProfessCH's in the Colleges must be increased. No teacht;r should: 

have a larger class than one of fifty students. If the number of men teading a. 
certain course is very large, they should be divided into separate classes each, 

entrusted to an independent Professor·. To .acure all tbis a liberal aJlowanc4c 
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from the I mperial Funds will necessarily be wanted. The prescnt arrangement 

of sending out men tp us from England is clearly defective and must bL' 

improved. 

"I would at the same time ask Your Excellency's attention to the great 

importance of creating among us :I. class of learned men. Not only will they 

be the means of advancing knowledge and creating a thirst for it among others, 

but devoting themseh'es to study and reflection. away from the turmoils of prac. 

tical life, they themselves wiII truly become lovers of wisdom or philosophers 

and constitute so many centres' of influence. To effect this purpose a good 

many Fellowships in connection with our Universities should, I submit. be 

endowed. These Fellows should devote themst:lves to the study of Literature 
• 

Antiquities, History. Philosophy and Science in its numerous branches. 

Their initial allowance should be about Rs. 100 pcr ",eltscm, and it should 
gradually rise to about Rs. ~ o in the course of tcn years. They should 

be required to show that they have been really working, by delivering lectures in 

connection with the Univers:ties or assisting the College Professors. They 

should be eligible at the end of the period of ten years for Professorships 

in Colleges or Head Masterships of High Schools. At present the Colleges 

maintained by the Native States in our Presidency and some aided Colleges 
also have only one European on the staff and the rest Indians, Fellows who 

have been studying a subject for ten years after graduation will make better 

Professors for these and also for Government Colleges than those who are now 

appointed. 

"I notice a grant of five lakhs to the Calcutta Museum and of one lakh to 
the Zoological Gardens. Excellent as these institutions are at present, it is 

proposed still further to improve them. Calcutta is the metropolis of the 
Indian empire. and it is but proper that the Go vernment of India should 
provide it with two such first class institutions. But India is a vast country, 

equal in extent to the whole of Europe except Russia, and Calcutta is situated 

at the extreme east end of the line of its greatest width. The Museum and 

tbe Zoological Garden, therefore. can be of no use to other parts of the country 
than the Province of Bengal •. To expect the people of Bombay, Madras and 

Lahore 'to derive any benefit from them is to expect English people to derive 
benefit· from institutions established in Vienna. The interests of the Province 

of Bengal aile committed to the care of the Government of Bengal; but the 
Government of India should, I submit, look to the interests of the whole 
country. I. therefore. hope. if we have a succession of such prolperity Budgets, 

me Government of India will set aside liberal sums for o n~ such inat" 
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tutions for the instruction and amusement of the people of Western, Southern. 

Central, and Northern India. Bombay, Madras, Nagpur, Allahabad or Delhi 

ought to have such M useums a~  Zoological Gardens as Calcutta has. And 

may I say the same thing about the Imperial Library, which institution also has 

won my admiration? 

.. The next point that I will allude to is about agricultural education. The 
Hon'ble Member for Finance has endorsed the opinion of competent Europeans 

that the Indian raiyat is a first class agriculturist. Still he admits that there is 

room for instruction in certain points. I, too, readily admit that, but the 

methods of training suggested in the recent Resolution of Government do not 

appear to me to be quite satisfactory. These methods I came to know of some 

months ago in Poona, and that was the opinion I formed of them there. A six 

months' course, for pupils of the Training College at the Governlllcnt Farm 

to tit them to be teachers of agriculture in primary schools, which is the better 

method of the two, can furnish the pupils with but imperfect knowledge, 

and supposing that they did acquire competent knowledge, the method of 

giving agricultural instruction to boys in a class-room can, in my opinion, 

serve no good purpose. At present the agriculturists teach their boys, not 

by means of words spoken, but actual1y showing to them what they do in 

the field and making them do it. This is a very effective method and the one 

now thought of must, I think, fail. And information on the points alluded to by 

the Hon'ble Member for Finance should rather be communicated to adult agri-

culturists than to boys. For this purpose the methods at present thought of 

would be of no use. What I would suggest is this: there is in connection 

with the College of Science in Poona an Agricultural Branch, where young 

men are trained for Ihe Degree of Licentiate of Agriculture. :rhe course laid 

down for that Degree is very high, including, as it does, Trigonometry, 
Physics, Botany and such other subjects. The preliminary qualification 

also is high. In connection with the Engineering Branch of the College 

there is a class for training Overseers required for the lower branch of the Public 

Works Department. So there ought to be in connection with the l ~ ~l 

Branch a class for training what might be called Agricultural I nspectors. The 

preliminary qualification need not be high and instruction in the practical 

agricultural portion of the course for the Degree should only be imp;rted to 

them. After they have gone through this course and passed their final el:-

amination, they should be employed by the Agricultural Departmep't on salaries 

beginning with Rs. 30 and rising to about Rs. 7S per mensem. About two such 

Agricultural InsJ>f!l:tors .should be employed for each taluq, and it should be. 
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their duty to visit the fields and give instruction to the peasants working there 

on the points mentioned by the Hon'ble Member (or Finilnce. But in the 

present state 0(' circumstances what our agriculturists want is manure. I t has 

been the time-hallowed custom of these men to dry the farmyard mnnure and 
sell it or use it t'hemsclves as fuel j and they have not the means of procuring 

manure of this or any other kind elsewhere. I should, therefore, think that tht' 

lakavz' advances that are at present made should be made by the Agricultural 

Department through these Inspectors, and it should be their duty  to sec that 

those advances are properly spent, i.e., on the purchase of good seeJ, necessary 
agricultural implements and especially manure. 

" As regards the statement showing the accumulation of wealth in India, 

I leave it to those who have closely studied the question of the poverty of India 

to determine whether that a ~ n  makes out a point opposed to their views. 

But the Hon'ble Member's statement that the rise in the prices of certain articles 

that he mentions must have benefited the producers, I beg leave to question. 

As a matter of fact we do observe an immense disparity between the wealth at 

trading centres like Bombay and Ahmedabad and that in small towns and villages. 

While the dealers in wheat and cotton roll in wealth. those who grow those 
articles live fro:n hand to mouth, and are unable to bear the stress of a !'ingle 

unfavourable season even in such a Province as Gujerat. which before was can· 
sidered impervious to famine. There is evidently an unequable distribution of 

wealth. The cultivators are unable to take advantage of the rise in the prices of 

wheat. cotton and other articles. The reason probably is that a good many 

months before the harvest the traders enter into contract with the cultivators 

and secure the produce, and hence a rise in the prices at the timc of 

the harvest or later the latter cannot avail themselves of. Besides, the 

intelligence that is required for securing a due advantage in this respect is want-

ing. So even here the importance of the education of agriculturists forces 

itself on our attention. 

"The fourth point I wish to notice is that concerning the cotton excise-

duties. It is a good deal contentious. but I will ventpre to lay a few words 
on it. The Hon'ble Member for Finance says in answer to those who maintoiLin 

that there can be no direct competition between Lancashire goods and Indian 

goods, that the cheaper price of the Indian textiles will aUract to them the 
Furchasers of the finer textiles from Lancashire to the detriment of the latter. 

But it appears to be forgotten that. except in a few solitary instances, the higher 
classes, who use the 6ner cloth from Lancashire. think it derogatory to their 

position to use the coarser cloth produced by the Indian mills. So that there 

i" really no competition between the two countries except within very small 
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limits. Again, 'he says that the charges between Manchester and Indian 

bazars, including packing, freight, etc., add to the cost of Lancashire goods 

whIle the Indian goods are free from those charges; but what I have to' 

urge on the other side is that the initial cost. of the construction of a mill 

in India is greater than that of one in Lancashire, because we have to import 

from England all the machinery that we require and to pay the charges for 

packing, freight, interest, etc. The interest on the additional capital must 

contribute to enhance the cost of production of Indian goods. Stores also 

have to be imported and those a ~ paid on them. The Bon'hle Member 

considers that the additional 31 annas which the purchaser has to pay on account 
of the excise-duties does not bear heavily on the consumer. I am sorry I can-

not think so. Those who use the coarse cloth manufactured by our mills are 

mostly the same class of people to whom the diminution of the salt-tax has 

given relief, and certainly an additional 31 annas to such people is not inconsi. 
dtrable. The remission of the duty, therefore, would be of great benefit to 

them. As to the necessity of additional revenues for the administration of 

Government, the deficit caused by the abolition of cotton excise-duties may 

be made up by raising the duty on the rich man's cloth, that is, the cloth of 
finer texture imported from Lancashire i or, when the growth of home n ~ 

tries diminishes the imports and materially reduces the revenue, there will be 
time enough to consider and frame a consistent policy calculated to make up 

the loss. And, finally, one of the chief reasons why these excise-duties are 

disliked is that they were imposed at the instance of Lancashire. India has 

become an agricultural country and depends for most of the manufactured 

articles she wants on foreign countries, The effect is that when there 
is no rain, or when the crops are destroyed by disease or by locusts or 

by rats, the country becomes helpless. India's economic salvation lies in the 

growth of the manufacluring industries as is tacitly acknowledged by the 

G""ernment of India itself by the recent institution of scholarships to be held 
by Indians learning certain arts in Europe and America. One such industry has 

taken root i and it is supposed to have come in conflict with an English 

industry; and the Home Government compels the Indian Government to over. ' 

weight it in the race. The anxious heart of an Indian, therefore, asks itself the 

question, whether, if fortunately other such industries grow up in India and 

compete with English industries, they will be ~ la ly dealt with, and whether 

England, immediately that some of her sons nearer home raise up a cry; will 
always act the step-mother to her Eastern sons. 

"The last point that I will touch on, is the steady increase in the ~ 

revenUe. During the last two years it has increased, we are told, 21 Fer cellt, 
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I quite believe that there is no desire on the part of the Government of India to 

increase the revenue by encouraging indulgence in alcohol, as stated by the 

. Hon'ble Member, but the large increase of excise-revenue during the last four 

years from 59<> lakhs to 738 lakhs cannot but show th3t drinking has largely 

increased j and this is confirmed by one's daily observation. However, I am 

quite satisfied with the the assurance that Government of India know their fuil 

responsibility in the matter and are now paying special attention to it in the 
interests of temperance and morality." 

The Hon'ble MR. MORISON said :-'1 Ever since the Government of India 

entered upon a season of surpluses one complaint has been on~ an ly repeated 

in the public Press, the complaint that by the closure of the mints in 1893 the 

Government of India increased taxation, illllsmuch as ~ taxpayer has to pay 

~  many, or nearly as many, rupees of the artificial value of sixteen pence as 

ile had to pay when the natural value of the rupee was thirteen pence. 

"  I venture to say that if there ~ one thing demonstrably clear in (,U1rcncy 

problems, it is that the purchasing power of the rupee has not yet risen in con-

sequence of the closure of the mints j I believe on the contrary that it could be 

far more easily maintained that the value of the rupee went on falling after 

1893; it is generally admitted that an Index number is the only means of 
arriving at probable certainty with regard to the rise or fall in the value of 

money, and of all the Index n ~  which have been composed I know 

of none which has been prepared with such elaborate safeguards 

against error as the series published by Mr. F. J. Atkinson in variolls 
issues of the Journal of the Statistical Society. Beginning with the years 

1868-76 and taking the average prices of 100 commodities during these 

nine years as equivalent to 100, Mr. Atkinson has prepared a series of Index 

numbers up to the year 1901. This Index number stood in 1881 at 95, in 

191 at 116 and in 1901 at 135; this last figure is perhaps unduly swollen by 
the famine prices of that year, but if the whole of that series of figures is con-

.c;ulted it cannot, I believe, be seriously contended that there has been any 

tendency towards a fall of rupee prices since 189S. 

"The depreciation of the rupee since 1893 has been obscured by the stabili-

ty ot exchange with gold countries. I recognise that as soon as the rupee was 
linked to gold, local prices could not have long gone on rising if the ;alue of gold 

had remained stable, but a glance at Sauerbeck's tables will sholv that the value 
of gold fluctuated greatly in that period j gold prices which had been represented 

by 102 in 1874 had fallen steadily, until in 1896 they stood at 61. Since that 
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year they have been rising and in 1900 stood at 75 and in 1901 at 70. As gold 

prices have been rising since 1896 it is no matter of surprise that rupee prices, 

though linked to gold, have risen too, and if this proposition is established that 

the purchasing power of the rupee has declined since 1893, there is no ground 

whatever for the assertion that by the same taxation the Government is taking 

more than formerly from the pocket of the taxpayer. . 

.1 If then the burden of taxation has not been increased the only question that 
recurring surpluses suggest is whether the people or the Government of India 

is likely to make the best use of the mon('y collected in excess of the present 

needs of' the administration i personally I do not believe that the small sums 

secured to each family by the remission of taxation are at all likely to be 

employed productively j the money will not, in the familiar phrase, fructify in the 
pockets of the people. But I can see many ways in which the Government of 

India might spend these considerable sums upon the people more wisely than 

the people themselves; and as there will be many claimants for the surplus 

which I hope the Hon'blc Member for Finance may have to anno~n  next year, 

I venture to put forward two suggestions j both ideas have been suggested to me 

by my experience as an educational officer, but they raise such large questions 

of general principle that they could not, without irrelevancy, be discussed along 

with the Universities Bill i the first of these suggestions has reference to the 

organisation of higher education and the second has a direct bearing upon 

the moral and intellectual development of Indian society though it will hardly 

add anything to the burdens of the taxpayer. 

" At the outset I should like to secure general assent to the proposition 

that our Colleges in India are in reality nothing more than schools j the age 

of the students, the methods of teaching, and the standard of attainments 
are all those of the school and not of the University. Such an estimate of the 

.alue of our Colleges may seem invidious from the mouth of an Englishman, and 

so I prefer to quote the opinion of an Indian friend of mine who took the 

highest degree in Mathematics that the Indian Universities o l~ 

bestow, and then proceeded to Cambridge to study for a Researcb 

degree. After being a year in Cambridge he wrote to me that he 

regretted he had not read for the Ordinary TripoB as he found that many boys 

came up from English schools with a better knowledge of mathematics than 
he had brolight from India; and my friend is a Master of Arts in Calcutta aAd 

a Doctor of Science in Allahabad. . 

II It simplifies many questions of educational policy to recognise that our 

Indian Colleges are reany schools; it disposes, in the first place, of many 
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irrelevant reproaches which are constantly made against them j it is frequently 
said, for instance, that our Indian Colleges have done nothing for the advance-
ment of Itarning j this is true and it would be a serious indictment of a Univer-
sity, but it is no reproach to schools, the function of whieh is to give inc;truc-
tion in familiar and undisputed truths, and which are not constituted for re-
search. In the second place, if we recognise tbat our Indian Colleges are 
really schools, we will realise that we cannot with impunity wrench them from 
their plaee in a system of secondary education and 'translate them to the supe-
rior grade of University Colleges; as schools they are doing very good work, and 
if an Indian College cannot as yet claim equality with a german gymnasium or 
an English Public school, many of them are capable of an approximation to 
those types j but if we wish to transform them to the likeness of Colleges in 
European University we shall be obliged, in the first place, to reorganise and 
reconstitute them from top to bottom and then to set to work to create sub-
stitutes to carryon the work which they have done hitherto. The wiser 
as well as the easier course is to leave our B. A. Colleges undisturbed at 
the work of secondary education and to make some provision, on a perfectly 
fresh foundation, for higher studies. This brings me to my first proposal; if 
it is found this time next year that there is a considerable surplus after defraying 
the ordinary cost of administration, I make bold to ask that a sum of £1,000,000 

be set aside as the endowment of a school of advanced studies. 

" The interest upon one million sterling amounts to a little over 5 lakhs, and 
for the first two years, during which the details of the proposed school were 
being worked out and Professors engaged, this income could be devoted to 
purchasing a site and erecting buildings j and I should like to say in passing that 
there are in my opinion overwhelming reasons for placing such an institution in 
he hills. Of the capital sum of a crore and-a-haH I would devote the major 

part, perhaps as much as 90 lakhs, to the natural sciences, because the spread 
of scientific knowledge is of such paramount importance for developing the 
material resources of the country. The school of science would perhaps 
cllmprise as many as ten chairs, filled by men who had-already distinguished 
themselves in Europe by original work, and their salaries would probably absorb 
as much as Rs. I :a,5OO a month, or a little less than half the whole income of 
the school j under them would be assistants and demonstrators on smaller 
salaries, and the remainder of the income would go all too quickly in the 
expenses 9f laboratories, libraries and subscriptions to scientific periodicals. 
But, though I recognise the importance of science in India, I cannot reconcile 
myself to the idea of a University solely engaged in the cultivation of such utili-
tarian knowledge. The 60 lakhs, still unassigned. would yield a monthly income 
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of Rs. 17,500, and with this comparativeiy small sum we could not pretend to 
cover the whole circle of "the lz'terae hu",aniores, but we· might at least hope to 
establish a school of Oriental studies which would eventually become the recog-

nised authority upon all branches of eastern learning. This Oriental side would 

naturally fall into three schools of which the first and largest would be devoted 

to Pali, Sanskrit and the studies which would naturally be grouped about 

Sanskritlit'erature. The second school would be of Arabic and Persian, and 

i should he to pilt in a plea for a third smaller group of I!tudies which would 
o ~  Politic·al Economy, Comparative Economics and the Economic history 

of India, and this school would forma 'natural link between Science and Arts. 

"There is a considerable number of persons in India who honour 

Sanskrit or Arabic with their lips but who are strenuously opposed to any 

project for making Indian youths devote much time to the 

study of these venerable classics ; to allay the fears of this class I 

would explain that with regard to both Arabic and Sanskrit literature the 
methods fof study would be European though the subject-matter would be 

oriental. This in itself would imply a complete change in the manner in which 

the languages would be studied, but I mean somethang more than this-something 

more than the adoption of philology and of Western principles of Grammar. In 

Europe the study of the thought of a particular ,people is made to serve as an 

introduction to the study of similar speculalions in other ages, as, for example 

the works of Plato and Aristotle at Oxford, though forming part of a classical 
education, are also made to form the basis of the teaching of philosophy; and 

similarly 1 cbnc'eive that ih India a thorough comprehension of Vedant 

would form an admirable introduction to the compararive study of European 

philosophy i in like manner Indian history would .be interpreted and illus· 

trated by European 'analogies, and although the history of lndia is not 

as rich as that of Greece or Rome in political wiedom, it presents an unrivalled 

field for those speculations u·pon the constitution of early ,society which 

now occupy so large a place in 'the ·scientificstudy of history. Hc.w-
'ever I must resist the temptation of 'dwelling upon all the details of stich 

a school of-advanced studies. I only wish to show that I conceive of it as a 

place wholly iHffc:te'nt frotu ahy flxilsting . CbUege inasmuch as its Object 'Would 

not be to 'comtnunicate 'anll 'examine upon elementary or ·'well·known truths 

:butwould be cHiefly 'engaged 'in thdse higher reaches of lenowledge where the 
master takes the pupil 'along with him in his investigations of die unlenown. 

'I may a~  be told that there is no place in thefratnework 'ot OlIr Indian 

'Universities for such a school; to this I would reply that I don't tbin'kit import-

ant that this school should be af6liated to any ,Univetsity i I do, not think tbat it 
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should prepare students for a degree j I do not even desire that its courses of 
study should terminate in an examination i let us have al least one institution 
where Indians may read for the love of learning and because they delight in 
study j on leaving they would take away with them a diploma to the effect that 
they had read certain subjects under certain Professors and I should trust their 
after· life to show what benefit they had derived therefrom. But there cannot, J 
fancy, be any doubt about the desirability of creating at least one such school of 
advanced studies for the whole of India if once we clear our minds of the illusion 
that the Colleges of our existing Universities are ever likely to undertake any 
really advanced teaching. 

I, I urge the endowment of this school in the interest of the Indian student, 
who is at present obliged to go to Europe if he desires to become proficient in 
any branch of science or scholarship, and I urge it even more strongly in the 
interest of Indian society generally as I am convinced that the intellectual, 
level of a people must be sensibly heightened by the. creation in their midst 
of a body of genuine scholars. This closes .·hat I would say here about 
my first proposal, and with regard to what follows I speak with diffidence 
and hesitation as I am venturing outside the area with which I am personally 
acquainted. 

II Scholastic education is not after all the only or indeed the prime 
factor in the moral and intellectual development of a people j the callings which 
they follow in after-life determine far more profoundly their position in the 
scale of civilization. I have often been tempted to wonder whether the 
intellectual benefits of academic training have not in India been counter-
'balanced by a loss of masculine virtues i schools and colleges have diffused a 
set of new ideas which the people have come to value very highly, but the effect 
of British rule has been to keep the people at large in statu pupilla,''', in which 
the opportunity never occurs of deciding upon momentous issues and of taking 
a responsible part in grave emergencies. If it is a fact that the leaders of Indi,m 
society have lost the capacity to act in a crisis, that fact would seriously detract 
from the ultimate and permanent value of British rule. Much of the political 
speaking and writing which one hears now-A-days is of a kind to make one fear 
that'!luch has been the case. I confess that I would rather, were it possible, haye 
the'opinion of Mahdajee 5indhia or of RaDjit Singh upon a political question than 
of the leaders of the Congress. Such aD enfeebling of the people is, I am 
convinced; altogether alien to the intentions of the Government j but the present 
seems an appropriate time to signalise the danger, because the division and 
redistribution of provinces which is now in tbe air suggests a means of 
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partially counteracting it. I put forward the suggestion that a small Province or 
Chief Commissionership might be formed and be officered exclusively by 
Indians i a suitable field for this experiment might perhaps be found in Orissa 
enlarged by the addition of the Uriya districts of Madras and the 
Central Provinces i this area contains but a smal1 number of vested interests 
which could take umbrage at such a change, and the administrlltive problems 
are not, I imagine, either so complicated or important as to offer an insuperable 
objection to the experiment. When the area has been selected and defined my 
suggestion is that the Government should declare their intention of reserving 
to Indians for a certain experimental period al\ the appointments in this 
province from that of the Chief Commissioner downwards. 

II It would not, I believe, be impossible to find Indians in the higher ranks 
of the Civil Service, now serving in other Provinces, to act as Magistrates 
in so small a number of districts, and Indians already fill with honour a con-
siderable number of District Judgeships. It is not incompatible with my proposal 
that there should be a transitory administration in which the Chief Commis-
sioner and some of the Secretariat should be Englishmen. There are 
Englishmen in the Covenanted Civil Service who are admirably: fitted by 
temperament as well as by capacity to initiate their Indian juniors into the higher 
branches of administration, and many of these men would warmly sympathise 
with a well-considered plan for placing Indians in positions of greater 
responsibil ity. 

II While putting forward this suggestion I wish emphatically to dissociate 
myself from those who think that the administration of the country would be im-
proved by reducing the number of Englishmen in Government employment. I 
am myself in the service of a governing body which is composed wholly of Indiana, 
and of their own initiative my employers (who are a very representative body Of 
men) are continually urging upon me the importance of adding more Englishmen 
to the Ilai! of the College; if these gentlemen find that, in so comparatively 
unimportant a concern, their interests are best served by employing tt.e 
expensive Englishman in preference to the cheaper Indian, I cannot believe that 
the State can afford to reduce the number of Englishmen in its employment-" 

"But I should be glad to think that the efforts of the Government to eleYate 
the people were not confined to imparting instructions in science and scholarship 
but also comprised the rar harder task of fitting them worthily to 611 the highest 
offices in a ch·i1ized State!' 

The Hon'ble Mr. PSDLER said :_u My Lord, the Financial Statemeat 
made at the meeting of this Council last week was of so satisfactory a nature 
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that it almost renders comment superfluous. It must be a source of the very 

greatest satisfaction to Your Excellency and to the Financial Membcr that 

the figures given in the Budget testify to the existence of prosperity in almost 
every part of India, and that so far as can be foretold the coming year is 

likely to be equally prosperous. It is, I imagine, the lot of few Indian Finance 
Ministers after having had to provide for an expenditure much larger than 

usual, still to be able to be generous in making liberal grants in settling 

certain Provincial contracts and also to have a most comfortable surplus to fall 

back upon after meeting such abnormal expenditure. 

"In arranging the new Provincial Settlements I understand Bengal is to 

receive an additional lump grant of a third of a million pounds sterling, a 

sum which can be very well utilized in that Province in pushing forward 

various most necessary and urgently required reforms . 

.. It appears to me too the Government oC India has taken a most important 
step in the matter oC these new Provincial Settlements, a step which will have 
the most beneficial and far-reaching consequences in the develojJment of the 
country. Indeed, the influence of this change of procedure is to my mind one 

of the most remarkable features in this Financial Statement. 

" The Financial Member remarked at the time of makin, his statement :-

• It cannot be said that the ayatem of quadrennial aeUlements proved satilfadory, 

for with such a short period of l~ n  it inevitably occurred that in the first year of the 

term the Local Government was necessarily feeling its way under new conditions and 

cautious about expenditure, ",hile in the last year, if, aa wa. generally the caae, tbe balance. 
were large, there was a natural tendency to r.xtravagance leat tile terms of a new 
settlement might reduce resources for expenditure • 

• The object of the arrangements now proposed ia to give &5 great permanence 

as possible to settlements, ao that Local Governmenta may be able to form plana involving 
expenditure with greater certainty as to future means of providiDg for their execution 

t.nd at tbe lame tilDe have a more permanent intereat in the growth of uligned 

revenues.' 

"The previous .ystem adopted by the Imperial towards the Local Govern-

ments and the system which still exists in the relations between the Local 
Go"emments and the various Departments working under them has alway. 
seemed to me to be anomalous and the principle underlying these arrangements 

to be distinctly unsound. 

" 1 he old system of the quinquennial settlements can be compared with the 
case of a ~ y father who says to his son who i. setting up house for himJelf, 
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I will give you a certain income for the next five years; but at the end of that 
period, if you have any cash balance left, I Rhall ask you to refund it to me,· 

and as that balance will show me your income is too large for your wants, I shall 
probably reduce your future income by a corresponding amount. I am sure the 

natural outcome of such an arrangement would be that ton'ards the end of the 

agreement thp. son would certainly not be inclined to save money or to be 

economical, but would spend every penny he was entitled to in order to prevent 

his future income from being reduced. 

c. Was not this the exact position between the Imperial and Local Govern-
ments up to the present new arrangements, and is it not also the position 

between Local Governments and the Departments serving under them at the 

present time, except that in the latter case the settlement is annual. If the 

change now introduced in the financial relations between the Imperial and Local 

Governments is pushed to its logical conchtsion, it should, I think, ~ applied 

as far as is possible to the relations between the Local Governments and 

their subordinate Departments and even also in the sections of sllch 

Departments. 

"Hence, it appears to me the principle now approved of by the Government 

of India is a most important one and may have the most far-reaching conse-

quences in making towards steady continuity of work and real economy in 

carrying out al\ important developments, and I feel sure the principle will in 
the future be extended in "arious dire::tions • 

.. There are a few special points in the Budget Statement to which I should 

like to make a passing reference. The Hon'ble Sir Edward Lal\' drew specia I 

attention to what is being done by Government in the matter of agriculturAl 

enquiry and development, and there were few more important parts of his 

speech than those in which he indicated very brieRy wh:J.t had been settled as to 

the new Agricultural College and Researcp Institution at Pusa. I look upoh 

it that this will form an entirely new departure in Indian agricultural work 

and, with research and teaching of a high order which will go on hand in 
hand in t.he future, the possibilities of advance are enormous. Hitherto in 

Bengal the only attempts at giving an agricultural education have been made 

at the farm at the Seebpur College, but this experiment has been far from 

a success from the unsuitability of its surroundings and from o ~  defects. 
It is hence proposed that the Seebpore agricultural class shall be c103ed when 
Pusa Itarts work. In the future, with the highly qualified staff and the improved 

educational opportunities at Pusa, the training in agriculture of Indian students, 
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and specially of those in Bengal, should give a wonderful impetus to Indian agri-

culture, and should open out new fields of work. One of tht' insl,lllces of slIch 

research dealt with by the Hon'ble Member shows how much can be n ~ by expert 

attention to details in any industry, and he indicated how by improved processes 

of indigo-cultivation and manufacture and by improvement in the general manage-

ment of the industry the fierce competition from synthetic indigo has been and 

is being met. He mentioned, it is true, that prices have now fallen largely and 

that the synthetic indigo had been reduced from a price of J 7 pence a pound 

to 8 pence a pound; so that it is clear the competition has been and is most 

severe, but Sir Edward Law holds out the hope that by further improvements 

the natural product may still hold its own in competition with the artificial. 

Everyone interested in this indtlstry in India will be glad therefore to 

know that the fight is to be continued, and that Government is trying ils 

best to help in the matter by the grant of substantial assistance. 

" It must not, however, be forgotten that we have already had parallel cases 

in history and that thirty years ago the madder industry in Europe passed through 

a similar trial. The colouring matter of madder was first chemically isolated and 

its inner constitution accurately determined. Two German chemists later on 

wor!.ed backwards from the colouring matter of madder, which is called alizarine, 

to one of the constituents of coal-tar, and then proceeded to reverse the process 

and work from anthracene, the coal·tar body, up to alizarine. This colouring matter 

was thus synthetically produced from coal-tar, but at first by an expensin· 

process so that it could scarcely compete with the natural dye, but improre. 

ments in the manufacture of the artificial dye were soon discovered in England 

which resulted in its cost being largely diminished. Up to this point the 

parallel is complete. The price of the artificial dye alizarine was not reduced 

suddenly but only by slow degrees, so as to keep its price about the same or a 

little lower than the natural product, and thus the artificial alizarine 

~a ally drove a large part of the madder industry entirely out of e"ist. 

ellce. In these days of rapid advance of chemical science it is well to be fore-

armed, and hence every help should be given to the indigo industry to enable it 

to maintain its present position as long as possible. It would of course 

be mAdness to give up the struggle at present, but. as science advances this 

migllt become inevitable. Even sugar, to the cultivation of which many indigo-

planters a,re turning their attention, may in the future come to be a chemic.lly 
synthesized' product, for one of the forms of sugar has actually been syntheti-

cally produced within the past few years, but by a mOlt difficult amI tro:Jblesome 

process. There is no danger in the direction of producing synthetic sugar on 
a manufacturing scale at present. 
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"There are many other points in the Financial Statement wilich show how 
large-minded are the views of Government and how desirous Government 
is that true progress should be made in all directions. M ostliberal grant 5 

are being made for the fostering of science and culture in the matter of aid 
to museums. Prominent amongst these grants is that of five lakhs to the 
Imperial Museum and that of one lakh to the Zoological Gardens of Calcutta. 
As a member of the governing bodies of both these institutions I cannot 
help expressing the warmest thanks for this most liberal he Ip which will 
place these institutions on a much more satisfactory basis than hitherto. In the 
case of the Imperial Museum it is hoped to practically rearrange it and to make 
it not only more valuable and useful from a scientific point of view, but also to 
make the Museum more popular and attractive. With this large grant it is hoped 
most valuable scientific work may be done. In the case of the Calcutta Zoologica I 
Gardens, for a long time many of the animals have been housed in such a manner 
that it must have been most unhealthy and even cruel for the animals which are 
kept in captivity, the cages being in many cases much too small for tbe free move. 
ment of the animals in them. The grant of one lakh wi\1 enable much to be done and 
will make it possible to show the animals under much more healthy and happy 
conditions. The public of Calcutta will also be deeply grateful for thl' most 
liberal grant of fifty lakhs as a contribution made towards the improvement of 
this town, but it is scarcely my province to criticise this section of the Budget. 

"The Government of India has done so much during the last two 
or three years towards putting education on a more satisfactory basis, 
and has recently spent so much time in educational debates that I 
scarcely like to take up the time of the Council by again entering into any detai\ 
on this subject. Education is, however, such an important matter that I may be 
pardoned if I say a few words specially on the ground that the subject is 
really one in which every thinking person is vitally interested. Education, 
however, frequently suffers for the fact that its effects are not always to be 
seen on the surface. Most of the points dealt with in a nation's financial 
statement represent matters in which an immediate return can be looked for 
corresponding to ,any increased expenditure. Thus, when a certain sum of 
money is devoted, say, to improve the prospects of, or to increase the number of, 
men in the executive services, an immediate result can be seen in the imp'rove-
ment of such services and in the quickness of despatch of Government business. 
An incre9.6e of expenditure on education, on the other hand, does not show 
itself at once but only after the lapse of some time or it may be only after a 
generation. If I were to state facts broadly I should say while it is the execQtive 
services which are responsible for tho well-being, pro',!'ess and order 
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of the present time, it is on the nature and extent of the education which is 

now being given that the future of the Indian nation will depend. Proper systems 
of education now will mean the future success of Government, the future com-

mercial prosperity of the nation and the happiness of India. I mproper educa-

tion will mean the opposite. Hence the strong plea which I put forward for the 

continuance of the more liberal. treatment which education has secured within 

the past two or three years and for a still more liberal treatment, if that is possible, 

in the future. The experience of European nations has shown that progress 

and prosperity are intimately bound up with facilities for, and the development 

of, education, and that without appropriate educational arrangements commercial 

and industrial progress is paralysed. England has recently become aWlike to this 

fact and is now putting forward immense efforts in the direction of specialized 

education, and it is for India to follow on in the same lines as rapidly as circum-
stances will permit. Money spent on education, whether it is by a parent in the 

case of a single child or for the children of a nation by the nation itself, is the best 

laid out money it is o ~l  to conceive. India wants more education of all 

forms, from the highest to the lowest, for "II classes of individuals and as a pre·· 
paration for all forms of work. 

"I would therefore express the hope that with the continued improvement Of 
the finances of the country which is foreshadowed in this Financial Statement 
Government will see its way to foster and develop education to a still large 

extent than has already been the case. I need give no details of requirements in 

such matters, but to anyone interested in education it is clear on all sides 
Improvements and advances are possible. We wan,t better colleges, also training 

colleges for teachers, better schools. and more practical courses of education ; 
we also want more contented and better paid educational services, more inspectors, 

d.ild more highly paid and more highly trained teachers. and many more 01 
them. We want a larger proportion of boys to come to our schools than is the 
C3se at present, and still more do we want to see in India as many girls at schOOl 

a .. there are boys. For all these money is wanted, and 1 trust as time got">' 
on it will be made available." 

:rhe Hon'ble MR. ADAMSON said :-11 My Lord, there are three points in 

connection with Burma, the province that I represent, on which I dtsire to 
make a few remarks. The first is the European police. The police throughout 
lrldia are apxiously awaiting the issue of the report of the Police Commissior, and 
the action to be taken thereon. From the answer to a question asked recently in 

l ~ Council, and from the answer to a similar question asked in Parliament:. 
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I infer that there may be considerable delay in issuing the report and taking 

action on it. But the European police in Burma are in a far worse condition 

than members of their service in other parts of India, and their case urgently 

demands an early remedy. Memorials were submitted by them in 1901 and 

1902, and it was practically admitted that they had grievances which required 

early aClion. But as the Police Commission was about to sit: orders were deferred 

until their recommendations were received. The result is that up to date 

nothing has been done, and the facts which I am about to mention will show 

that the position of the Burma police is a very hard one. There was a very 

large increase in the European staff immediately after 1885 when Upper 
Burma was annexed. The addition consisted of young men fresh from 

English public schools. The consequence of a great number of 

young men of about the same age joining almost simultaneously is that there 

is a very serious block in promotion. This fact cannot he better shown 

than by a perusal of the last quarterly civil list of Burma. It shows that in 
the lowest grade of Assistant Superintendents, whose pay is Rs. 300 a month, 

the lowest officer has 16 years' rervice. Beneath him there are numerous 
officiating Assistant Superintendents drawing Rs. 180 a month,  whose average 

service is '4 years. The total numher of District Superintendents is 
40, and of these as many as 23 are in the lowest grade drawing Rs. 600 a 

month. The pay of the highest grade of District Superintendent is Rs. 900 a 
month, as compared with Rs. 1,000 in other provinces of India. Owing to the 
block of promotion only four officers must retire on account of age within 

the next five years, so that by 1909 every Assistant Superintendent in the 

force will have over twenty ~ a  service. All this happens in a province where 

the necessary cost of living of a European is at least 75 per cent. higher 
than in the average province of India. The men who are in this lamentable 

position, living from hand to mouth, unable to afford to take furlough, without 
even the prospect of earning Il full pension, are the survivors of the men who 

took the mOlt promenint part in adding Upper Burma to the Empire, and who. 
saved Lower Burma when it was in the throes of a rebellion that has not had it!;. 

a all~ I in any province of India since the days of the great mutiny i fOf, 
as everyone who knows the history of Burma is well aware, the third 
Burmese War was essentially a policeman's war. It is unnecessary for 
me to enlarge on the subject. The memorials of the police·officers and t,he 

reports on them are in the hands of the Government of India, and  clearly and 
completely state their case. I desire to urge the strong necessity for taking 
immediate steps to improve the condition of the European Burma police without 

waiting any further for the result of the Police Commission, which has already 
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deferred for long a question that, but for the existence of the Commission, would 

have been recognized years ago as admitting of no delay. 

"The second point to which I desire to refer is the importance of 

pushing on railway construction in Burma. For the last two years practically 

no ~ l ay construction has been going on at all. At the present moment 

there is not a yard of railway under construction, although the 

projects for the Pegu-Moulmein line and the Henzada-Kyangin line have 

been approved. The reason is that the Burma Railway Company 

were not prepared to construct these lines on the terms provided in their existing 

contract. New terms have now been suggested by the Secretary of State to 

which the Company have agreed, and these new terms are to apply to-

(I) the Pegu-Moulmein line, 

(lI) the Henzada-Kyangin line, 

. (3) the Daga loop to the Henzada-Bassein Railway. 

It is· to be hoped that work on the first two of these lines will be 

begun this year. A survey is at present being carried on of a rail-

way to Arakan, and I understand that the Engineer, Mr. Lilley, has obtained 
an excellent length through the Yomas from Prome, which with a tunnel 

of 4,000 feet long will not involve a rise of more than 1,800 feet. The 

surveys will probably be ready soon. The Southern Shan States line to 

TaungEO'i has been surveyed and estimated on the lI'6" scale, and the 

estimates have been received. The Chamber of Commerce is strongly pressing 

for this line, and Sir George Scott, the Superintendent of the Southern Shan 

States, who has a unique knowledge of the country, believes that it 
will pay. If it can get to the plateau through the Terai ~  far 

as Kalaw, it would cost only 45 to ,So lakhs. This line would open up 
the Southern Shan States with its fertile soil and European climate, and 

'vOtlld give a great opening for European enterprise. It might advantageously 

be included in the new terms, and work on the Pegu-Moulmein, Henzada, 

Kyangin, and Southern Shan States lines might be commenced simultaneously, 
and before the Daga loop which has not yet been surveyed. Later on will 

come \he Araken railway, the estimates for which are being prepared. To show 

the enormous advantages of railway communications in Burma I will take the 
cases of two districts, Tharrawaddy and Toungoo, where water communication 

is deficient. In Tharrawaddy the land-revenue has increased from two lalths 

to ten lakhs since the railway was opened 27 years ago. In Toungoo, since ~  
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railway was opened twenty years ago, the population has nearly trebled, culti· 

"ation has quintupled, and the revenue has been multiplied eleven times. Of 

course we cannot expect these results on lines outside the delta, or rather 

outside the plains of tower Burma. but there is little doubt that, if indirect 
returns are taken into consideration, the railways which I have mentioned will 

eventually pay. Above a1\ 1 desire to urge that now that the Government and 

the Railway Company have come to terms adequate grants should be given at 

c.nce to enable the railways to which the terms apply to be completed as soon 

as possible. It would be a thousand pities if we are to lose the whole of this 

year owing to grants not being forthcoming. 

"The third point that I desire to mention is the importance of a 
. liberal expenditure in Burma on public works generally. During our last 

provincial contract we spent over 70 lakhs a year on an average, and during 

the last two years we spent over 80 lakhs. Unfortunately we did not 

spend enough, and in consequence we ended the contract with a balance 

of 138 lakhs. The result was that in our new contract the standard 

figure for public works was fixed at 55 lakhs. and when a protest IVas made 

and a sto.ndard figure of 73 lakhs was asked for, the Finance Department natur-
ally enough pointed to the fact that we had accumulated a balance which could 

be expended on public works. In the current contract we spent 94 lakhs 
in the first year, 97 in ~  second, and this  year we shall spt:nd about the 
same. We are therefore trenching largely on our balances, which will soon 

come to an end, and when they do we will have to restrict our public works 
very largely. Bengal spends about 5S lakhs, but the important point to us is 

that all work in Burma costs double what it does in India. Consequently 55 lakhs 
in Bengal is equivalent to 100 lakhs in Burma. We also are an unequipped pro-
vince. Cultivation and population are rapidly extending, all of which means 
heavy expenditure on both buildings and roads. Hitherto in this respect the 

province has been run very much on the cheap. Many of our officers. 
still live in mat houses. Many buildings in Lower Burma require renewa:-

among 01 hers the police buildings, many of which are falling to pieces i and the' 
requirements for satisfactorily housing the police are estimated at at least 17 
lakhs. In the province of Tenasserim there are few roads. The large district 
of Mergui has only about eight miles of road. In Lower Burma we have no 

great open plains, as we have in India, and we cannot expect forest to ~ cut 
down and waste-lands to be cultivated if communications are not provided to 
enable produce to be brought to the market. No doubt Burma revenue is 
increasing rapidly every year, but it will increase still more rapidly with liberal 
expenditure. Though Burma is a rich country it is undeveloped. The demands • 
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for absolutely nccessary cxpenditure increase as fast as the revenue. But 
it is a country that would pay to develop, and the Government of India shoul d 
deal with it liberally. I may mention a bv big works that must be undertaken 
soon, 'Oil1. :-

The Chief Court . 
Completion or public offices 
General Hospital, Rangoon 
Provincial Museum 
Barracks for military police, Shan State! 

. 
· · 

TOTAL · 

12 lakhs . 
16 " 20 " 
7 " 8 " 

63 " 
"It is difficult to see how these big projects can be carried out without 

starving the ordinary public works requirements for the districts unless Burma 
is liberatly dealt with. Burma is a distant province. It is not under the 
immediate eye of the Government, and its capabilities are not always very well 
understood, . or invariably kept in mind. What I desire to urge is that in 
Burma the Government have a magnificent country with a soil and climate that 
will respond at once to every effort of development, and that the best policy 
towards it is a wise liberality in all financial matters." 

The Hon'ble NAWAB SAIYID MUHAMMAD said :-" My Lord, the time has 
again fortunately come round for congratulating Your Excellency's Government 
and the Hon'ble Finance Member upon a most satisfactory Budget. The revised 
estimates for the year which has just closed show a surplus of £2,71 1,200, which 
is higher by £1,,62,500 than the sum estimated in last year's Budget. This in-
crease is the more remarkable since the Hon'ble Member found it safe to announce 
a reduction of taxation last year. In exempting incomes below Rs. 1,000 from 
taxation .a definite 1035 of revenue was expected, but even under this head the 
actual loss has been less than the estimate. Of far more importance and much 
witler in effect was the reduction of the duty on salt by 8 annas on the maund. 
A Ilss of revenue under this head also was estimated for in last year's Financial 
Statement, but, as announced by the Hon'ble Finance Member, the actual 
loss has been less than what was anticipated. And the 105s would have 
been still less but for the unfortunate .accident by which the salt stocks in 
the Bombay Presidency were damaged. This, as the Hon'ble Member 
says, had the effect of causing 'a scarcity and considerably raising prices 
in that part of India and thereby unduly checking consumption.' Never-
theless, an increase of 429,218 maunde over the figures of the previous year 
is reported. Though this may not represent the exact increase in consumption, 
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it must be regarded as some indication in that direction. Considering that 

salt is an absolute necessary of life and the lax presses most heavily on the poor-

est section of the population, the Government wisely determined upon a redllc-

tion of this tax when the prosperous state of the finances permitted it. Any re-

duction of this tax must necessarily stimulate the consumption of salt. I n sum-

ming up the debate on the Financial Statement last year Your Excellency 

observed :-' Some fear has been expressed that the bE'nefits of the reduction 

on the salt-tax may be frittered away before they reach the consumer. But if 

we examine the result of what happened at the last reduction in 1882. and again 

when the duty was reimposed in I 88!:!, we find good reason for thinking that a 

difference of 8 annas per maund does filter down to the people, and is reflected 

both in the price of the commodity and in an increase or decrease of consumption.' 

While this is undeniable the fear to which Your Excellency referred is not quite 

without foundation, since we have the authority of the Hon'ble Finance Member 

who says in his present statement :-' The reports furnished are fairly unani-

mous in their conclusion that an immediate gain as regards the number of seers 

purchaseable for a rupee was secured by consumers who were in a position to buy 

salt by the seer, while it is generally held that a smaller, though direct, gain was 

also secured by all who were in a position to purchase salt by weight and as a 

commodity by itseH. Unfortunately, however, it would not appear that the 

natural reduction in price has so far fully reached those consumers of the 

poorest classes who take their salt in doles from the harlias along with other 
articles. It may be anticipated that in due course the influence of competition 

will make itself felt in favour of the last class al~o  Until that happens the 

real object of the reduction in the tax will not have been gained. Salt is not 

an article which can be abused, and the increased consumption merely 

shows that formerly all classes of people could not afford. to consume the 

quantity of salt necessary for the proper maintenance of health.. Having 

regard to the state of the finances and the steady increase of revenue, which 

has already been tried by the severe test of one of the ~  terrible a n ~ of 

all time, I earnestly trust the Government will, at no distant date, an ~ on 

a further  reduction in the salt-tax, so that salt may become really cheaper for 

the great mass of the population, who have no other option but to take their 

salt in doles from the seller. This apRears to be the .more feasible since, in the 

long run, the surrender of revenue will not be very considerable as the reduction 

of the tax is likely to be compensated, in a gradually growing measure, by the 

increase in consumption. 

" My Lord, the next feature of the Financial Statement about which I o~l  

like to say something is the question of Provincial Settlements, formerly known· 
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3S Provincial Contra<:ts. The Hon'ble:: Finance Member observes lhat the 

system of quinquennial revision5 has not proved satisfactory, as, indeed, is shown 

by the experience of 'J7 years. In the first year of the term the Local Govern-

ment was cautious about expenditure while there was a natural terdency 

t::> extravagance towards the end of the term. In support of this view 

the Financial Secretary in his statement quotes a passage in which the 

following sentences occur :-' Each Local Government is supposed to be free 

to enjoy the fruits of its economy, or of the successful nursing of its revenues. 

But in practice its term of enjoyment is limited to five years, or, more correctly, 

to the last two or three years of the term of settlement, for during the earlier 

years it has usually little margin to spend. It is, therefore, under constant 

temptation to spend its money, not on carefully matured schemes of well thoug\:t. 

out improvement, but on such as can be carried through before the close of the 

settlement, in order to leave as .small a balance as possible for resumption at the 

impending revision.' This is one way of looking at the question. From the 

point of view of the Local Government it may be said that it found by 

experience that the Imperial Government was usually inclined to re::sume the 

balance left at the end of the term. Consequently, the inducement to the Local 

Government for husbanding its resources and setting aside a large balance "hen 

the period of revision approached was not very strong. A very interesting and 

succinct history of provincial finance is given in the statement of ~ 

Financial Secretary, who also describes the changes that have taken place 

in the system and the apportionment of revenue and expenditure between the 

Imperial and the Local Governments. In the new system that is being 

introduced the limit of five years has been abandoned and a permanent 

settlement subject to certain conditions has been made. The new arrange-

ments proposed, to quote the Hon'ble Finance Member, will I give as great 

permanence as possible to settlements, so that Local Governments may' be able 

to form plans involving expenditure with greater certainty as to future means 

of providing for their execution, and at the same time have a more permanent 

interest in the growth of assigned revenues. It is evident that tbe Imperial 

Government cannot undertake any absolute obligation to maintain at all times 

a definite proportion between the share of increase of revenues assigned to 

provincial administrations and that which it is necessary to retain to meet 
the growth of Imperial expenditure, and it must always reserve the right 

to ~ a  either special temporary or more permanent reductions from provincial 
revenues, .if the exigencies of the State should require such measures.' This 

leaves the position of the Local Government somewhat uncertain, since, although 

there is the likelihood that the new arrangement may not be disturbed for 
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several years, there is also the probability that the terms of the settlement may 

be revised at any time, even within a period of less than five years. I notice also 

that the proportion of allotment varies in different provinces: in the divided 

heads of revenue three-fourths are assigned to the Imperial Revenue and onc-

fourth to the Local in Bengal, the United Provinces, Bombay and Madras; in the 

Punjab and Burma, five-eighths to Imperial and three-eighths to Local Revenue j 

and in the Central Provinces and Assam the proportion will be half Imperial and 

half Local. The Hon'ble Finance Member will, I hope, favour the Council 

with the reasons for the difference in the proportion between the various 

provinces. I recognise fu\1y the generous treatment accorded to the Provinces 

where the new settlement has been already introduced in making to them initial 

grants of So lakhs each in the case of Bengal, Madras and the United Pro-

vinces and 20 lakhs to Assam. At the same time, by the alteration made in the 

shares, the Local Governments, under the new arrangement, will receive a 

smaller share for some years than they would have received had the old 

arrangement been maintained. That being so, it is to be hoped that the 

permanency of the new arrangement will be real, and the contingency of the 
Government of India revising the settlement will seldom arise. 

" It is gratifying to find that of the rupee loan of three crores which it is 
proposed to raise in India about half will be spent on Irrigation Works, pro-

vision having been made for Rs. l,gs,OO,OOO in the Budget. So far the 
increase in the revenue from irrigation is derived chiefly from the Punjab, 

where irrigation works on an extensive scale have been established and are being 

extended. In a country like India, where the Government as wen as the 

people are but too painfully aware of the terrible calamity that comes in the 

wake of the failure of the rainfall, irrigation is justly regarded as the only 

safeguard against the uncertainty of the monsoon. It will be long before the 

whole of this vast country can be covered by a network of canals, if indeed, 
all tracts of country can be placed within reach of irrigation works, but 

we gratefully acknowledge aU efforts that are made to extend irrigation work; 

tn different parts of the country. Apart from the fact that the spread of anal~ 
isation and every other form of irrigation is a help to the solution of the gravest 
problem the Government has to face in this country, namely, the uncertainty of 

the periodical rainfall, irrigation works are distinctly reproductive and are cer-

tain to yield a fair interest on the capital invettment. As the Hon'ble Sir Denzil 

Ibbetson said last year :-' Nothing was impressed upon me more forcibly, when 

serving upon the Irri(ation C"mmission, than the large scope which exists for 

the immediately profitable expenditure of capital upon minor irrigation works to 
the advantage both of Government and the people.' With the light thrown on 
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the subject by the labours ohhe Irrigation Commission, with the funds about to 

be raised for the purpose, the Government !hould be able to proceed to give effect 

to Your Excellency's words spoken last year :-' We shall have to set to work to 

provide for every province its reasoned programme of an ~  or reservoirs, or 

wells, or canals, mapped out over a long series of years, and devised with strict 

regar:! to the experience or the exigencies of drought.' I am glad the Hon'ble 

Finance Member has drawn attention to the experiments made in the Madras 

Presidency in minor irrigation of drawing water from wells by oil engines and 

windmills, specially by the (ormer. It is necessary that minor irrigation works 

should receive as much attehtion as major irrigation works, for both are of 

equal importance, though the latter of course are of larger protective value. 

" My Lord, in bringing the lengthy debate on the Financial Statement last 

year to a conclusion Your Excellency made a pointed reference to one of the 

most serious problems of the administration-a problem which has been con-

stantly before the public and the Government and which has been urgently 

pressing for a statesmanlike solution. Your Excellency said :-' There is a 

subject long under our notice, which we hope to deal with in tb. ensuing year. 

This is that of the union or separation of judicial and executive functions.' 

After referring to the great diversity and difference of opinion on the subject, 

Your Excellency concluded by saying :-' But the question is of great import-
ance, and, whatever our ultimate decision may be, I should like it to be taken 

up and dealt with in my time.' Among the many expressions of opinion that the 

Government of India has received upon this question some are constructive as 

well as critical, showing how a separation between the two functions may be 

effected, with little or no additional expenditure. The question is one that goes 

down to the very root of the administration, and the general character of the 

prevailing difference of opinion may be easily described by saying that while 

the separation of the two functions is being urged, in the main, from 

without, the administration it is being resisted, also in the main, from 

",ithin, the administration. There is nothing unusual in this fact. Whenever 

a reform' of the first imponance has been proposed-a reform likely to 

bring about a radical change in the existing state of things-it has been 

strenuously opposed by those whom it is likely to affect, in their opinion, 
in a prejudicial manner. On the other hand, the proposed reform is in strict 

con(ormity with the instinct and genius of British administration and also in 

accordance with the highest justice and the truest statesmanship. Without 

presuming-to anticipate tbe ultimate decision 01 Your Excellency's Government, 
I may respectfully point out that the question is one of relorm, and not a 
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choice between two courses of action. It is not as if a new system o( 

administration were about to be established and the question (or decision 

were whether executive and judicial {unctions should be united or separated. 

The two functions have been long united; the present system has had a very 

long trial. If it is found, as is contended, that the union of the two functions is 

not conducive to good administration, then their separation should be effected; 

if the present arrangement is found the best, of course it will not be interfered 

with. In the former case such opposition as I have indicated will have to be 

counted with, but that having been overcome the matter will have been set at 

rest and the Government will have accomplished a reform which wiII earn for it 
the never-ending gratitude of the country and the approbation of history; in the 

latter case it will amount to the adoption of the line of least resistance, but the 

question will remain precisely where it is now and will not have been closed. 

"My Lord, only one word more and I have done. The increase in expendi. 

ture on the army over the estimates for 1903-1904 is shown at Rs. 1,37,69,000, 

the principal item being the increase in the salary of the British soldier. While 

regretting the enormous addition to the permanent recurring military expenditure 

I cannot help recalling the fact that but for the firm and courageous opposition 

offered by Your Excellency's Government the finances of this country would bave 

been further burdened with the charge of a large resident garrison in South Africa. 

There was a determination, in disregard of every principle of justice and equity, of 

saddling India with the cost of an establishment which has not the remotest con-

nection with this country, which owes to Your Excellency's Government an 

immeasurable debt of gratitude for the unflinching and successful resistance 
offered to that attempted impost." 

The Hon'ble MR. CABLE said :-" My Lord, it must be, I am sure, extremely 

gratifying to the public generally that the Hon'ble the Finance Member 

is once more in a position to place before us what may be fitly described 

as a prosperity Budget. Speaking on behalf of the commercial community, 

I venture to offer to the Hon'ble Member our hearty on a ~la on  0". 
the handsome surplus. I notice, however, that of this surplus a largt! 

portion, which has accrued from profits, will be devoted to railway con-
struction: in other words, the Hon'ble Member proposes to add to block 

out of revenue. I should be the last person to oppose the fullest possible 

expenditure on railways. On the contrary, I take the earliest opportunity of 'ex-

pressing my appreciation of the present liberal railway programme; but it appears 

to me that funds for such purposes might be more properly raised exclusively by 

loans. Our balances would then be available for the remission of lalLation, or f o.f 
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the formation of a liquid reserve fund. Such a fuud, which should be kept within 

suitable bounds, would accumulate in fat years, and would serve to counterbalance 

deficits in lean years; and thus impart to Indian finance an equable stability 

which would of itself be, I venture to think, a valuable asset ill the London 

market. At the same time constant changes in taxation, which in an 

Eastern country are much to be deprecated, would be avoided. I am aware 

that my suggestion may not be entirely in accord with the principles of sound 

Western finance; but I respectfully submit that the same remark applies with 

equal force to the prescnt methods of Your Excellency's Government under which 

profits are devoted to block expenditure. I observe also that, owing presumably 

to the financial policy of the Government, the closing balances at the end of the 

year 1904-05 will, it is estimated, be about £3 million less than at the end of 

the year 1903-04. This appears to me to be a serious matter, particularly in 

vicw of the hesitation and difficulty experienced in meeting the demands of trade 

for telegraphic transfers in January last. My views are not altogether those of 

my Hon'ble friend Dr. Mukhopadhyaya as expressed today, but I think we 

both desire the same result, although we approach the matter from a different 

standpoint. 

"My Lord, before leaving the subject of accounts, I would beg leave 

to tender to the Government the hearty thanks of the mercantile com-

munity for the donation of fifty lakhs to the scheme for improving the 

insanitary areas of this city. I would also venture to ask if the Hon'ble 

Member will be pleased to afford some informatIon as to the present position 

and future prospects of the negotiations for a new mail contract between India 

and the United Kingdom. 

"At the instance of the Hon'ble Member the question of establishing a 

combined Mint to supersede the two Mints at present in existence has been from 

time to time very seriously considered by the commercial community j and I am 

bound to say that there is among all classes a growing feeling, amounting 
alMost to a positive conviction, that in view of the great area of this country and 

of ~  peculiar circumstances of our rule here, it would be a mistake to be 

entirely dependent upon one Mint only for our coinage. For instance. and by 
way of illustration, let us assume the occurrence of • period of internal commo-

tion 01' mutiny in the country. At such times currency is as much a munition of 

war as are shot and shell; and the paramount importance of having two Mints 

instead of one for the production of coin would be then immediately manifest. 

II My ~  the statement of the Hon'ble Member with reference to the 

income-tax is a frank declaration that that tax should continue to be levied as a 
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permanent impost, and the Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya.has addressed forcible 

remarks to this Council on the subject today with which I find myself 

in agreement. This Council is aware that when the income-tax was introduced 

the chief justification for it was found-I quote the words 'of the Marquis 

of Duflerfn-' first of all in the extraordinary fall of silver which has recently 
taken place and in the uncertainty which prevails as to the future fluctu-

ations which may affect its value,' My Lord, by reason of the currency 

legislation of the Government, fluctuations, such as those to which Lord 

Dufferin referred, are no longer possible j and consequently the argument 

based upon their existence disappears. But at the same time I desire it to 

be understood that the commercial and trading communities by no means 

wish to shirk their fair share of taxation. Their objections to the tax 
are based on the ground that it is unsuited to the circumstances and conditions 

of this country j that it is inquisitorial in character j that it is largely evaded; 

and that it is therefore unfair in its incidence. It is upon these grounds that 

hopes have been entertained for some years past that if circumstances permitted 
the tax would be removed. I would now ask if we are to take the declaration of 

the Hon'ble Member as setting the Government seal upon the permanency of the 
tax j for to my mind in matters of taxation a feeling of uncertainty should 
be always avoided if possible. 

II The Hon'hle Member has made a remarkable statement regarding the 
cotton excise-duties. The commercial public must have deeply regretted to 
hear those duties defended on grounds of principle. H ~ it has been always 
understood that they were levied as a sop to Lancashire j and I ·feel bound to 
protest against their being regarded-and they evidently are so regarded by the 

Hon'ble Member-as being in any way a legitimate source of revenue_ The 
Hon'ble Member states that the freight and other charges outwards on cottons 
constitute of themsel,es a sufficient protection on our Indian goods. I ~  
leave to differ upon this point, for, apart from other considerations, the Jaw of 

surplus prodpction, as it may be called, must be reckoned with. Countries ljke 
England, where tndultries are thoroughly well-established. and have reachec!. 

a great pitch of perfection, are able to produce far more than is necessary for 
home consumption. Consequently they easily can. and undoubtedly do, often 

sen to foreign countries at absolutely cost prices in order to keep mills rJnning. 
The Hon'ble Member observes that a certain amount of revenue is nec!!ssary 

for the administration, and he then goes on to say that as Indian industries 
develop and check imp"rts, there must be a steady decline in cusk>ms returns 
for which some taxation must be framed j and the trend of his remarks leaves 

no rooni for doubt that be looks to eltcise-duties to fill the gap which will thus be. 
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created. Where, I would ask, in the slender ranks of our Indian industries 

may we expect the next blolV to fall? Not, I trust, Qn, for illstancc, the a ~ 
making industry of Bengal, because the paper-mills here are, I am told, barely 

able to pay expenses, by reason of the fact that the Austrian mills are, ,in spite 

of the 5 per cent. import.duty, dumping their surplus here at ruinously low 

prices. The indigenous industry is thus being ousted by cheap importations 

of a foreign made article; and surely in these circumstances the Hon'ble 

Member would not suggest that a duty upon paper could be justified as a 

legitimate source of revenue. The f:lct is, my Lord, th:!t our nascent industries 

require, and I -think may fairly claim, a certain amount of sympathetic consider-

ation j at any rate our policy should not go beyond what we ordinarily understand 

to be free trade principles. 

" My Lord, the figures of coal exports given by the Hon'ble Member are 

~ a nly ~ n  inasmuch as they show, at least in my opinion, that the 

export trade in Bengal coal has almost reached its zenith. The Hon'ble Member 

has made certain remarks as to the quality of the coal exported i but I can 

assure him that during the last two years at a\l events practically none but the 

hest qualities ha\'e been exported, for the simple reason that only the best have 

found a sale. In the meantime Cardiff coal is being delivered in increasing 

quantities at Colombo, while down the coast wood fuel still continues to be used. 

The trade at the present moment presents a very curious spectacle. On the 

one hand, collieries in Bengal are, with few exceptions, being worked on the 
barest margin or being closed altogether, while, on the other hand, as I ha\'e 

before remarked, coal from abroad is being delivered almost at our doors. It 

follows, therefore, that if it is desired to change this unfortunate state of things 
the transit charges on the prod\1ct must be reduced. If not, the export trade in 
coal will not materially increase i and an increasing export trade is fast be-

coming a vital consideration for the Bengal coal-fields. The inland demand for 

Bengal coal is in danger of being curtailed by the development of coal-fields in 

the interior of India; and Bengal coal has already begun to be displaced at Cawn-

o~  by coal from Da1tongunge, while similar displacements will probably ensue 

elsewhere. If I venture to allude to tht: fact that my prediction of three years 
ago as to the future of the export trade in Bengal coal has been fulfilled by the 
6gure3 now before UI, I do so merely with the object of adding some weight to 

my opinion that the palmy days of the Bengal product may be regarded as past, 
unless important reductions in transit charges can be made. I offer these 

observation!> quite as much in the interests of the raihnys as of the coal trade 

itself i and, although there is no need for precipitate action, there are abundant 

reasons for immediate investigation. Upon this point-I mean the reduction of 
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railway rreights-l am glad to find that the Hon'ble Member is in full accord 

with the Rlercantile community. Coal is, after all, 0I11y one branch, and that 

but a small branch, of our vast trade i and the recognition by the Finance 

Minister that we must in future reckon with the cultivation of new lands in 

foreign countries and must meet that new competition by improvements' in 

our communications in India, and by reductions in our railway tariffs, may, I 

hope, be regarded by the mercantile community in the light of a definite promise 

upon this important question, which will, I imagine,. be agitating the Indian 
Chambers of Commerce during the year. 

II On the question of agriculture, I desire to associate myself, if he will pE'rmit 

me to do so, wil h the remarks which Inve fallen from the Hon'ble Mr. Hamilton, 

who has made the subject his own by great study and personal interest. I feel 

tempted to cap his quotation by one from a more modern authority: it was 

the Right Hou'ble Mr. Jesse Collings who said that the true position of agricul. 

ture in the world's industries is manifest when it is considered that al\ manu-

facture is only the manipulation of produce and all commerce is merely its 

distribution. The question is not only of paramount importance to India, but 

has become of I mperial concern, the tendency of modern political efIorts being 

entirely in the direction of the absolute independence 01 the whole British Empire 

in the matter of food-stuffs and raw produce. Now that the Government of 

India are paying such great attention and upon such wise lines to the develop-

ment on a commercial basis of the agriculture of Indio, I am inclined to think 

that difficulties may arise unless the principle is thoroughly understood and 

accepted that commerce and agriculture are in this country mutually n ~ n

dent. It appears to me to be unfortunate that in the existing organisation of 

Government these closely connected subjects are represented in different 

Departments. For to my mind the trade prospects in any particular product 

should always be permanently in the thoughts of those who are concerned with 

its cultivation, in order that its development may bear some rela tion to the 

possible demand for it. I merely venture to make these observations for Your 

Lordship's consideration, as I am convinced of the truth of the apt remark 'oi ' 

the Hon'ble Member that 'the trader can make no profit which is not shared 

oy the agriculturist: under present conditions in this country their interde. 

pendence is absolute.' Both Departments will be engaged on a mission having 
the same ends in view, and means should be taken to ensure that they shouhI' see 

eye to eye and work hand in hand. 

"And now. my Lord, in conclusion. I beg to be allowed to congratulate the 
Government upon the prospects before them. The evidence of growing ~ 
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perity as pourtrayed in the various tables gh'en in the ahle and n ~ n  

Budget Statement before us are most reassuring, and must oe a great source 

of pride and satisfaction to those who have been engaged in the government of 

the country dudng the recent times of trial. There is no sign of decadence in 

the cauntry's forecast. Difficulties of course there will always b(', but none 

which courage cannot surmount i problems will arise, but none that n ll ~  

cannot solve." 

The Hon'ble MR. GOKHALE said :-" Your Excellency, J join heHlily in 

the congratulations which have been ofiered to my Hon'ble friend the Finance 

Member on the very interesting Fin3ncial Statement which he has presented to 

the Council this year. I think the Hon'ble Member has been the luckiest 

Minister that has ever held charge of the Financial portfolio in this country. 

Large surpluses have been the order of the day during his time. They indeed 

began before he took charge of his office. For the year that is about to close 

is the sixth year in succession when a large surplus has been realized. In the 

opening paragraphs of the new Financial Statement, the surplus for the closing 

year is shown at £2,711,200, i.e" a little over four crores of rupees. But, as 
Mr. Baker points out in his note, the true surplus is about 6'72 crores and that 
of this sum special grants, aggregating 2'65 crores, have been made to Provincial 
Governments. We thus have the extraordinary phenomenon of a year in 

which taxes bringing in a revenue of close upon two crores of rupees were remit. 

ted, showing, in spite of the remission, a surplus of about 61 crores. N evt!r 
before, my Lord, were such huge surpluses realized in the history of Indian 

finance, and the fact that they have shown themselves year after year for six 

years in succession proves conclusively that the level of taxation has been fixed 

much higher than the needs of public expenditure require or the circumstances 

of the country justify. The surpluses of the: last six years have aggregated 

. nearly 29 crores of rupees. If we take the twenty years immediately 
preceding this period of six years, we find that the total of surpluses in 

lhose years was only 171 crores and the total of deficits 191 crOTes-or 
a net deficit of two crores. A total surplus of 29 crores in six years as 

against a net deficit of two crores in twenty years-this illustrates with sufficient 

clearness thtl startling change that has taken place in the position of the 
coulitry's finances. What has brought about this change? There have been 

no ~ n accessions to the wealth of the people, nor has a policy of ~ 

retrenchment been adopted, resulting in a reduction of public burdens. On the 
other hand, the earlier years of the period were marked by two of the severest 

famines that India has ever known, causing enormous lo ~  to the people in 
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crops and callie, and necessitating a large outlay on the part of the Government 

f or famine rdief; and during the later years there has been a notable increase 

in public expenditure. How then have these large and recurring surpluses 

been caused? The explanation, my Lord, is not far to seek. For twelve 

years, from 1885 onwards, the country passed, financially speaking, through a 

period of exceptional storm and stress, the falling rupee and the failing opium 

causing the Finance Minister the utmost anxiety and giving hi m practically no 

rest. And the level of taxation had to be continuously raised so as to maintain, 

e\'cn in the most adverse circumstances, a budgetary equilibrium between the 

revenue and the expenditure of the country. The lowest point reached by the 

rupee was 13d. The lowest level reached by the opium-revenue was about five 

crores of rupees. Since then the rupee has risen to 16d. and has firmly esu.b· 

Ii shed itself therc, owing to the currency legislation of Government, and a rise 

of 3d. means a saving of about five crores in the remittances necessary to cover 

the home charges. There has also been a remarkable recovery in the opium-

revenue, the figure for the closing year being actually over 86 crores. The 
rise in the rupee and the recovery in the opium.revenue have thus brought 

about an improvement 01 about eight crores a year in the financial posi-
tion . of the Government of India. From this we must deduct about two 

crores, being the amount remitted last year, under the salt-tax and the 
income-tax; and if we assume that the normal increases in the ordinary 

sources 01 revenue go to cover the normal increases in expenditure, we 
get, on the present basis of taxation, an annual surplus of about six crores of 

rupees. It may, however, be urged that the improvement in the opium.revenue 
may not last and that it is not prudent to lower the level of a ~ on 

on the strength of the present improvement. Even allowing this to be so, 

we I>till have a large permanent excess of revenue over expenditure, and 

this excess fully justifies a prayer on the part of the people for further 

remission of taxation. The relief granted last year evoked a general 

feeling of gratitude throughout the country and nobody has forgotten it. 

Looking, however, to the prosperou.s condition of the national exchequer, we' 

feel we are entitled to ask for a larger measure of relief. My Lord, in the 

twelve years of storm and stress to which I have referred, it was perhaps n ~ 

sary for the Finance Minister to act on the safe, if somewhat over-cautious, plan 

of under-estimating the revenue and over-estimating the expenditure. But 

though the difficulties of that position have passed away, the tradition, once 

established, still holds the field. And our budget estimates continue year after 
year to be so framed as to show the smallest possible surplus, when ·everyone, 

including, I believe, the Finance Member himselF, fully expects that a largo 
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surplus will be realized at the end of the year. My Lord, ail eq1lilibrium 
between the ordinary revpnue and the ordinary expenditure is. of course, 
a necessity in a solvent nation's finance. Under favourable conditions, 
even extraordinary charges might be met out of revenue. And, further, 
to assure the position, a moderate surplus may be provided for. But any-
thing beyond this is opposed to all the received canons of good finance. 
Nothing, to my mind, can be more indefensible than to raise from the people, 
year after year-as has been done for the last six years-a larger revenue than is 
fairly needed for the requirements of the country. As Major Baring (no\\" Lord 
Cromer) put it in his Financial Statement for 1882-83 :-' It is, of course, de-
sirable to estimate for a moderate surplus. But to keep on taxes in order to 
secure too large a surplus is unjustifiable.' The Hon'ble Member himself 
expressed a similar view in his Financial statement of last year. In announcing 
last year's remission of taxation, he said :-' In view of the present satisf.ictory 
situation, it is the opinion of the Government of India that it is neither 
desirable nor good financial policy to continue levying taxation at present 
rates, yielding 8uch large recurring surpluses as have been realised during 
the last four years. It is true that our expenditure is necessarily increas-
ing with the increasing development of the country, and some of our present 
sources of revenue do not show much sign of elasticity, but for the present 
our receipts are in excess of our needs, and even should it be necessary 
some years hence to seek the means of increasing revenue, we hold that 
we are not justified in continuing taxation at its present level during an 
interval, which we trust may be prolonged.' My Lord, in a country admit-
tedly 10 poor as India is, where, again, the people are just emerging from 
a seriell of calamitous years, it is essential that the weight of pUblic burdens 
should be kept as light as possible. The existence of a large 8urplus is 
a direct invitation to the Government to increase expenditure, and further 
it constitutes a temptation to the authorities in England to try and shift a 
portion 01 their own burdens to the shoulders of the Indian Government. 
i cannot help wishing, therefore, tbat my. Hon'ble friend had seen his 
way, in view of his large 8urplus, to recommending further relief to the 
t;n:payers of this country. As the recurring surpluses h"ve been made possible 
by the currency legislation of the Government, it i. but fair that the c1asa 
whose interests have becll. most adversely affected by that legislation-the 
bulk 01 our agricultural population-should receive the major portion of 
whatever relief i5 granted. My Lord, the fall in general prices, as a result 
of the artificial appreciation of the rupee, has, I think, already begun, however 
its operation may he hidden from view by other causes. The Hoa'ble Member 
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himself seems "to recognize this, inasmuch as he warns us to be prepared 

for a decline of prices during the next few years. When the full elfects of the 

currency legislation unfold themselves and the final adjustment of prices to the 

standard of the new rupee takes place, it will ~  found that a grievous additioll 

has been made to the burdens of the agricultural producer and that virtually his 

assessment has been enh:mced by nearly fifty per cent. The delay that has 

occurredj owing to various circumstances, in such lldjustment taking place, has 

enabled some· people-including even persons in high authority-to a~  

very astonishing claims for the new rupee. Thus we find that the late 

Secretary of State for India,at the time of presenting the last Indian 

Budget to Parliament, expressed himself as follows: - 'While the exchange 

value of the rupee has externally risen, and has without difficulty been 

maintained practically at the rate of IS. 4d., prices have not been adversely 

affect.ed. In fact the prices of commodities of general consumption have 

risen rather than fanen. By reducing the number of rupees to be remitted to 

this country to meet gold obligations, surplus after surplus has been secured 

during the PAst four years. And the present remission of taxation is mainly 

due to the success of our present currency policy.' I do not wish to trouble 

the Council with any lengthy discussion on this point, but all I would like to 

ask is, if the Secretary of State for India really imagines that such an impossible 

feat as that of raising the exchange value of the rupee without involv:ng an in-

direct increase in the taxation of the country can be performed, what is there to 

prevent the Government of India from raising the rupee still higher-say, to lB. 

6d. or I B. gel. or e,"en 2B.? The surpluses then would be even larger than now and 

as, according to Lord George Hamilton's argument, no harm is done to anybody 

in lnd·ia by such artificial appreciation, there is no reason whatever why such a 

wanderfully easy alld simple method of increasing the resources at the disposal of 

. the Government should not be adopted. I think. however, that the Lords Com-

missioners of the Treasury showed a better appreciation of the true effects of any 

artificial appreciation of the rupee than the late Secretary of State for India, 

when, in a letter, dated 24th November 1879, they wrote ~  appears too that. 

the Government of India, in making the present proposal, lay themselves opel. 

to the same criticisms as are made upon Governments which have depreciated 

. their currencies. In general. the object of such Governments has been to 

diminish the amount they have to pay to their creditors. In tbe present case, 

the object of the Indian Government appears to be to increase the ameunt 
they have to receive from their taxpayers. If the present level of exchange 
be due to the depreciation of silver, the Government scheme, if it succeeds, 
may reli"ve the Indian Government and others. who desire to remit money to 
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England, but this relief will be given at the expense of the Indian taxpayer 

or with the effect of increasing every debt or fixed payment in India, including 

debts due by raiyats to moneylenders.' I submit, my Lord, that there should 

really be no difference of opinion on this point, and that the authors of the 

currency policy should freely admit that whate\"er its counterbalancing advan-

tages may be, that policy involves a most heavy indirect addition to the 

burdens, especially of the agricultural population, when its full effects 

manifest themselves. Of course we all recognize that a reversal of the 

currency policy, adopted more than ten years ago, is not now within the pale 

of practical politics. But that only imposes upon the Government the 

responsibility to take every opportunity that offers itself to grant such relief, 

as may be reasonably possible, to those to whom the State undoubtedly 

owes some reparation. 

"My Lord, I think that three particular forms of relief may be specially 

suggested for the consideration of Government on the present occasion. The 

first is the abolition of the excise-duty on cotton-goods j the second is a 

further reduction of eight annas in the salt-tax j and the third is a lowering of 

the land-revenue demand-especially in the North-West Provinces, Bombay 

and Madras. Of these, the subject of excise-duty has been more than once 

discussed in this Council, and I do not wish to refer to·it at any length today. 

I think there is now no doubt that this duty is really paid by the con· 

sumers, which means by the bulk of our poorer classes j and thus while it 

hampers the mill-industry to a considerable extent, it also constitutes a serious 

and perfectly unnecessary addition to the burdens of our poorer classes. The 

Hon'ble Member says that 'it is impossible to believe that the average 

enhanced cost to the individual consumer of cotton cloth on account of 

the excise exceeds ~ annas per annum.' But I submit that even 31 annas 
a year is a serious matter to those whose annual income-taking official cal-

culations alone-does not exceed Rs. 27, as calculated by Sir David Barbour 
alld Lord Cromer, or RS.30, as calculated by Your Excellency three years 

ago, and whose normal state is one of abject poverty and, in the case of a 

co.nside·rable proportion, even of chronic destitution. I think, my Lord, that the 

arguments in favour of the abolition of this duty are unanswerable and that 
the moral effect of its maintenance is even more disastrous than the financial 

or t'Conomic one. The Hon'ble Member has, however, urged a strange plea 

in his Financial Statement to justify the continued levy of so objectionable a 

duty, and f confess it has surprised me not a little. The Hontble Member 
says :-' Moreover, it must be remembered that a certain amount of revenue 

is a necessity to provide for the administration of the country and the 
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cotton excise-dues now return ~  of 20t lakhs, having increased 
from Rs. 11,62,947 in 1900-01. It is very easy to object to any and 

every class of taxation, but these who make objections should, I think, offer 

suggestions as to how revenue could be maintained if their objections 

were to be admitted.' My Lord, if my Hon'ble friend really believes 

that the excise-duty is maintained because it brings in a revenue which the 

Government cannot afford to give up, he is probably the only man in India or 

in England who thinks so. Moreover, can the Hon'ble Member be serious when 

he advances such an argument with a surplus of nearly 61 crores in hand. reduced 
to four crores by special grants made to Provincial Governl1lents ? Why, my Lord, 
instead of the Government being unable to sacrifice 20 la khs a year, there seems 

to be such a plethora of money in tbe country's exchequer that the Govern-

ment do not know what to no with it I  I could have understood Sir Auckland 
Colvin or Sir David Barbour or Sir Jamts Westland using the language that 

my Hon'ble friend has used. But he, the fortunate realizer of surplus after 

surplus-such as were never before dreamt of in the history of Indian finance-

surely he must not speak as though he knew not which W3Y to turn to make 

the two ends meet I 

" My second suggestion for granting further relief to the poorer classes of 
the country is that another eight annas should be taken off the salt-duty. 

This duty was reduced by eight anna,s last year, and the meas ure of relief was 

received with deep gratitude throughout the country. The reduction might, 

however, be carried still further without any inconvenience. /The salt-duty 

«luestion in India is essentially a poor man's question j for it is the lJoorer 

many-and not the richer few-who eat more salt when it is cheap and 

less when it is dear.) The soundest and best policy in the matter-even 

financially-would therefore seem to be to raise ",n explLnding revenue on an 

expanding consumption under a diminishing scale of duties. Again, every 

reduction effected in this duty gives the Government a valuable financial 

reserve, which m!-y bll psed without difficulty in times of sudden emergency. 

A further reductipn of the salt-duty is, therefore, from every paint of ~~ a  . 

most desirable form of relief. In this connection, there is one matter which 

I would respectfully urge upon the attention of Government. The an ~ 

facture of salt in India is strictly under Government control, and practi('ally a 

Government monopoly. And the monopoly is enforced under restrictions, and 

in a manner which have the effect of transferring about a third of the industry 

to the foreign manufacturer. Numerous small salt-works which fonrerly existed 

on the coast have been suppressed and the manufacture has been concentrated at 

a few places with a view to bringing it under effective control. The ~l  "., 
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restricted production. We have an extensive sea-board and saIl-mines toO, and 

can manufacture every pound of salt we need. And yet, under the existing 

fiscal system, about a third of our supply comes from foreign countries. The 

following figures, taken from the Material and Moral Progress ~ o  for 

19'>1 -O!z, are instructive :-
~ ... --.. 

Imports of salt from 11Ig1"9:1, 19"1002. 

-
Ton5. Tons. 

The United Kingdom • . . , 22;),300 259,2('0 
Germany, •  .  • . 103,400 ,6,700 
Red Sea and Perlian Gulf ports . · 45,700 147,700 
Other places . . . . · 2,600 32,600 

.  . 

TOTAL · 374,000 51(;,200 

'-' 

II The imports have thus increased 38 per cent. in ten years I  I submit that 

in respect of such a prime necessary of life as salt-especially when we have 

plenty of it within the four comers of this country-we ought not to be forc:ed 

to depend on foreign supplies to a steadily-increasing extent I 

" The third measure of relief which I would respectfully urge upon the atten-
tion of Government is a lowering of the land-revenue demand, especially in 
North-Weat Provinces, Bombay, and Madras. The most noticeable feature of 
this branch of revenue is its large and almost continuous increase. In 1890",)1 

it stocd at 24'04 crores, Its rise since then may be seen from the following 
figures :-

1890"91 24'04 eroretl, 

1893"94 2S'58 
" 

1895-96 . 26"0 
" ISg8-gg 27'46 
" 

1901-02 27'432 
" 1903-04 (Reviaed) • 

" 
. 28·89 

" 1904-05 (Budget) . 29"31:1 
" 

" An increase of over u per cent. ia fourteen years I On the othtr hand, 

the figures of cropped acreage are :-

1 SgO"9 1 194'41 millions (If acre •• 

ISg3-94 197'38 " " 
1893-96 1118'92 II 

" 
18g8"99 196'48 

" " 
1900-01 1 g8'3 1 

" II 
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" Or an n a ~ of just 2 per cent. in eleven years! Coming to the three 

Provinces that I have specially mentioned, we have the following interesting 

figures ;-

Year. 
1886·87 • 

19°2-°3 

North.Western Provz·tices. 
Ordinaryland·reveaue, 
580'7 hkhs, 

630 " 

Cropped area, 
33'92 million 

34'61 " 

acres. 

" 
II Or an increase of nearly 10 per cent, in revenue on a practically stationary 

cropped acreage. 

Year 

1886·8'/ 

19°2.03 

Madras. 
Land-reVIllae. 
. 4Go'S lakhs. 

.  582'5 " 

C rapped area. 
23'01 million acres. 

" 
" Or an increase of nearly 25 per cent., in revenue with an increase of on Iy 

Gi· per cent. l~ the cropped acreage. 

Bombay, 
Year. Land,revenue, Cropped area, 

1886.87 27° lakhs, 24'2 millions. 

189-+'95 . 289 
" 

~  
" 

19°0-01 ~  II 21 
" 

" Or an n ~a  of 10 per cent. in revenue with hardly any increase in the 

cropped area, wllich shows some fluctuations owing to the prevalence of famine 

ciuling the closing years of the last century. 

" My Lord, :agriculture is the only surviving economic stand-by of the mass 

of the people, and yet no industry in the country is in deeper distress. The soil, 

under a system of generally unmanured cultivation, is undergoing steady 

exhaustion. The yield of crop per acre is falling-bdng now little more than 

9 or 10 bushels as against 20 to 35 bushels in western countries with far less 

favourable agricultural conditions. And the raiyat in mast parts is a poor, 

struggling cultivator, with his resources all but exhausted, and himself more 

or less invoh·ed in debt. In these circumstances, the increases of land-revenue-

especially in the Provinces referred to above-are large, and weigh with undue 
pressure on the land. And I submit that the question of granting relief to the 

hard-pressed cultivators by the lowering of the assessment is one which, in the 

present p o~ o  condition of the country's exchequer, deserves favourable 

consideration at the hands of Government, While on this subject ! ~ to ac-

kr.owledge with pleasure and gratitude the liberal action of the Bombay Govern-

ment in gr .. nting considerable reductions of assessment in the Guzerath districtS":"""' 
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These reductions amount to 5'30 lakhs on all' aggrcg;,.te assessment of 85 

lakhs-or over 6 per cent. Strangely enough, however, the GO\'crnment a l~ 

declined to concede any such relief to the Dc:kkhan raiyats, anti yet the cas:: of 

Dekkhan is the most urgent. The Dekkhan is an arid upland with a poor soil and 

a precarious rainfall, and yet pays an aggregate assessment of l:lO lakhs on a 

cropped acreage of II millions of acres. The MacDonnell Commission have 

expressed the opinion that it is not only a full assessment, but weighs harder on 

the Dekkhan peasantry than elsewhere on account of scanty crop-yield, and is 

one of the causes of agricultural indebtedness, Besides, during the calamitolls 

decade ending with 1901, this tract suffered as no other did throughout the 

cQuntry, The population declined from 62'1 lakhs to 59'4 lakhs; the cropped 

area fell off, and the crop-losses amounted to over 50 crores of rupc.!s. 

The cattle loss was over 4' per cent. and there was an alarming  increase of 
agricultural debts. Altogether there was in these districts II degree of agricultural 

deterioration and economic exhaustion such as had not been witnessed in 

any part of the country during the last century_ And yet so far the only 

reductions which the Bombay Government have announced amount to a triRe 

over R3,oOCl ! 

•• My Lord, in explaining an incrf!ase 01 half a million sterling under excise-
revenue in the revised estimates for the closing year, the Hon'ble Member says :-

, Increase of revenue is undoubtedly in great part due to improved administration 

and greater attention to preventive measures, but it is also due, and probahly 

to a \'ery la ~ extent, to improvement in the condition of the people', which 

is ~ Hon'ble Member's paraphrase of the expression' increased consumption', 

And he proceediO to observe :-' Satisfactory as is from one point of vie\v a 

growth of revenue, we could not regard with satisf.lction l/.ny increase which 
might possibly be attributed to increased consumption of alcohol ill excess of 

the lee-itimate requirements of those classes among the population to whom, from 

long habit and custom, alcohol in moderation is a virtual necessity. There is 

no desire on the part of the Government of India to increase ~n  by 

encouraglOg indulgence in alcohol. It is a matter in which we feel our (ull re-

sponsibility, which undoubtedly requires constant, careful watching, and to whi..:h 

at the present moment we are devoting special attention in the interest3 of tem-

perl'nce and morality.' This declaration of the Hon'ble Member will be welcomed 

with sincere satisfaction throughout the country, The revenue unot:r ~ 

shows analarming growth during the last twenty years, having risen troll! 3'63 

crores in. 1882-83 to 6-6.J crores in 1902-°3, a' increase of S:a per cent" 
or taking t"e year 1903-04 to 7'4 crores. i.e., an n a~  over 100 per ~n  
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in 20 ye.:lTs. The increase in population during"the period has been only 15 per 

cent. Part of the increase in the revenue has no doubt been due to enhance-

mt!nts of excise-duties and to stricter preventive measures, But a large part has 

been owing, as admitted by the Finance Member himself, to increased con, 

sumption. The import of liquors too has increased during the time by over 35 

per cent., having risen from 4'U million gallons to 5'57 millions. All things 

considered, there is the clearest evidence to show that the curse of drink 

is on the increase especially among the lower classes and the wild aboriginal 

tribes, spreading ruin and misery among them. As appears from the Material and 

Moral Progress Report for I go 1-02, in Bengal the consu mption of country 

spirits in distillery areas shows an expansion of 5S per cent" having 
advanc ed from 3'9 lakhs of gallons to over 6', lakhs during the decade 

1891-9'" to 19°1-013, So, too, in the United Provinces of Agra and 

Oudh, the reported consumption of country spirits was 24 per cent. higher. No 
accurate statistics are forthcoming on this point, but the fact of an expanding 

consumption is undoubted, and it behoves the authorities anxiously to consider 

whether more effective measures could not be devised than at present with a 

view to checking the spread of consumption of these intoxicants among the-

poorer c1<lsses. It is true that some reduction has been effected in the number 

of shops, but in this matter as much depends upon the sites of these shops 

as on their number-perhaps more, Were shops to be set down opposite 

schools, colleges, places of worship, hospitals, etc" as the Hon'ble Mr. 

Woodroffe said the other day in the Bengal Legislative Council they were 

in Calcutta itself, it would be of little avail to reduce merely their total 

number. Local option is the only remedy for an evil such as this. In the 

Material and Moral Progrf'ss Report, to which I have already referred, we are 

told that 'definite orders have been passed in accordance with the principle 

formulated by the Government of India in 1890 to the effPoct that ~ o  any 

new site is fixed for the establishment of a shop, reference shall be made 

to local opinion and that any reasonable objection shall be entertained: 

The instruction here ~  as authoritatively laid down is as it should be;· 

but it is open to question how far it is acted on in practice. Instances can bl! 

cited of shops, in reference to the location of which no deference whatever has 

been shown to local opinion or sentiment. Further, the existing arrangements 

of the excise administration leave much to be desired, The' minimum 

g ... arantee' in Bombay, the general auctioning of licenses to keep stills in 

out-still areas and even the central distillery system, with its varying arrange-

ments for the manufacture of spirits-these are some of the features of the exist-
ing administration which require close and careful investigation, The whole 
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subject calls for a fresh eX:lmination and it behoves Government to institut,e a 

searching inquiry. Education would be an effective remedy, but its operation 

is bound to be slow. I think legislative effect should be given to the direction 

as to local option, 

"My Lord, among the important topics of a gfmeral character, on which 

this year's Financial Statement offers some interesting observations, is the 

subject of India's balance of trade. The Hon'ble Member states at the 

outset that he has been much surprised to learn that 'there are considerable 

misapprehensions 'abroad on the question of the balance of trade,' And, 

after examining certain figures for the three years from 190°.01 to 1902-03. 

the Hon'ble Member records his conclusion that the figures 'entirely dispose 

of the erroneous assumption that India is paying for more than she 

receives under the three heads of imported goods, imported investment 

securities and payment abroad of budgeted Government sterling charges.' 

His argument is briefly this: during the three years under consideration, 

the excess value of exports over imports was £47.58 million3 sterling. 

From this total lUust be deducted £ 1'45 millions, being the value of 

rupee paper transferred to India during the period i while we must add to 

it a sum of £2"4 millions, representing the value of stores, arms, muni-

tions and animals, supplied to the Home Government in connection with 

their requirements in South Africa and China. This gives us a net excess of 

exports in three years of ~  millions. Now, says the Hon'ble Member, 

this is practically the amount of the Secretary of State's drawings during the 

three years, And thus the excess of the country's exports over its imports is 

no more than the amount of the Home charges, which means that the Horne 

charges really represent all that India pays annually over and above what 
she has to pay in ret\lrn for her imports, My Lord, I confess I was startled 

to read this paragraph, and I asked myself 'If the Hon'ble Member is 
right, what becomes of the profits which English merchants annually earn in 
Inc.!ia i what becomes of the freight the English Companies earn i what 

beco)mes of the savings of English lawyers, English doctors, Eng lish civil and. 

military servant" of the Crown? Does nothing really go out of India for ;til 

these?' And then I examined the Hon'ble Member's figures somewhat 

doseIy, when I found that he had left out of account two most important items, 

The ~  of exports over imports that he gives is the exces!! of all our exports 

ever all our imports, including merchandise and tr.easure and stores, both 

Government 'and private. The imports thus include (I) the capital raised. 
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annually in England and spent on Indian railways and irrigation works, {or 
which there is no corresponding export, and (2) the Government stores 
for which provision is made in the Secretary of State's disbursements for 
current purposes i these stores are worth about Ii to 2 crores a year, and they 
represent a value received by India for a corresponding portion of the Home 
charges, and they are thus different from the Irest of the Home charges. 
Our real imports, therefore, i.e., those which we receive in exchange for our 
exports, are less than our nominal or total imports by the amount of the capital 
which is raised by the State and by Companies in England every year and spent 
on Indian railways and irrigation works. And, secondly, the net loss to the 
country under Home charges is represented not by the whole of the Secretary of 
State's drawings but by a sum which is equal to those drawings minus the value 
of the stores for which provision is made in his current disbursements. The 
amount raised in England during the three years under consideration and spent 
on public works in India was, I believe, about 16 millions sterling. This figure 
must therefore be deducted from our total imports to get at the imports which 
we received in exchange for our exports. We thus have during the three years 
an excess of 64 mitlions and not 48 millions of our exports over our real imports. 
As against this, we have to set not the whole of the Secretary of State's budgeted 
drawings, which have been stated to be 49 millions sterling, but these drawings 
mz'71us the value of the stores included in them, which was over three millions. 
We thu; see that while the Secretary of State's drawings for his own purposes 
would have been satisfled by an excess of about 46 millions sterling of our exports 
over imports, the actual excess was about 64 millions sterling or about 18 
milliens more in three years. I think, therefore, that we may well assume that 
this surr, of 18 millions represents the amount which India paid more than she 
received during the three years under the three heads of ' imported goods, 
imported investment securities, and payment abroad of budgeted Government 
sterling charges.' Moreover, this figure does not take into account the capital 
imported into India by private individuals or Companies for minor industrial 
undertakings. 

"M Y Lord, a most striking feature of this year's budget is the great increase 
that has taken place in the military expenditure of the country. The Finance 
Member himself is almost outspoken in the expression of his regret on the 
subject. The Budget Estimate for 1904005 exceeds all previous record-the 
charge budgeted for coming to no less than 28'6 crore!. The following 6gures 

-. 
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'show how steady and continuous has been the rise In our Illilitary expenditure 

during the last twcnly years:-

Year. 

1884-85 
1887-88 

IS<)0-91 

1894-95 

19°2'°3 
1903-04 (Revised) 

1904-05 (Budget) 

Military f"Xpcnditure in c",me: 
(If rupc("!i 

Ib'96 
20'41 

20'69 

24'09 

25'91 

26'78 

28'66 

or an increase of nearly 70 per cent. in twenty years as against an 

increase of ~  44 pet cent.-from 51 crores to 73 crores-in the receipts 

under the principal heads of revenue. The Bon'ble Sir Edmund Elles 

gives in his statement what he will forgive me for calling a curious table, 

compiled to show that whatever may be the actual figure of military expendituft' 

it is not only not rising relatively to the total revenue of the country, but that 

as a matter of fact there is a notable decline in the percentage of revenues 

spent on the Army. The HO'l'ble Member takes two periods of four years 

each, one from 1896-97 to 1899-1900 and the other from 1900-01 to 1903-04, 

and he seeks to prove that while during the former period the net mili-

tary expenditure of the country was !l4'7 per cent. of the total revenue, during 

the latter period it has been only 21 per cent. The Hon'ble Member's method of 

instituting comparisons is, however, open to most serious objection. His 

first period is a period of famines and frontier wars, so that while the revt:nue 

during that time is not at its normal level. the military expenditure is at an 

abnormally high level, and thus he gets a higher percentage for purposes of his 

comparison. The second period, on the other hand, is a period during which the 

revenue is above the normal owing to specially good seasons, and the military e'IC-

penditure is below the normal owing to a part of the troops being engaged in South 

Africa and China. Now this is bad enough, but worse than this is the fact that 

while he takes on the one hand only net military expenditure, he takes on the 

.other the gross revenue of the country. Now, as we all know, the figures of 

gross revenue are altogether useless for purposes of a fair comparison; for they 

incl,ude large receipts under commercial service.-i.e., railways, irrigation work., 

post and telegraph-which are balanced by corresponding entries on the 

expenditure side and which therefore only go to swell the total figure. of 

groll rev,enue without making any real addition to the resources a\'ailable for 

administrative purposes. Moreover, railway receipts have been of late years 

going up by leaps and bounds. Of ',-course the entries under railways on 
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the other side have also been correspondingly increasing, but if you take 

into consideration only the figures of gross revenue, you get an altogether 

erroneous idea of the growth of the real revenue of the country. For purposes 

01 a useful comparison, therefore, the only proper method is to take the 
figures either of net revenue or of the total receipts under what are known' 

as the principal heads of revenue. Taking the HHter set 01 figures, which are 
more favourable to the Hon'ble Member's point of view· than the former, we 

find that the net military expenditure is about 36 per cent. 01 the revenue under 
the principal heads, and that ~ percentage has practically continued steady 

at that figure except during the years when the Indian exchequer secured 

some relief by lending a portion of the Indian troops for service in South 

Africa and China. The question of these percentages, however,,is, compara-

tively speaking, of less importance than the question whether there is ever 

to be a limit to the growth of these military burdens. My Lord, the question of 
military expenditure is really one of policy, and in the shaping of that policy 

the people 01 this country have no voice. But may we not ask, as I 
asked in my budget speech 01 last year, that the Government should adopt' 
a policy 01 a little more trust in this matter I For, while things continue 
as they are-w.ith our Army maintained on a war-footing in times of peace, 

with no national militia of any kind and the people of the country altogether shut 

out from the privilage of citizen soldiership-there is no prospect that the heavy 

sacrifices demanded at present of the country will ever grow less heavy. My Lord 

His Excellency the Commander-in-Chief addressed the other day a powerful ap: 

peal to Englishmen in India to come forward and enrol themselves as volunteers 

from a sense of public duty, May not the Government consider the desirability 

of permitting-aye inviting-carefully selected classes from among the children 

of the soil to share in the responsibilities of national defence? Both sentimental 

and financial considerations demand the adoption of a policy of this kind; and, 

unless this is done, the growing military expenditure of the country will in course 

of time absorb all available resources and cast its blighting shadow over the whole 

field of Indian administration .. 

1/ My L.ord, IIhese were some of the obsel"Yations that-suggested themselves 
to me when 1 read the Financial Statement which my Hon'ble friend has pre-
sented to the Council this year. I have said nothing today about some of the 
more important brnnches of civil expenditure, because we seem to be on the e\le 
of great changes w.hich will-affect and practically reconstruct the entire basis 
of the civil expenditure of the country. An administration, in many respects 

the most s(renuous,.as it undoubtedly has been the most eventful, of any that 

the. c.ountry bas known for many years past, has formulated these. 
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changes after a prolonged inquiry, and the country is waiting to see how 
they work in practice when they are introduced. The advance that has 
been made this year in the matter of Provincial finance, the undertaking 
of a comprehensive programme of irrigation works that is expected as a 
result of the Irrigation Commission's labours, an improved Police Service, 
increased expenditure on el!ucation in all its branches, the institution of State 
scholarships for industrial education abroad, the establishment of an Agricul-
tural College at Pusa, the encouragement of co-operative credit societies-
these and other measures will require a large outlay of public money, if they 
are not to disappoint the expectations that have been formed of them in the 
public mind. It will be some time before we are in a position to watch the 
actual operation of these measures and to see how far the increased expenditure 
necessitated by them has been justified. Meanwhile my own frame of mind 
in regard to them is, I confess, one of great hope. I feel that, if they are carried 
out in the spirit in which they ought to be carried out, they will prove a source 
of no small benefit to the country. If this hope is realized, the increase in 
public expenditure, which these measures must involve, will not only not be 
grudged, but will be regarded with feelings of sincere satisfaction and gratitude 
all over the country. " 

His Highness THE AGHA KHAN said :_If My Lord, I congratulate Your 
Excellency's Government on the prosperous condition of the finances of 
India as exhibited by the Budget Statement for the coming year which the 
Hon'ble the Finance Minister presented to the Council last week. A careful 
study of that statement has convinced me that there has been during the past 
year a steady though slow improvement in the economic conditions of the 
country. 

" My Lord, last year, at the close of the great and very weighty speech '{our 
Lordship was pleased to deliver on the occasion of this lame discussion, you 
drew attention to the great and momentous changes that were taking place 
t:IToughout Asia-changes that were certain to affect the political and military 
interests of this great country, and Your Lordship .was pleased to say that I they 
require that our forces shall be in a state of high efficiency, our defences secure 
and our schemes of policy carefully worked out and defined. Above all 
they demand a feeling of solidarity and common interest among those (and they 
inclu.de every inhabitant of this country from the Raja to the raiyat) whose 
interests are wrapped up in the preservation of the Indian Empire both for the 
sake of Inilia itself and for the wider welfare of mankind'. The prophecy has 
come true sooner than most of Your Lordship's hearers last year expected. We 
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now live in stirring times and hear the din and clash of arms in North-Eastern 
Asia. A Power that has been looming larger and larger on this Continent and 
has made the boundaries of her possessions almost contiguous on the North-
west to the boundaries of India or of countries in which the people of India are 
vitally interested has now become a permanent menace to this country. 
History teaches us that the Muscovite when prevented from expansion on one 

side of his frontier naturally turns to another where he fancies the forces of 

resistance to be in less capable hands (witness expansion in Central Asia after 

the failure 01 Russian designs in the Balkans in 1878) i so the fact that the Power 
that threatens the peace of this country seems to be failing in expanding in the 

Far East is the very reason why we should not feel more secure or less anxious 

about ollr defensi've forces. We hear from all sources that troops are being 

massed in Central Asia. Misunderstanding the pacific disposition of the 

British Government and the perhaps too frequent occasions on which that 
Government gave way to her pretensions, Rusllia thought the time had come to 

use menaces when cajolery had failed. I refer to the communications which 

passed between the Russian Ambassador and Lord Lansdowne (which were 
recently published) regarding Thibet. They indicate that we must ~ constant-

lyon the alert and be ever ready to defend ourselves if we wish to secure to this 

country the blessings of peace. It is, in fact, a necessary condition of our 
immunity from foreign invasion that our military power and organisation should 

always be in a state of high efficiency so as to remove from our neighbour the 
temptation of interfering with us. At such a juncture it seems to me necessary to 
consider whether the burdens which this state of constant ~ a n  aM high 
efficiency entails on the Government of India are borne fairly and equitably by all 

those who are benefited . thereby and whose possessions thereby are safe. 
guarded against foreign intrusion. In order to ascertain this I venture to give a 

few figures. Roughly speaking, two-thirds of India proper is under the direct 
control of the Government of India and one-third of it is under the Govern-

ment of the Feudatory States. At the same time, according to the Census 
of t 901, the population of the Native States was one-fourth of the 

entire population of India. The military expenditure of the Government 'of 

India has risen (and I for one do not grudge a penny of it) to ~ ooo  So 
for purposes of Imperial defence and in order to protect from invasion this 
country, one-third the area and one-fourth the popUlation of which belongs to the 

Native States, the Government have no option but to spend quite ~  per cent. of the 
entire revenues of British India. -Now let us consider whether and to what extent 
these States contribute towards this Imperial defence. Their aggregate revenues 

amount to well over £IS,SOO,OOQ a year, Now, if the bL1rden of Imperii!. ... 
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defence were borne by the Imperial and the Feudatory Governments 

equitably, that is, proportionately to their rcvenuC's, the annllal 

contribution by these Native States ought to be cOllsiderably over 

£3,5°0,000 a year. Now what do they contribute. In .1888 many Chiefs offered 

assistance in the defence of the North-West Frontier by placing large sums of 

money at the disposal of the Supreme Go\·crnment. Thc offers of 

money were declined. But being renewed in another form, flis., as offers of 

troops for Imperial service, such renewed offers were at once willingly accepted 

by Government. A scheme (which, my Lord, was then really ill the nature of an 

experiment) was organised by which it was expected that the States would be 

able to render efficient aid to the Supreme Government in times of emergency 

by providing Imperial Service Troops capable of taking their place in line with 

the regiments of the Imperial Army. When the scheme was started it was 

believed that quite 25,000 would be supplied, and unless I am greatly mistaken 

some such number was promised. But there was one flaw in the scheme. 

From a delicacy of feeling (a delicacy of feeling that was then justified since the 

scheme was an experiment only) Government left it entirely to the Chiefs to 

provide or not provide I mperial Service Troops and thereafter to maintain the 

~  number or more or less according as their patriotism dictated. The result 

of this voluntary system has been what was to be expected. Some have (as the 

figures laid on the table of this Council by Sir Edmond Elles prove) actually 
reduced their troops, and the total number of effective troops is now under '5.000. 
The generous enthusiasm which has hitherto animated many of the patriotic 

and far-sighted Chiefs and induced them honourably to carry out (and in some 

cases like that of that great wise and patriotic Prince His Highness Maharaja 

Scindhia more than carry out) their original promises to the Supreme Govern-

ment may unfortunately not be shared by their successors. Moreover, while 

some of the Chiefs like His Highness the Maharaja Scindhia and the 

patriotic rulers of the Rajputana and the Punjab States and of the States of 

Bhownaggar, Jamnagar and Junagad in Kathiawar maintain a considerable 

number of Imperial Service Troops, there are others (by no means unimportant 

or petty rulers) who do not maintain even one Imperial Service trooper. They 

thus altogether escape the burden of bearing their fair share of Imperial 

defence. 

"But, my Lord, my argument for organising a system by which each State 

should set aside a settled proportion of its revenues for maintaining Imperial 

Service Tropps is not based on a mean desire to make the subjects of the Native 

States contribute towards Imperial defence in order to save the British Indian 
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taxpayers from paying more in the future. It is as much in the interests of the. 

Rulers of the Native States that they and their armies· should take an active, 

'important and honourable part in the great work of Jmperial defence as it is in 

the interests of the Supreme Government. Companionship in arms will more than 
anything bring about that feeling of solidarity, of unity and of devoted loyalty to 

the Emperor that is the aim and object 6f everyone of the Protected 

:Princes of India. Such a system would add enormously to the importance 
and therellponsibilities of fhe ·F'eudatory Chiefs. Itwould open honourable and 

suitable careers (as officers) for the hereditary Sirdars, Thakores and Nobles of 

each and every State. My Lord, if properly carried out this ~  need not 

add anything serious to the financial burdens of the Native States, nor reduce the 

amounts now devoted by Rulers of such States towards useful civil improvements. 
The Chiefs have always maintained and stilt maintain a large army of their own, 

amounting to nearly 100,000 men, which is, I am sure, always at the service of 

Government for purposes of Imperial defence. I have, however, no hesitation in 

saying that for these purposes such heterogeneous bodies of ., mere men with 

mu::kets • would be quite useless. These men differently or rather indifferently 
armed, drilled and equipped \vould be absolutely incapable of fighting against 

the trained forces of a European foe. The maintenance ofsuch bodies of men, 

which can only by courtesy be called armies, is an utter frittering away of the 
resources of the country and dissipation of its means of defence. I would 

therefore respectfully suggest that Government should propose to the Chiefs 
that they should in a given number of years disband these men, who are useless 
for all purposes except for empty show, and that every Chief should contribute 

a definite percentage of his revenues towards Imperial defence. 1 am sure there 
is not one Chief so wanting in patroitism as to object to such a fair proposal. On 

the contrary, 1 am certain that the loyal and patriotic Princes who assembled 
last year at Delhi would be only too eager to adopt such a proPQsal. The whole 

scheme of Imperial Service troops was originally an experiment. If the ex-
periment has been successful, why should it not be extended? The so-called armies 

of the Chiefs would be replaced by men who would add to ~ glory of their rulers 
and who would be worthy of fighting by the side of the flower of the British army. 

The States which now spend large sums on useless bodies of men dignified by!he 
name of armies will get a genuine Army of which they may well be 
proud without any serious addition to the expenditure side of their Annual Budgets. 

II these reorganised troops are to be of any use and able to take their place in 
line with the regiments of the Imperial Army, they must be under the immediate 

and direct control of the Commander-in-Chief. There would be  nothing 
In this arrangement in any way injurious to the right of the several RulinG ~ 
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Chiefs. Even the Sovereigns of the various German States, who are the equal 

allies of the Kings of Prussia and in no way subjected to their Emperor. when 

they joined the I mperial Confederation in· 1871 placed their troops under 

the Imperial Commander-in-Chief. In fact, unless these reorganised troops were 

under the direct command of the Commander. in-Chief during peace, it would be 

impossible to place any reliance on their efficiency, lllld the Commander-in·Chief 

could never depend on their being as good as the troops that were trained under 

his direct control and supervision. The Commander-in-Chicf would appoint 

inspecting officers to such reorganised troops, while the Ruling Chiefs would 
retain command of their own corps, who would, of course, carry the colours and the 
emblems of each princely house, and if the tastes of the Prince made him turn 
to an active study of military subjects then of course such a Prince would 
naturally be not only the dejure but the de facto Commander of his own troops, 
receiving only his military orders from the Commander.in-Chief. My Lord, 
this scheme may appear of little value since no ruler has suggested it. But I 
think it is but my duty to explain that these suggestions are not my own original 
ideas but that I have borrowed them more or less from various Princes who 

attended the Delhi Durbar last year and the Coronation Ceremony in 1902. I 

have no right or authority to use their names. But so much I think I have a 

right to ask every one here to assume, that there is no Prince so wanting in 

patriotism and loyalty as to reject these suggestions without giving the matter 

careful and sympathetic consideration. My Lord, the suggestions I have just 
ventured to make are both rough and crude, but it is for the Ruling Chiefs and 

the Government of India to evolve some permanent system by which the 
Feudatory States may enjoy the privilege of sharing with the Government of 

India d'e power of adequately defending this great country. My Lord, there 

has been recently a tendency to maintain transports only. I fear it is 

not quite in keeping with the dignity of a powerful State that enter. 
tains hundreds of useless but costly soldiers of its own to refuse to keep any 

active Imperial Service Troops Oil the ground of expense and offers to maintain 
transports only. Transports are undoubtedly essential, but from the point of 
view of those who wish to see the bonds or common interest between the 
Jmperial and Feudatory States tightened it is a backward step when lancers and 

infantry are changed into transports. Of course let it be clearly understood that 
f .uggest that the present useless armil!s should be converted into one 
corps o~ ellicient Imperial Service Troops in every State and not that the present 
men should be kept on as well as additions made to the Imperial Service Troops. 

'rhe rich zamindars who enjoy impartible estates and thus are specially cared 
for by the Stale may well be invited to maintain a certain amount of transports • 
. Carts and o~  will, no doubt, entail a certain initial expense, but afterward. 
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sl1ch transports during peace time will cost practically very little or nothing, 
since they will easily earn enough to pay tor the expenses of maintenance. 

/( My Lord, I feel it but my duty to thank Your Excellency for establishing 

the Imperial Cadet Corps of Native Princes and Nobles. This excellent 

institution was a desideratum, and alllong the many and great benefits which Your 

Excellency'S Viceroyalty has already conferred upon this country, I would 

look upon it as one of the greatest. If Your Excellency will, pt'rmit me to 
say so, it was a brilliant idea conceived in a happy moment and carried out 

to the great gratification of the Native Princes and Nobles. Their rank, 

traditional prestige and natural tastes cebar them from every but a military 

career, and that Your Excellency has, by embodying the corps, opened the 

possibility of a military career to them proves your deep personal interest in 

theil' welfare. They yield to none in loyalty and attachment to their 

beloved Emperor and country, and such an institution, the credit 

of initiating which justly ~lon  to Your Excellency, affords them a ullique 

opportunity of serving both. At no inconsiderable expense to themselves, 

many have come forward and volunteered for such service. But permit me 

to say that at present there is no certainty as to the future oi the cadets. 

May I venture at this stage to ask whether the time has not yet come when 

a few commissions in the Indian Army may not be annualIy given, say. to three 
or four of the most successful of the Imperial cadets, who one day Illay be 

the pride of lheir country and achieve that glory which their forefathers had 
attained in bye-gone days. Is it too much to ask that three or four of the 

cadets. who might pass aU the necessary tests and in whose character and 
integrity the commandant of the corps might repose absolute on n ~  be 

nominated hy the Viceroy, with the sanction of the Emperor, to com-

missions in the indian Army? My Lord, while the Government 01 India trusts 
any young Indian. whatever his antecedents, whatever his character, who happens 
to get a certain number of marks at a competitive examination. to administer 

districts that often equal in size and population European Principalities. while 

the Government of India trusts tens of thousands of every class and of every 
community to wear as sepoys the honored uniform of the Indian Army, is the 

Government yet unable to see its way to trust even one of the Emperor's Indian 
subjects with the honour of being a regular commissioned officer? But I am sure 

that mistrust or want of confidence is not the cause of this singular omissio'l. I 
rather put it down to the innate conservatism of the British race that is satisfied 

to leave things alone until it becomes such a grave scandal that its removal 
becomes an imperative duty. The same spirit of conservatism left nur Univer-

sity reforms though badly needed in the background until  Your Excellency's 
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Government with characteristic benevolent energy and courage:: of conVictIOn 

carried the measure of much-needed reform Ly the great Act which 
passed into law only the other day. My Lord, there are some obje::ctions 

to this scheme which I have often heard and which I will venture to try and 

dispose of. In the first place it is asserted in some quarters that there is no young 

man in India whose educational and moral training fits him for bt!ing an officer. 

This may have been true in the past. But since the formation of the Imperial Cadet 

Corps we have a right to expect that a few of the cadets after three or four years' 

training under the direct supervision and constant care of commanding officers 

may be deemed worthy and capable of receiving a commission. Even if after 

three or four years' training under such favourable conditions as prel'ail in the 

Imperial Cadet Corps, if there is not yet one noble youth worthy of being an 

officer, then, my Lord, there must be something so radically wrong and incred-

ibly defective in the moral or intellectual fibre of the Chiefs and nobles of this 

country that the sooner Chiefs' Colleges and Cadets Corps are abolished the bette[ 

for all. Another objection raised is that these cadet officers would crowd the Indian 

Army and thus change its character! If it was suggested that a competitive 

examination should be held and such as passed the test should be one and all 

enrolled as officers of the Indian Army, then 1 admit it might change the 

character of the army and none would be more strongly opposed to it than myself. 

Even iI it was suggested that ten officers should be appointed every year, 

I should stm oppose it. But, my Lord, the appointment of three or four a year 
could never change the character of the army. At the end of twenty years, 

even if there was no natura.l wasta.ge, their number would be eighty in the whole 
of India. But we all know that when we take wastage into consideration, \V,f 

should find not eighty but probably fifty in twenty years. Now, my Lord, 1 de 

hope this will not be called a wild, visionary or immoderate scheme. A third 

argument against the scheme that has come to my ears is the difficulty about 

messing. However,-alargesection of His Majesty's subjects have no caste rules 

whatsoever, nor have they any religious prejudices about dining with Europeans. 

I refer, of course, to the Muhammdans. We also know that a large and very rapidly 
growing number. of Mahratta, Rajput and Sikh princes do openly dine with 

Europeall!, Jews and Muhammadans. I think there would be no difficulty under 

this head. Another objection is that these cadets would be as Commanders 

superior to European officers. H ~  110 one is insane enough to propose tha I 

cadets should be directly given commands of battalions and squadrons or be 

specially promoted. It would take a score of years at least before any of them ~o  

command of his regiment, and I am sure that after twenty years' comradeship 

in a regiment where he would have already won the respect and friendship of hi". 
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European brother officers, they would willingly serve under an ex-cadet. One other 
objection is that the European officers would not welcome Indian brother officers. 
I am sure it is only those who do not know the British officer that can accuse 
him of such blind racial prejudice. The officers of the British and Indian Army 
are the pick and the flower of the manhood of England. They are the cream of 
society. Gentle, just and noble alike by birth, tradition and temperament, 
they judge men not by their race and colour or creerl, but by their intrinsic 
merits. If the cadets were well selected-and it is absolutely essential to the 
success of the scheme that every scrutiny and care should be taken that none 
except those of high moral and intellectual calibre should be selected-then, I 
for one am quite sure that ex-cadet officers would very soon be as popular as 
any European officer in their regiments, provided, of course, they behaved 
themselves properly and acted up to a high and model standard of duty. There 
is no doubt that in due time some of them would prove to be ideal officers. I 
have tried to meet all the objections that I have ever heard and I have asked 
only for a moderate and reasonable conr.ession, a concession which, I hope, 
will, if made, prove to be a boon which will be gratefully accepted and 
acknowledged. I do hope that there is no one here who considers this 
suggestion of mine as wild, visionary or impracticable. My Lord, you 
have won the everlasting gratitude of the people of this country by your 
generous endeavours for the improvement of the Indian educational system 
in all itl branches, the advancement of the agricultural classes, their relief 
from perpetual and harassing indebtedness, and your noble desire for the restora-
tion of ancient monuments, which both Hindus and Muhammadans prize so 
highly, and also by taking up the question of much needed police reform, 
railway and irrigation improvements and many other reforms in the adminis-
tration of this country too numerous to mention. Now that Your Excellency 
has removed 10 many abuses, conferred such numerous boons upon the people 
",·ilI not Your Excellency settle this difficult question in the interests of the cadets: 
who owe their existence to Your Lordship's foresight. My Lord, I am appealing 
to one who has not only been a great ruler but who has proved himself an exalted 
but none the less devoted and true friend and patron of the princes, chiefs. and· 
nobles of India. 

.. My Lord, tbe Members who are not recommended for nomination to this 
Council by public bodies are at a certain disadvantage here, for their words are 
naturally supposed to come from them alone, and rarely carry the same moral 
weight with the Government as do the suggestions of their more fortunate Col-
.eagues-the recommended Members. All the same, I think I a~ rigbt in saying 
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that when I earnestly appeal that three or four Cadets-and I appeal only for 

three or four-should be selected after a most careful and rigid scrutiny by the 

Viceroy for commiso;;ions in the Indian Army, I have behind me the sympathy and 

approval of every prince, chief and noble in India. My Lord, there seems to be no 

reason \\'hy such cadets as may qualify themselves by capacity, zeal and indus-

try and also win the respect and affection of the Commandant of the Corps, 

should not be rewarded with commissions in the Indian Army. If such a pros-
pect is ever held out to them, as the reward of an exempl:uy moral character 

and of l ~ll  study, I am sure that the scions of the best and 1I0biest of all the 

families in India would flock to the Cadet Corps and Government wo'uld prove 

and convince the people of this country that their Emperor has full faith in their 

unflinching loyalt}' to him and treats all his subjects alike. The remaining less 

successful cadets could be appointed as officers of the Imperial Service Troops. 
Regarding the question of Imperial Service Troops and of affording to all the 

Native States an opportunity of contributing towards their maintenance, I feel 

confident that such an opportunity will be eagerly embraced by those States. 

It will enable them to prove that the Chiefs are worthy of being Your Excel-

lency's colleagues in the government of this country as Your Lordship so 
felicitously described them. It will show to those outside our frontiers whom 
it may concern that India no longer consists of segregated units with different 

aims and inconsistent aspirations. It will weld together and consolidate those 
units into a homogeneous and harmonious whole and foster and realize the 

ideal of a united country in the minds of these princes. They will have the 

prouci satisfaction of knowing t hat, come what may, they and their troops will 

stand shoulder to shoulder with the armies of their Emperor and present a bold 

and united front to the enemies of their country, and that they have at their 
back the world-wide Empire based on liberty, justice and righteousness of 

which both the Raja and the raiyat may well thank heaven that they form a 

part." 

Hi. Highness THI RAJA OP SIRMUR said :-" My Lord, J have had 
ttoe honour of going through the Financial Statement for the year 1904-05. 
and have the pleasure to observe that it has been most carefully prepared and 

aims at increasing the general prosperity of the Indian Empire. 

" I heartily thank Your Excellency for many useful measures of administrative 
re!otm which have been introduced, and which tend to secure lasting good for 

India • 

.. I appreciate very much the usefulness of the Imperial Cadet Corps which 

;1<iS supplied the long.felt want of military training, by which I have every 
• 
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reason to hope the Indian chiefs and nobility in general) will profit much. I
fully agree with my Hon'ble Colleague His Highness Agha Khan in his obser,
vatio ns on the corps.

500

I; I beg, however, to suggest that by \'v'ayof due appreciation of loyalty three
or four cadets completing with credit their course of training every year may be
o rauted British rank in the Indian Army, which encoura sement on the part of~ _ b

the Government will be received with gratitude and be thoroughly appreciated
by all the, Princes and Chiefs and will also make the corps highly popular,

Cl Finally, I offer my heartfelt thanks to Your Excellency for your whole-
hearted devotion to the welfare of the Indian Princes and the people in general."

The Hou'ble MR. CRUICKSFlANK said :_CI My Lord, on behalf of the
United Provinces, it -is my pleasing duty to tender the congratulations of the
Local Government and the inhabitants of those Provinces on, the satisfactory
nature of the Statement of Revenue and Expenditure presented by the Hon'ble
the Financial Member of Council, and also on the general financial prosperity
of the Indian Empire which has allowed the construction of so promising
a budget for 1904'05.

" The year i9°3.04 began prosperously with a surplus from 1902-°3 of
.£3,069,549, a sum .£33 r ,049 in excess of the surplus noted in the Revised
Estimates for 1902-03'

11 The Receipts under various heads in the Revised Estimate for 19'J3~04,
for the most part, convincingly support the arguments marshalled so
clearly in this Council in 19°3 as Justifying the reduction in the salt-tax and
the raising of the limit of exemption from income-tax to the extent carried out
W 1903-04.

IC I do not propose to offer any detailed criticism of the Budget for 1904-05,
as full explanation where necessary of items of receipt and expenditure
h 13 been supplied to the Council and discussed at considerable length "by'
llon'blo M~tf\b{}rs.

11 In GOI HWfI, MWQV If, with ::t!l who have at heart th,e Mcuritl :ln~ hMt
i II reuct o] t.lu; Empire, Ibe UniloJ rr~vln~og rojoiuQ to rll1d th.tt pro~i~ion

h"1 horn I'M\~Q [JP IIU QJ(pf![I(IH,urE l1eCC:1:1iHY to llLlblj~Mti IIV t\ grnent
till'! Ic!mcicncy or l ho rnHita 'Y ,9{.l1"/QQ or Indb_ 'I'hc :wpply of ~llll:l and
I illmi of CIl!} \l1U!H ruonnt and improved Ly po iil an I:sacmiLl,l £tQP to v"rd.~
IJt:i6lllilll.':- ~h e MIiOillIlUY_. J
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cc The pages of recent history are lurid with the lesson that immense lo s s
of material, decrease of prestige, and wasteful sacrifice of priceless brave lives
must accrue to nations unprepared to speak with their enemy in the gate.

re To India, as to all countries, assured protection from external foes is a
necessary preliminary to the fruitful consideration of schemes for improving
civil administration, and the items of increased rr ilitary expenditu re in the
Budget are unassailably expedient.

"Turning to Provincial matters, the United Provinces among others
welcome the approach to finality in the Financial Contracts between the Imperial
Government and Provincial Administrations. The term finality is of 'course
only applicable with the reservation that the terms of such contracts must
perforce be open to revision by the Government of India in the event of une x-
pe cted financial stress.

cc In considering the terms and amounts involved in such complicated transac-
tions as the allotment of funds sufficient to carry on the administration of
several Provinces, it is obvious that the point of view from which the Govern-
ment of India, distributing resources among many clamorous Local Govern-
ments, regards each item must differ from the standpoint of each recipient of
aid.

cc That a modus niuendi has been reached between the Government of India
and that of the United Provinces-which is, as far as it goes, satisfactory to
both-s-testifies to the _businesslike energy, circumspection and liberality with
which the preliminaries have been discussed, terms defined and needed aid
granted. For years in this Council the plea has been urged on behalf of the
Government of the United Provinces that no sum less than 4 crores of rupees
would suffice for the expenditure necessary to guarantee the efficient adminis-
tration of these Provinces. That this plea was not an excessive demand has been
practically admitted, as the following explanation may demonstrate. This
demand of 4 crores has hitherto been based on the supposition that the propor-
tion of total expenditure under various heads which would be defrayed from
provincial Funds would remain unaltered.

, 'c In the new contract the system of apportioning the relative shares of Receipt
.and Expenditure between Imperial and Provincial Heads of Account has been
thoroughly revised on the following basis for the United Provinces r-e-

(a) that when apy head of Revenue is divided between C Imperial' and
I Provincial' in any proportion, the corresponding head of expendi-
ture shall be divided in ire same proportion;
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(h) that when the proportion between the aggregate Imperial Expenditure 
and the aggregate Provincial Expenditure has been determined, 
the whole Revenue shan be divided between Imperial and Pro-
vincial in the same proportion j 

(c) that in no case shall ~ smaller share than one· fourth of any divided 
head of Revenue be made Provincial. 

&I The figures accepted by the Government of India in the second edition of 
the Budget of the United Provinces give for Receipts-

Provincial sbare of Heads of Revenue (including 
balf of Stamp income instead of one-fourth as 
heretofore ). 

Add-Fixed Auignment • 

Total 

RI. 

4.00 ,000 

3,69.69,000 

" In Provincial Expenditure the following decrease in shares of expenditure 
debitable to the United Provinces has been allowed by the Government of 
India :-

Land Revenue • t instead of the Total 
Expenditure. 

8tamp, Stamp Refunds and Land' Revenae} I instead of t 
Refunds. 

Forest, Registration • t instead of t 

making an aggregate decrease of Rs. g8,20,OOO. 

II Thus, if the shares of expenditure had not been decreased, but had remained 
in the old proportions, the . United Provinces would have had provided an 
aggregate spending power of Rs. 3,97.89.000. This sum is Rs. i3.33,000 
in excess of the Provincial Revenue (including recurring special grants) 
budgeted for in the current year 1903-04, ".iI., Rs. 3,84.56,000. In that 
year, however, an amount of expenditure totalling Rs. 15,67,000 was provided 
by diminishing the Provincial Balance to that extent . 

.. Thus calculated the total Provincial Expenditure approximates to 4 crort's 
of rupees, the often postulated minimum for efficient administration. Out of 
this amount, however large, additional expenditure on the relief of ML'nicipalitiee 
from Police charges has to be met i and the Local Government is also under an 
engagement to prOTide annually for Local Finance the sum of Ii lakhs f1f-
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rupees, when effect is gil'en to the new scheme at present under the consi-
deration of the Government of India. It is true that under the new contrac-
tual arrangements, the whule benefit of any increase in the receipts from Irriga. 
tion will accrue to the United Provinces. This probable increase is, however, 
partly counterbalanced by a diminished share of future IDcrement being allowed 
to Provincial Finance in the Heads of Stamps, Income-tax and Forests, and 
also by the smaller enhancement of Land-revenue which may be anticipated 
from revisions of settlements in the near future. 

" On the whole the result is considered by the Government (If the United 
Provinces as a substantial advance on the terms of the existing arrangements. A 
lump sum of Rs. 30,00,000 is being granted by the Government of India to the 
Provincial Government with which to start the new settlement, Of this an 
instalment of Rs. 6,00,000 will be entered in the Budget of 1904-05 and will 
be available for urgently needed expenditure on Civil Works and other projected 
improvements. 

" The special thanks of the Local Government are due to the Government 
of India for allowing the inclusion in the terms sanctioned of a sum of 
Rs. 2,50,000 ler amlum with which to relieve Municipalities from half their 
Police Icharges. A further sum of Rs. 1,00,000 I" an".,m has been budgeted 
for under this head to allow the larger Municipalities, in which water-works 
are maintained, to be entirely relieved of the burden of Police charges . 

• f The Government of India has also made a special grant of Rs. 3,00,000 to 
enable the Municipality of Lucknow to carry out its drainage scheme, and the 
Local Government and the inhabitants of this large and formerly royal city are 
deeply.grateful for the unstinted aid given by the Govemment oE India in this 
matter so important to the health of the city-indeed of the Province. It is 
matter for regret that, despite unceasing precautions, the mortality from plague 
l:as in portions of the United Provinces been higher than in 1902-03. It is 
a:50 true that the crops in the year now expiring have not been up to the antici-
pated standard. Otherwise the Provincial outlook is on the whole hopeful. 

II It is anticipated that during the coming year 'a substantial measure of 
progress will be achieved in the matter of rehabilitating the Dundclkhand pro-
prietors, whose situation had, oWing to the devastation of years of scarcity and 
famine and. from other causes, sunk to so pitiable a state as to render imperative 
special leeislation directed to the end of preserving the landed interest of this 
"lass. 
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" The cane-growers and sugar-manufacturers of the United Provinces con-

tinue to trust in the watchful-guardianship exercised by the Government of 

India over their interests. They tonfidently expect that no system-disguised 

or unconcealed, of the nature of the Cartel system-will be allowed to 
operate in favour of the countries whose sugar-refiners wish to flood India 

with cheap' beet' sugar to the ruin o( the indigenous sugar interests. 

I, The Indian Empire under the. vigilant and virile policy of the Govern. 

ment of India is now enjoying the blessings of peace. 

"The motive of the Trans-Frontier Mission to Thibet is essentially peaceful. 

If one of the ultimate results of this Mission be an increase in Thibelan trade 

with India, it is hoped that the United Provinces may share in the gain which 

will indirectly accrue to the northern tracts of India. 

II The administrative improvements contemplated in 'Education' and 

I Police' have not yet taken shape in detailed form. When the time is ripe 

for introduction of the measures chosen by Government, it is confidently 

ilnticipated that the Imperial Government will so order the financial interests 

involved that an unduly heavy burden will not be laid on Provincial n ~  

For reform in the administration ot the two departments of Government above 

noted is very largely bound up WIth Imperial progress and stability. 

" The. memorandum in Appendix III of the Budget Statement shows that 
Railways in the United Provinces-to be paid for by State Funds as well as 

those the subject of private enterprise ...... are receiving the consideration due to 

their Importance." 

The Hon'ble RAI SRI RAM BAHADUR said :-" My Lord. I join ~  the 
Hon'ble Members who have preceded me in addressing the Council in congra-

tulating Your Excellency's Government and the Hon'ble Sir Edward Law 

for having another prosperity Budget • 

.. My Lord, I do Mt propose to attem»t any detailed etiticistl'l of tfle 
Financial Statement made by ~ HOI'I'ble the Finance Ministtl', but I wish to IJc 

permitted to say a few words on some of the leading features of the Budget, and 

specially on those portions of it which more particularly affect that Province 
of the Empire which I have the honour to represent in this Council. 

" Cesset .,,, Lanll. 

II But belore 1 rerer to those matters, t desire to offer a few remarks on 
one most essential aspect of the Budget and will consider it in referente to" 
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the interests of the agricultural c1;;.sses. It may be said without much ex-

aggeration that the classes directly or indirectly dependent on cultivation in 

India virtually form the nation j that increase of taxation imposed on these 

classes impoverishes the nation; and that any gt'neral relief gi ven to these 

classes benefits the nation. Some relief to these classes has been afforded 

by lowering the tax on salt, but as the consumption of salt in an agricultural 

family does not much exceed two seers in the month, or at most a maund 

in the year, the relief, it must be admitted, is slight. On the othf!r hand, 

I have vainly watched, during recent years of surpluses and prosperous Budgets, 

for repeal of any of those heavy and onerous cesses which have been imposed 

on land-in addition to the Land-revenue-since 1871. The revenues of 

India have gone up by leaps and bounds from under sixty-five millions sterling 

in 1897-98 to over eip,hty millions; one great cause of this increase in revenues 

is the fixing of the value of the rupee at IS. 4d., which is tantamount to an 
increase of taxation all round; and yet there is no corresponding relief granted 

to agricultural classes of India-those who have borne the principal share in 

the increase of taxation, those who have suffered most grievously from famine, 

those who deserve relief most urgently when the financial condition of the 
Government makes it posflible to afford relief. 

"My Lord, within a felV years after the administration of this country 

had passed from the I!ast India Co,npany to the Crown, the neceuity was felt 
to increase the taxation of the country, because forty millions sterling, the cost 

of the Mutiny Wars, had been added to the Indian debt. One of the greatest of 
Indian Viceroys-the late Lord Lawrence-endeavoured to distribute this burden 

by imposing taxes on trade as well as on land; but traders are quite able to 
protect their own interest, and Lord Lawrence's proposals to derive a moder.lte 

increase of revenue from trade was vetoed by the Secretary of State. • I 
cannot conceal from myself the conviction,' wrote Lord Lawre'lce to the 

Secretary of State in 1867. • that all taxation which can affect, in any material 

degree, the non-official European community wilJ be impracticable. So far 

as their voices go they will approve of no tax of the kind. They desire 

~  all taxation shall rail on the Natives.' How far this policy has or has 
not been borne out by the history of subsequent years firstly by repeal of all 

impor't-duties, and secondly by imposition of excise-duties on Indian mill 
mano1factures along with the re-imposition of import-duties, is a matter which 

I will not discuss. 

CI When Lord Lawrence's successor looked around him for additional 

aources of revenue in India his eyes {ell on land aDd agriculture. The land-tax 
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in Northern India had been fixed in the last years of. the Company's rule at 

one-half of the actual rental, leaving aside some very insignificant rates then in 

vogue. Lord Mayo's famous decentralization scheme of 1870 violated the 

half rental rule and was based on the imposition of fresh cesses on land in 

addition to the land-revenue. My Lord, we in the Provinces of Agra and 
Oudh now pay cesses, not only for vil1age-watch but also for roadst for schools and 

dispensaries, for post office, for patwaris and for famine insurance, and 

these cesses have been imposed on land in addition to the land·revenue. The 

allotments made to the different Provinces of India out of the revenues under 

Lord Mayo's decentralization scheme were less than the estimated Provincial 

expenditure, and Provincial G.overnments were openly told to make up the differ-

ence by imposition of new cesses on land in addition to the land-revenue. This 

will appear from the official correspondence of the day and also from the evidence 

given before Select Committees of the House of Commons on Indian finance 

which sat in the years 1871, 1872,1873 and 1874. My Lord, the entire question 

came up for the consideration of the late Marquis of Salisbury, who was Secre-

tary of State for India in 1875. And that distinguished and large-minded 

statesman· recorded his views on the subject in words which are as true today as 

they were thirty years ago. 

I So far as it I. pOlSible to cbange the Indian liscill system,' he said, I it is desirable 
that the cultivator should pay a smaller proportion of the whole national charge. It is 
not in itself a thrifty policy to draw the mass of the revenue from the rural districts, where 
capital is scarce, sparing the towns where it is orten redundant and runs to waste and 
luxury. The injury i. exaggerated in the case oE India, where so much of the revenue 
i. exported without a direct equivalent.' 

"This sound observation was recorded in 1875. but remained unheeded. 

The agricultural classes of India are voiceless i the landlords have lifted their 

voices in vain; and every additional cess imposed on lal'ld since 1871 has 

remained unrepealed. My Lord, the financial history of the last thirty years 
of the nineteenth century can be told in a few words. In years of deficit ~  

taxation has been imposed on land and agriculture ill addition to the land-te-' 

venue. In years of prosperous Budgets these new cesses were not repealed-

the surplus was spent in additional military and other ell:penditure. It is a 

melancholy history for the agricultural population of India. 

"A fresh increase, in an indirect way, of taxation on land began from 
1893. from ~ gradual raising of the value of the rupee. Rents an;! ·the land-

revenue in India are not paid in kind but in Rupees i and the artificial raising of 

the value of the rupee resulted in a raising of the tax on the produce gf tltc ~ 
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land. This will clearly appear from a table which appears at the end of the 
Report of the Indian Currency Committee which sat in London under the Presi. 

dency of the Right Hon'ble Sir Henry Fowler. Comparing the prices of 

produce during the two years before the rise of the rupee with o~  of ~ 

two years immediately succeeding, the \vitness who furnished the a l~ 

showed that there was a general fall in prices in the staple o ~ of 

every province and every division in India. This was not owing to abundant 

harvests, for the years taken were years of scarcity and poor harvests i but 

the prices in rupees had fallen because the rupee had been artificially raised 

in value. In other words, the agriculturists of India had to pay the saDIe renls 

as before in rupees, while they obtained less from their fields, and this was 

an indirect but effective increase in taxation all round. I admit that the same 

increase took place in other sources of revenue from the same cause j but no a ~ 

of taxpayers felt this more severely than the agriculturists of India. 

1/ My Lord, the question finally came up for Your Lordship'S consideration 

in 1902 and Your Excellency gave us some hopes that some of the cesse'l 

imposed on laDd in addition to the land-revenue, would be repealed, in 

course of time, by the Government of India. In ptragraph 2S of Your 
Excellency's Resolution on the Indian land·revenue Policy, dated January 

16th, 1902, Your Excellency, whHe denying that the local cesses wt're either 

one-rous or t'xcessive. nevertheless was pleased to remark that • the question 

presents itself whether it is not better, as opportunities occur, to mitigate 
imposts which are made to press upon the cultivating classes more severely 

than the law intended. The Government of India would be glad to see their 

way to offer such relief.' Two years have eillpscd since this \Vas recorded, t"'O 

years of surpluses and prosperous.Budgets, but the relief which we have all lock:d 

forward to has not come . 

.. My Lord, Your Excellency's administration in India will shortly o ~ 

to a temporary ~ o  Your Excellency's fiscal ad ministration bas been 

marked by an act of real relief to the poorer classes of income-tax payers 

whi.:h we all appreciate. It has also been marked by a reduction of the salt· 

tax which has given lome relief to all classes of people in India. It would have 

been a source of joy to the country at large if some special relief had also been 

given to the agricultural classes in India in respect of the numerous, irritating and 

burder.some cesses which have been imposed on them since 1871 in addition to 
the land-revenue. It would have rejoiced my countrymen if in the changp.!I 

which have 'been introduced in the present Budget in the decentralisation 

scheme, a somewhat larger allotment had been made to each Province, enabling 
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it to withdraw totally or partially some of the land-cesses which sit so heavily 

on I ndian agriculture, and it would have been gratefully remembered by my 

coulltrymen that among the "many chang!'s which have been introduced under 

Your Excellency's rule, the most important was one which afforded relief and 

comfort and joy to the voiceless millions of India in their remote villages and 

rustic homes. The Indian cultivator would have remembered that Your 

Excellency at last withdrew some of the heavy burdens which were imposed on 

their fathers after the Mutiny Wars, and the loyal landed classes of India would 

have felt that Borne endeavour was made after the lapse of half a century to 

come back to the salutary rule prescribed by Lord Dalhousie in 1855 to limit 
the Government demand to one-half the rental, and I may add that all classes 

of people in Indh would have felt that landed and agricultural interests recei\'ed 

the :.ame watchful and humane care and attention which trading and com-

mercial interests are able to secure for themselves. 

" My Lord, my countrymen still entertain the hope that the relief so long 

sought for will not be long in coming. When Your Excellency returns to India 

after your temporary absence, we sincerely hope that one of Your Excellency'S 

first acts will be to give to Indian agriculture that relief which it needs and 

which it is entitled to in years of prosperous Budgets. In any case we hope 

that this grave matter affecting the interests of virtually the entire Indian 

population will not be lost sight of. Years of prosperous Budgets in India are 

succeeded by years of deficit. It will be lamentable if the present surpluses 

are all spent in increased military and other expenditure, without affording some 

substantial relief to the agricultural classes and without permitting some reduc-

tion in those burdens on the cultivators which have been deplored by al11ndian 

statesmen from the late Marquis of Salisbury down to Your Excellency. 

If My Lord, before I conclude my remarks on this particular subject, I 

must say that I agree entirely with my friend the Hon'ble Mr. Bose in the 
observations made by him in reply to those of my friend the Hon'ble Dr. Mukho-

padhyaya as regards the propriety of the income-tax. It is in the shape of this 
tax alone that certain classes of the community make any contribution to'th" 

public expenditure; and when such onerous taxes as the land-cesses-taxes Paid 
by the classes who !uffer most seriously from famine-remain unrepealed, I do 

not consider that the income-tax is a tax against the continuance of which any 

serious complaint can be made. 

"Military ~ n  

II Coming now to some other essential features 01 the Budget Statement, we 
find that notwithstanding the actual surplus of this year and that estimated fOf .. 
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the coming year, the Government is going to increase the permanent debt of 

the country by the addition of 4l millions sterling. A large portion of these 
surpluses, it appears, has been and will be absorbed by an incrtase of expenses 

under the head of Army Services. My Lord, the non-official members of Your 

Excellency's Council have over and over again raised their voice against the 

inordinate increase of the military expenditure. We hoped that under Your 

Excellency's regime not only an effectual check would have been placed on the 

increase under this head but that it would have been reduced to an appreciable 

extent. We were led to cherish this hope from the action taken by Your 

Excellency's Government in protesting strongly. though without success, against 

the increase in the p1y of British soldiers stationed in this country and 

in opposing successfully the saddling of India with a portion of the cost 

of the South African Garrison-for which the whole country felt grateful 

to Your Excellency. It is therefore a great disappointment to us that, 
instead of the military expenditure being reduced, it has been increased 

in a considerable measure. In 19oO-OI it amounted to £14,265,5:15; 

for the coming year. ,:e .• 1901-05. the amount is estimated to reach 
£18,215,ooo-an increase of £3,949,475, which in Indian currency in round 
number, comes to a trifle less than six crores of rupees i and this in the 

tihort space of four years. The sum of £700,000 has been provided in the 

coming year's Budget for the re-armament of the arlillery. the Home 
authorities having decided that 'India must be allowed priority of supply 

in the matter of new armament.' In a memorandum submitted on behalf 
of the India Office to the Indian Expenditure Commission it was urged that 

India is being utilized as a ~  for England. because not only the 
service. of the British regiments stationed in India are utilized by England but 

even those of native regiments, towards the cost of which she makps no contri-
bution. As if that was not quite enough, India is now going to have the very 

costly but unsolicited honour of having the priority of supply of new armaments. 
The proper course. in my own humble opinion, would have been to give the 

honour to the ruling country and not to its dependency for the purpose olf an 
experiment of the efficiency or otherwise of the new armament. • 

II As rCi:ards the Tibet expedition, it hu already cost Rs. 4S lakhs in the 

y ~  which is about to close. and in the coming year a further sum of 36 
lakhs of rupees has been set apart for it. This being a quasi-military expedition 

beyond the IPdian frontiers, its cost ought to be borne by the British and 
Dot by ~  Indian Exchequer. 

II The abnormally high and rapid increase in Army expenditure cannot 

but be deplored. The continuing growth of this already too heavy burden 
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absorbs the surpluses and" stands in the way of Government's taking steps 

to give relief to the agriculturists by a reduction in taxation and spending 

adequate and larger sums on measures calculated to improve the economic 

condition of the country. 

" Rai·/ways. 

" My Lord, it is stated thal the larger pertion of the loan of 41 millions will 
be ~o  to railway construction, and the sum of £833,300 will be spent on 

Irrigation Works. My Lord, I do not mean to Bay that the extension of 

the facilities of communication by construction of railway lines is not a 

desirable thing. But it is the manner in which the capital is provided for the 

construction of the railways that I take exception to. Mr. Robertson, the 

Special Commissioner, specially sent out to India to enquire into Indian rail-

ways, admits that 'so far, as railways per square mile of territory are 

concerned, India is rather better served than most countries outside Europe: 

My Lord, now that a1\ the main lines have been completed, the construction 

of new lines should be left to private enterprise, and they should not be con-

structed from borrowed capital, as borrowing adds to the permanent burden ot 

the country which ultimately results in the i,mposition of fresh taxes. 

II Irrigation Works. 

" My Lord, as regards the other object for which this debt is going to be 
contracted, Vi6., the construction of irrigaticm works, no one can question 
their utility as protective against famine. The Government in this reilpect 

has not been as active as the exigencies of the case required i the construction 

of irrigation works has hitherto beeR considered of secondary importance to tbe 

constructica of railways. The extension of railway communication places 

better facilities for trade in the hands of influential merchants whose voice is so 

effectually heard by the authorities both at Home and in India i the construction 

and extension of works of irrigation affects mainly the poor agriculturist who 

has practically got no voice to bring his necessities to the notice of the 

Govei'nment. My Lord, the management of the Famine Insurance Fund with 

greater care and foresight ought to have placed sufficient means at the disposal> 

of Government for the construction of irrigation works, and no. recourse ought to. 

have been made to fresh loans for this purpose. 

" Prflfli,.,ial CMflrltd, . 

• 1 My LOld, I shall now with Your Lordship's n~ l on offlr a few briei 

remarks on some of the matters which have immediate concern with my own 
Provinces. Your Excellency's Government has now revised the Provinciar 

Contracts, an(the Hon'ble the Finance Minister has announced that in order· 

• 
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to .. nsure the continuity of the Proyincial Finance and gIve to it a relative 

permanence, quinqllennial revisions will. in Cuture be discontinued. As 

regards the United Provinces, a considerable advance on the last contract 

has been made by placing a larger amount for local expcnaiture at the 

disposal of the Local Government. But I should be pardoned for saying that 

the allotment is still insufficient. It will barely suffice for the pro\'inci,ll 

expenditure according to the present scale, but will leave no margin for 

meeting the rapidly growing wants, both economic and administrative, of those 

Provinces. 

" MUtlictpo/ilies . 

. , A special grant of 2i lakhs of rupees per annum has been made to enablt' 
the Local Government to relieve the Municipalities of the United Provinces of 

their police· charges, those having water-works being fully relieved, and 

the others to the extent of half those charges. My Lord, the relief thus 

afforded to the Municipalities wiII enable them to provide more adequately for 

the ever-increasing expenditure on sanitation and also to devote larger sums 

towards :he advancement of education than they ha\'e been hitherto able to do. 

The sum of three lakhs of rupees entered in the current year's Budget will 

be spent in the next year in furtherance of the drainage I!Icheme of the Lucknow 

Municipality, which is estimated to cost eight lakhs of rupees. For these 

grants the people of the United Provinces are grateful to Your Excellency's 

Government. 

/I Dz'slrz"cl Boart/s. 

" (n the course of the Budget Debates of the two ~ n  years, I drew 

the lIttention of the Government to the unsatisfactory condition of the District 

Boards in the United Provinces, and to their inability to secure that position ill 

the local sell-government system of the country which they ought to occupy. 

This is partly due to the shortcomings in the provisions of the present law which 

was passed more than twenty years ago, and partly to the ~  in the system of 

~  finances in which centralization, and anomalous resumptions at the end of 

the year of the unspent portion of their annual allotments, playa very important 

part. Some time has now passed since a draft Bill was submitted to the Gov-
ernment of India for sanction to be introduced into the Local Council, but 
up to t'he present time that Bill has Dot seen the light, and consequently the work 

of tt';s much-needed reform is at a ~ an l  I find, however, that in ~ 

present Budget a'sum of It lakhs is allotted to the Local Government to reform· 
the system' of the District Board finance. It is hoped that legislation. 
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enabling the Local Government to carry out the necessary reforms in this 

direction will soon be taken in hand. 

"'''''iga/ton 'llIorkJ. 

I, My Lord, another subject relating to my Provinces is the carrying out of 

irrigation projects recommended hy the Indian Irrigation Commission. Allot-

ments have been made in tl-te Budget for the extension of some of the canals in 

operation, but it does not appear that any sums h:ive been provided for construe-
tiL'n of any of the new canals recommended by the said Commission. One of 

their recommendations is the construction of a canal passing through 

some of the districts in Oudh. The talukdars and other landed proprietors in 

that Province do not consider the project to be of any practiral utility, and in 

their opinion the benefits to be derivtld from it would be counterbalanced by 

water-logging and deterioration of the soil of the tracts through which it is 

suggested that the canal should pass. The construction of \Veils in sufficient 

numbers and distributed throughout the. areas of those districts will act as a 

better preventive against famine than the projected canal. The su bject, however 
I 

is, I am informed, undt:r the consideration of the Local Govermr.ent, and we mU'Jt 

wait: lor their decision. But there is one part of the United Provinces which 

of all Olhers is most affected by viscissitudes of rainfall and requirts the 

illl mediate construction of protective works for prevention of famines. It is 
Bundelkhand, v .. hich has been visited by no less than five famines within the last 

sixty years. In the last famine alone the Government expenditure, including 

remissions of revenue and of advances, amounted to over a crore of rupees, of 

which one district alone, 'Vi6., Banda, had one-half of that sum and at orie time 

had more than ~ per cem. of its population receiving relief. The Irrigation 

Commission recommends the construction of the Ken canal which will irrigate 

the District of Banda. The project is estimated to cost 36t lakhs of rupees and 
when completed will be capable of watering 58,000 acres on an average and 

97,500 acres in a year of drought. It is hoped that the construction of this canal 
will ere \ongbe taken in hand by the Government. 

/I La"ger em/loy",,,,t oj I"dians . 

. ,I My Lord, the larger employent of the Indians in the different branches of 
the public services of the United Provinces is the next point which I beg to 

bring to Your Excellency'. notice. I am not speaking of the Indian Civil 
Service nor of the ether Covenanted services, but of those special Departments 

which are called the millor services. Excepl in the subordinate judicial and 
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executive services, which are mainly manned by the Indians, there is :l tolal 
exclusion of them from some branchrs of the public service. In ot hers they are 

found in very inappreciable nllmbers so far as the gazetted :lpflf)inlmcllts are 

concerned. In the Forest Department of I he Imperial service I here are J 7 ap-

poilliments in the United Povinces, none of which is held by an Indian. Out of 

the five special appointments only the last two, carrying snbri('s of Rs. lIOO 

and Rs. 'So, respecti\'ely, are held by the Indians. In the Provincial Branch of 

that service there is only one Indian as Extra Deputy Consen'ator, and seven 

others as Extra Assistant Cons ~ a o  holding suhordinate appointments. In 

the Salt Department there are three offices at the head-quarters and sevr.n 

Assistants and Superintendents; the salaries of the two last-named classes 

ranges from Rs. 300 to Rs. 800 a month; there is not a single Indian among 

them, In the Opium Department there are 110 less than S4 higher appointments 

in the United Provinces; of these only five are held by the Indians with salaries 

ranging from Rs. 250 to Rs. 500. In the Telegraph Department there are 18 
appointments, the highest monthly salary being R s. 1,000 and tne lowest 

Rs. 250 j not one of these is held by an Indian. In the Fin;tncial Department 
there are seven gazetted appointments; not one of them is held by an Indian. In 

the Provincial Civil List in the Survl!y of India Department there are 14 posts, and 

only one of them is held by an Indian getting a salary of R!I. ~oo a month. In 

the superior ranks of the Police Sen-ice t"ere are 4 appointments at the head-

l a ~  50 District Superintendents and 30 Assistants; the total coming to 
8-4, and of these only one is an Indian holding the post of District Superin-

tendent. In the Postal Department, besides the post of the o~  Master 

Ger.eral, there are 17 other appointments as Superintendents. Of these 6 only 

are held by Indians, two getting Rs. 250 a month and four Rs. 200 a month. My 

Lord, the paucity of the Indian element in this Department is particularly notice-

able, as only a few years llgO the Indian element predominated in il. Even the 

highest post, 'Oi6., that of the Post Master General, was at one time held by an 
Indian, the late Rai Bahadur Saligram, who had risen to that high post from a 

subordinate position. In the Public Works Department also there is a paucity 

"f Indians, none of the higher appointments being held by them. My Lord, 

there may be some appointments which may require special qualifications, but 

there is no valid reason for the practical exclusion of Indians from appointments 

requiring no such qualification. The Indian Universities are now turning out every 

year a large number of young Indians who are capable by reason of their general 

education to qualify themselves for special departments, and if their entrance into 

public ser;vice for posts suitable for them will remain practically barred in the 

future, as it has been in the past, much blame cannot be laid at their doors if from 
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lack uf opportunities th'ey do not distinguish themselves in unbeaten walks of
life.

'<Educational Works.

" M y Lord, I now come to some of the educational needs of my Provinces.
On the subject of technical and industrial education I do not wish to say any-
thing at present. We should wait for the inauguration and development of
the policy announced. in the Resolut ion issued by Your Excellency's Govern-
ment only a few days ago. The genuine interest which Your Lordship is taking
in the spread of technical and industrial education has been evidenced very
clearly by the creation of technical scholarships for which we are grateful.

" My Lord, the establishment of a Medical College in the United ProD
vinces is an educational want which ought to receive the immediate attention of
Government. The Universities Commission have recommended the establish.
ment of such an institution, and the head of the loca 1 administration has also
recognised its necessity. The Medical School at Agra costs the Governmerit
about Rs. 28,000 a year; an additional expenditure of Rs. 52,000 annually will
raise that institution to the status of a college on a footing equal to that of the
one a t Lahore, which costs a little over R s. 80,000 a year.

"Primary Education.
" The last though not of the least importance is the subject of primary edu-

cation. In this respect the United Provinces occupy the very lowest place in
comparison with the other Indian Provinces, The percentage of the male
population of the school-going age attending primary schools in , the
United Provinces is ten, whilst in Bombay and Bengal it is twenty-two and
twenty-three respectively. The grant of five lakhs enabled the Local Govern-
ment to add to the expenditure on primary education, New schools were
opened, and in one year the total enrolment of scholars increased by 48,46 I t
which was an increase of 17 per cent, over the number of scholars of the
preceding year. This fact affords the clearest indication that the backward
state of the United Provinces IS not due to any apathy of the people towards

1 • ~. I •• . 1 1 (' r • , '", '" (' T." a ~ ,euucauon DU 1: to me absence OJ racuiues ror OD[annng 1[.

" The most urgent educational needs described by the Head of the Educa-
tional Department, and noticed by the Local Government in their Administration
Report for Igo 1-02) are :-

(a) More Primary Schools.

(b) More trained teachers, i.e., more Normal Schools.

.J
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Cc) Higher salaries for teachers, English and Vernacular.

(d) Better, and better kept, school buildings for Vernacular Schools.

{e) An increase of the district inspecting staff.

(f) An improvement in pay and position of Subordinate Inspecting
Officers.

{g) Greater liberality towards female education.

(It) More boarding houses and better ones; these should be attached to
all Secondary schools, whether English or Vernacular) and should
be under good managemer: t.

" , The carrying out of these reforms and advances," says the Director of
Public Instruction of the United Provinces, ' on a moderate scale would require
an additional twenty lakhs a year.' This may seem a considerable demand j but
even if it could be granted it would only raise the total expenditure from public
funds on education, including University, Professional and Technical, as well as
the general, secondary and primary instruction, without the outlay on buildings
and all the cost of direction, to I~d. a year per head of the population, and this
scale of expenditure is already exceeded in most if not all of the other
Provinces.

If Even the additional contribution received from the special grant of five
lakhs has not much improved the position of the United Provinces in
educational matters. As a matter of fact those Provinces compare very unfavour-
ably with the other Provinces of India. With regard to public expenditure on
education per unit of population, those Provinces already stand at the bottom of
the list. From the special grant also they have received less in proportion to their
population. My Lord, the cause of the backwardness of the United Provinces in
educational matters cannot be better expressed than in the following passage from
the last year's Report of the Provincial Education Department. ' Other
Provinces,' says Mr. Lewis, the Director of Public Instruction, (have by the
favour of the Government of India been allowed to increase their lead,' It is
therefore the misfortune rather than the fault of these Provinces that they are the
last of all in educational progress; and there it seems they are destined to remain.
There is Iittle doubt that if money were spent as freely here as elsewhere on -edu-
cation, and largely devoted to the extension of primary education, there would
he a large increase in the enrolment of scholars. There is a demand in perhaps
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an districts for more schools and more schools, but they cannot be opened 

because the funds are exhausted. When a'people cries out for education and 

cannot get it, we may ~  with Carlyle, count it a tragedy." 

The Hon'ble SIR DENZIL IDBETSON said :-" My Lord', the remarks 

with which I shall trouble the Council today will be very brief. 

U The Hon'ble Mr. Hamilton urges us· to increase largely and at once our 

expenditure upon agricultural education and experiment j he assures us that 

the money can be easily spared and profitably !tpent j and he holds up America 

to os as .an example. But at the same time, he himself tells us why the example 

is not in point. He tells us that each of the American experimental farms is 

surrounded by a great body of farmers, 1111 with capital at their commandj all able 

to read and write the language in which the inquiries are conducted, and all in-

te\ligent j who eagerly co-operate with the fan1,ls and carry their teaching into 

practice. In India the very reverse of these conditions exists; and our difficulty 

is not 80 much want of money, as want of men. In order to exercise a practical 

influence upon the agriculture of the country, it is not enough to experiment 

successfully j it will still remain to bring the results of our experiments home to the 
people '\Vho are to benefit by them. And no amount Qf mere writing or talking .• 

will do that. As was pointed out in the Budget Debate of last year, what is 

needed is small demonstration farms at which the results of our experiments can 

lie reproduced before the eyes of the cultivators. What we want in India, and what 
) hope we shan never be satisfied until \\"e get, is an experimental farm for each 

area of which the agricultural conditions are distinctive, supplemer.ted by 
clemonstration farms in every district. But this means a very considerable agency, 

which must of necessity.be for the most part native j and at present we simply 

have not got the men that we require. It would be a grave mistake to bring our 

institutions into discredit by starting them before we are in a position to work 

them efficiently, and the first thing we have to do is to train our agency. For 

that we need teacher" who do not yet exist. 

"When we tum to education, upon the sub;-ect of which the Hon'ble' Dr. 
Mukherjee similarly presses us, and ~  up Germ8llY as an example, the S'lme 

iifliculty confronts us. If agricultural education is ever to reach the agricuIturar 

,opulation of India, it must be through the medium of their own vernaculars· 

and it must be imparted by teachers who have' learned in ~ vernacular. But 

at pretent, we have neithe, vernacular text books, nor teachers competent to 

a ~ from them.. The fact is that both in the matter of a n ~ agency and 
ill the raa&ter of teaching staft. we must. begin at the top and wollk dOWDW&f,ds. 
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At ·present agricultural science can be a ~  only through the medium of Eng-

lish, Our first necessity is, a number of highly trained n l ~ n  Indians, 

who will prepare the necessary text-books in the vernacular, and who in their 

tUfn will instruct vernacular-speaking teachers to be employed in the lower 

grades of training institutions and schools, In the Budget Debate of last year 

I said that I hoped that the Pusa Scheme, which h'lS been fully l~  in a 

recently published Resolution, lVould prove to be the corner-stone of agricultural 

progress in India. But we must lay the corner-stone before we proceed to the 

superstructure. I would ask those who are impressed with the infinite importance 

of the subject to the future of India, to believe that the Government realise it no 

less fully than they do i that they are conscious of their responsibility in the 

matter j but that they believe that ultimate success will be best assured by begin-
ning at the right end, and by laying a sound foundation for future progress, even 

though to do so may involve a certain postponement of visible results. 

"Another remark of the Hon'ble Mr. Hamilton's affords me an oppor-

tunity that I have for some time pas,t desired, of saying a few words 

regarding the popular conception of the Indian Banya. He told us that 

he accepted the Punjab Alienation and Co-operative Credit Societies Acts 
as 'an earnest of the fact that Government has decided to clear the 

path of progress of the pests which now suck the life. of the people.' 
I understand these words of his to refer to the Banya class; and I have 

noticed in various quart'!rs, and especially of late, a tendency to speak 
and write of the Banya of India as if ~ was, if not always, at any rilte 

gellerally, a dishonest scoundrel, and the inveterate foe of the Indian culti-
tivator. In my opinion nothing could be more untrue, nothing more unjust j 

and I wish that people would accustom themselves to think and speak of the 
Banya as a banker rilther than as a moneylender, for to call a man a money-

lender is to condemn him by an epithet. 

" Tbere are, indeed, parts of the country where the Banya comes as a 
f()reigner to settle temporarily among an ignorant people, upon whom he 

fastens like a leech, only to drop off when full and return to his own home. 
In such parts I believe that his procedure is often of a nature that 

it ,would be diflicult to characterise too harshly. There are, again, other 
parts, such as the Punjab, where the desire of the Banya to acquire property 

in' land has led to evils so grave that we have felt compelled to guard 

against ,their further gro"th by legislation of a very special character. 
But even in the Punjab, it is too often the cultivator who is himlelf his 
0'Inl "orlt enemy. There are bad Banyas of course j and when they are bad, 
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they are very bad. But the character of such men is perfectly wen known 

throughout the country-side; and only those persons deal with them whose credit 

is so hopelessly broken that they can find no one else to deal with. At the other 

end of the scale there are Banyas, and not a few of them, who pride themselves 

upon never taking a case into Court. Between these two extremes lie the great 

mass of the class i and my experience is that, so long as they keep out of Court, 

their dealings with their clients are, speaking generally, characterised by honesty 

and good faith and by a very considerable amount of liberality. When they are 

driven into Court, 1 am afraid that this cannot always be said of dtem; but in 

such cases it is not the Banya alone who sins. In the parts of India that I 

know best, and under existing conditions, the Banya is the mainstay of the 

agriculturist. He fulfils the function which the air-chamber fulfils. in a fire-

engine, and converts the intermittent income which accrues to the cultivator 
only at harvest time, into the continuous supply which is necessary for the 

support of his family. 

"We were told last Wednesday .that co·operative credit SOCietIes could 

never succeed in India, because the Indian cultivator is bound hand and foot to 

the moneylender. 1 do not believe it for a moment; though statistics of 
indebtedness were quoted from a high authority in support of the statement. I 
do not pause to consider the degree of ~  which can properly be attached 

to such estimates, though personally I regard them as dangerous and mislead-

ing. But 1 would point out that C indebted' is by no means necessarily 

synonymous, a~ so many people seems to think it is, with embarrassed'or 
n ol ~n  I do not for a moment wish to minimise the poverty and pecuniary 
embarrassment which undoubtedly exist among the smaller tenants and land-

owners of India i though after all, the real poor of the country are, not those who 
hold land on their own account, but the class of agricultural iabourers. But, as 
I said in this Council the other day, agriculture, or at any rate cultivation by 

small holders, is in every country in the world carried on by means of borrowed 
capital i and a man may owe money to his banker, and yet be perfectly solvent. 

Indeed, in the part of the country which I know best, indebtedness is the general 
custom. The cultivator's account is kept on the debit side i and if a man saves 

money, he never dreams of paying it in to his banker so as to convert his debit 
into a credit; but he either uses it to acquire more land, or inTests it in jewels 
for his wife, or possibly buries it in a hoard. 

"In this matter 1 am entirely in accord with the views which were 

expressed by the Hon'ble Mr. Cable a week ago, and by the Hon'ble Mr. Bose 
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today. Ol!r crodit societies will be of use. mainly to supply the small nct'ds 
of small folk i they certainly will never supplant the Banya i Md it would be 
a grievous mistal,e if they were pressed forward in a spirit of declared hostility 
to him. Competition and rivalry there must be. to a certain extent. But that will 
be entirely wholesome i it will, I hope. tend to reduce the traditional and 
exorbitant rates of interest at present so often charged j and I agree ",ith the 
Hon'ble Mr. Bose in thinking it very possible that the Banya may find 
it to his advantage to lend money to these societies on their combined 
credit, on easier terms that he can afford 'to give to the individual members. 
It may also be hoped, as suggested by the Hon'ble Mr. Cable, that the 
societies will exercise a valuable educative influence, by teaching the Indian 
villager that money is productive. If we could tempt into active circulation the 
vast amount of capital, scattered in small sums all over the face of the country, 
which at present lies idle in the shape of hoards or jewels. a considerable 
ad\'ance would have been made tOlVards that development which we aliso much 
desire. 

"Last year I mentioned the new arrangement by which the Civil Veterinary 
Department would be relieved of a great part of its c1uties in connection with 
horse-breeding, and thus enabled to give increased attention to the cattle IYhich 
are so all-important to Indian agriculture; and I stated that inoculation against 
rinderpest, with serum prepared at our laboratory at Muktesar, was steadily 
finding favour in the eyes of the people. I think it may interest the Council to 
learn the progress which we have made since inoculation was first started in 
I!PJ-OI. In that year we inoculated 2,251 beasts; in 1901-01 we inoculated 
19,859 i in 1902 '°3 we inoculated "5,728, and might have treated more had not 
the supply of serum run short; while this }'ear we have arranged for the 
manufacture of 2t lakhs of doses of rinderpest serum, besides nearly a lakh 
of doses of prophylactics against anthrax and other fatal diseases of cattle. 

"The Hon'ble Dr. Mukherjee asks us for full and detailed statistics of the 
,ental paid by cultivators as tenants to their private landlords, on" the ground 
that it ought to be taken into account in calculating the total burden of • laxation upon the people. I confess that it would never have occurred to IDe to 
ind-ude in the amount of the taxes which the State levies from me, the rent that 
I pay for the house in which i live; and in this matter I see no distinction between 
houses and land. From the point of view of revenue, Government are concerned 
with priv;Lle rental, only in 10 far as it constitutes d,e proprietary profits of which 
the State is entitled to a share. And the only manner in which Government have 
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interfered to regulate. the amount of such rent, is by legislation designed to 

protect the tenant against extortionate demands on the part of his landlord." 

The Hon'..ble Sir ARUNDEL ARUNDEL said :-" As stated by the Hon'ble 

Mr. Adamson, railway construction in Burma has been at a standstill because 

the Burma Railway Company were not prepared to undertake further construc-

tion under the terms contemplated in thtir contract of 1897. An arrangement 

has now been made between the Secretary of State and the Railway Company, 

and an allotment of 15 lakhs has been made for the ensu ing year to :nake a 

beginning with-

(I) the Pegu-Moulmein line, 

(2) the Henzada-Kyangin line. 

"  I would gladly have allotted more, but our BiJdget is limited while the 

demands upon it are unlimited, and it is impossible to satisfy the claims that 
pour in from every side. I t must always be remem be red that the requirements 

of open lines and lines under construction have first to be met, and only the 

balance is available for allotment to new lines. 

" If later in the year we should be in a position to increase the allotments for 

the two lines abovenamed, and at the same time the Company is in a position 

to spend more, I hope a further aJlotment may be given. 

"The third line mentioned by the Hon'ble Mr. Adamson-the Daga loop to 

the Henzada-Bassein Railway-has not yet been properly surveyed or estimated. 

" The Arakan line, which is being surveyed, will, I fear, prove to be exceed-

n~ly expensive without being financially remunerative. From a merely ad-
ministrative point of view it would be useful, but it must be remembered that 
water-communication exists, circuitous though it may be. 

" The Southern Shan States line has been estimated to be I' 2 miles long , 

and so cost 681 lakhs, and it is by 110 means certain that the estimate is ade-' 
quaJe, or that there would be enough traffic on the line to pay even working 

expenses. 

" Enormous sums have been swallowed up 011 the Lashio line that might 

have been remuneratively expended elsewhere, and I am not prepared to believe 

that the Southern Shan States hill line will pay, on the strength of Sir George 
Scott's rob\lst faith. The Chamber of Commerce may press strongly for it, 

but would any member of that body invest a hundred rupees in the scheme 
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with any hope of a financial return unless guaranteed by Government out of the 
general revenue of the country? 

" In all that the Hou'ble Member says of the promise, of the future for 
Burma in increase of population, cuhivation and wealth I cordially agree, But, 
limited as our assignments for railway construction are, it would seem to be a 
wise policy to press first for the lines that promise the best return. 

II As regards public ,,'orks other than railways the Government of India hop'" 
shortly to be in a position to strengthen the Public Works Department staff in 
the grades of Chief Engineer, Superintending Engineer, Executive Engineer and 
Assistant. It is impossible to expend any very large sum satisfactorily until the 
establishment is increased, and this can only be effected by degrees, 

"With reference to the Hon'ble Mr. Cable's remarks on the subject of 
railway freights for coal, I would say that the East Indian Railway is already, 
after allowing for rebate, carrying coal at a"lmost the minimum permissible rates. 
And with regard to rail"ayJreight rates in general it must be remembered that the 
Companies have full power to deal with such rates in their discretion within the 
maxima and minima laid down in their contracts. The Railway Companies 
have land freight to sell just as steamer companies have lea or river freight to 
sell, and it is not to their interest to quote rates so high as to impede traffic. 
If the mercantile community will point out what kinds of merchandise are held 
up anywhere and will not move because freights are too high, they will have 
done I'1uch to simplify the problem of railway rates. 

" As regards coal I may say that the rates (in the East Indian Railway were 
reduced in August IgOl, and the result ~o far has been more beneficial to the 
trade than to the railway, as the increase in weight carried to Calcutta or for 
export was not sufficient to counterbalance the loss in earnings. It is doub"tful 
therefore whether further reductions can be expected for some time to come. 
Whether the steamer freight; for export are capable of reduction is a matter 
on which I have no information, but it is probably known to the Hon'bl. 
M"mber himself. 

" 'rhe "on'ble Rai Sri Ram Bahadur desires that the construction of new 
railway lines should be left to private enterprise and not constructed from 
borrowed capital, as borrowing adds to the permanent burden of the country 
,,·hich ultims\ely results in the imposition of fresh taxes. 
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" II the course recommended by the Bon'ble Member were followed, hardly 
~ny new railway line wduld ever be built, for private enterprise except in the 
rarest cases demands a Government guarantee in some form or other, and a 
Government guarantee throws the ultimate responsibility on the revenues of 
India j and as private enterprise even with a Government guarantee cannot raise 
capital so cheaply as Government, the taxpayer is in the end worse off than if 
Government raised the capital and built the railway. As the railways of India 
generally, even including expensive unremunerative strategic' lines, are paying 
an interest on the outlay of nearly five per cent., the burden of the country is 
lightened by the difference between 5 per cent. and the rate at which Govern-
ment borrowed, and there are in addition all the innumerable indirect advantages 
of the railways in fostering and developing trade and industry, giving a market 
to poduce and permanel,t paid employment to an immense army of 378,000 
Native employes throughout India . 

.. The Hon'b!e Member says 'the extension of railway communication 
places better facilities for trade in the hands of influential merchants whose 
voice is so effectually heard by the authorities at home and in India i the 
construction and extension of works of irrigation affects mainly the poor 
agriculturist who has practically no "oice to bring his necessities 
to the notice of Government.' must repudiate the distinction 
which the Hon'ble Member would draw between the influential merchant 
and the poor agriculturist. The latter and the' voiceless millions' 
elsewhere referred to are having their case presented and their interests 
looked after by the Hon'ble Member here, and by officers in every district 
throughout India. I have already shown that the permanent .burden of 
taxation is directly lightened by our railway revenue. I do not think that 
the Hon'ble Member would wish to represent that Indian merchants do not 
profit by the better facilities for trade given by the railways, or that the 
agriculturist would be in an equally good position if he had no railway to 
take his cotton, his seeds, his wheat, to a market. The wonderftllly successful 

irigation colonies in the Punjab actually demand railway communication' 
~o get rid of their produce and so make money by it, and one successful line of 

railway has been built simply to meet the requirements of the colony created by 
the irrigation works. 

" Then my Hon'ble friend says no recourse ought to have been made to 
fresh loans for the construction of irrigation works. ~ hope the folluwing figure! 
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will convince him that his policy is anything but wise in the interests of the 
people of India :-

Sltllemenl showing lite ncl receipts from canals;II India (refNeca t/J 1M Sial.: exclte"",r 
tI/ter p.lying till working expellse.l· allfl tlrrellrs of interest 10 11111 end 0/190:1-03. 

Punjab 

North. West Frontier 

United Provinces 

Uenga\ 
Madras 
Bombay and Sind 

Burma 

TO·fAI. 

Rs. 

6,91,53,974 

6,71•293 

3,15,71,160 
. -6,51,21,608 

7,70,11,158 
-76,72,414 

-6,63.394 

The Hon'ble MAJOR-GENERAL SIR EDMOND ELLIIS said :-" It is a great 

source of satisfaction to have the support of such an able and fearless critic as 

the Hon'ble Dr. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya as to the necessity for maintaining our 

army thoroughly efficient, and I share his regret that the whole of the extra charge 

for the pay of the soldier bas been thro\\'n on India. It is also a great pleasure 
to hear the statesmanlike and broad views of His Highness the Agha Khan on 

military expenditure and its necessity. Should his proposals for the mainte-
nance of transport units by minor Native States and large landowners be 

carried out, the military authorities will hail the measure with the greatest 

satisfaction. 

"The increase of our expenditure on the army has been attacked by the 
Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale and Rai Sri Ram with their usual vigour and pertinacity, but 

of this increase seventy.four lakhs is a story two years old. The increase of the 

soldier'. pay was resisted as a charge on the Indian taxpayer, but the Indian case 
was lost on being referred to arbitration and the charge has become a regrettable 
nl'cessity. The expenditure in regard to Sikkim-Thibet, Seistan and Adon 

(49 lakhs) is for escorts to political missions, and I would leave it to His Excel-
lency the Viceroy to reply to this part of the case. 

r! The remaining excess expenditure is due to the allotment to I ndil of 

50,008 extra rifles of new pattern and 2  I batteries of Field Artiller}'. Is it 
really necessary to  justify this expenditure? The knowledge on military 

matters 01 'the lrIon'ble Members who have attacked the military expenditure 
is not extensive. I have listened with admiration to some of their ~  
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when they have spoken a~ experts on the University Bill and other subjects. 
I now feel still greater admiration at the boldness with which they criticise 
military measures regarding which their knowledge mU5t be infinitesimal. Is it 
possible that they wish us to remain with ancient and .out-or-date equipment 
when all other Powers have supplied themselves with the most modern? Are 
we to be content to hide ourselves behind our mountain barriers under the 
foolish impression that we shall be safe whilst the absorption of Asiatic king-
doms is steadily in progress? . 

1/ It is, I think, undoubted that the Indian army in the future must be a main 
factor in the maintenance of the balance of power in Asia i it is impossible 
to regard it any longer as a local militia for purely local defence and mam-
tenance of order. 

1/ Have not my Hon'ble Colleagues an object lesson before them? 

" Fifty years ago Japan commenced to emerge from what I may call the 
junk and bow and arrow stage of naval and military science. What is it 
that has made her a first class naval and military Power? 

" Our .Hon'ble critics wish us to adopt a policy of non-advancement with 
the times. Was it by such a policy that the evolution of Japan has taken 
place in a manner never before seen i'n any age? Japan many years ago became 
aware of the insidious advance of a Power to threaten her and began to 
prepare with a foresigbt and statesmanship which have gained her universal 
admiration. Few then thought that this small island kingdom would in a few 
years be fighting a first class Power for her existence j yet what would have 
been her fate shortly had her future been guided by statesmen holding the 
views of my Hon'ble Colleagues Mr. Gokhale and Mr. Sri Ram jI Are we to 
disregard all warnings and remain in a backward state of military preparation jI 
The South African war showed the inferiority of our field gun, and since then 
experiments have been carried out to produce a perfect gun of quick-firing type. 
It is interesting to know how backward we are. Russia is armed \vith a quid,,-
firing field gun firing sixteen rounds a minute i ours probably fires two wi.h 
difficulty. France is also armed with quick.firing guns stated to fire twenty 
rOlljlds a minute. Germany has been armed since IS¢, but is now re-arming with 
a better one. Even Switzerland began re.arming in 1901, and Japan commenced 
in that year and is believed to have completed its field artillery with quickrf.ring 
guns. Re-armament is very expensive, the cost of 21 batteries being £500,000, 
and the full re-armament will cost over a million sterling i the other batteries we 
hope to re·arm by guns made in India at a lower cost. • 
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"There is yet another point I would press on my Hon'ble Colleagues. Eng-

land after an expenditure of nearly 223-millions sterling on the Boer War came 

to the conclusion that want of reserves was rather an expcnsi\'e thing and 

immediately voted 10-1 million for war reserves. Nearly 9 million of this has 
been already spent. What is our small expenditure compared to the issues 

at stake P Even now with the extra expenditure this year you are only paying 
an extra insurance for the extra prosperity of the country, and the expenditure 

has barely increa,:ed when compared with the expansion of revenue. You paid 

in insurance during the four years 18g6-97 to 1899-1900 24'7° per cent. on 

gross revenue j in the four years 1900-01 to 1903'04 it was 21'08. For 

1904-05 the est.imate is 24'02, and  any increase in revenue decreases the 

percentage. I see no reason why the army should not have a certain share of 

increased prosperity as for years it was completely starved. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale refers to the figures in my memorandum on the 

Military Budget as curious, but I do not think it is so curious as his deductions. 

If I take the same set of figures throughout, the comparison between years is not 
vitiated. I took the fast eight years for my periods because they were the last 

eight years. I fail to see why he should not take the principal heads of revenue 

in calculating the general increase of revenue. He says that the revenue between 

1884-85 and 1904-05 increased from 51 crores to 73 crores i but I find that the 

gross revenue increased from nearly 71 crores in 1884-85 to 124 crores in 

1903-4, and 120 crores is estimated for next year. He says the military 

expenditure between 1884-85 and 1904-05 increased 70 per cent. whilst 
the revenue increased 44 pt!r cent. j but I Cmd that the gross revellue increased 

in that time by 75 per cent. 

" The H on'ble Sri Ram has the following statement :-' This abnormally high 

and rapid increase in army expenditure cannot but be deplored.' In this we may 

entirely agree, but so long as other Powers progress in military armaments 

and preparation for war we must also keep pace. He continues with this remark-

l.ble criticism :-' The continuing growth of this already too heavy burden 

::bsorbs the surpluses and stands in the way of Government taking steps to ~  

relief to the agriculturists.' I would point out that the large surpluses have 

been attained in spite of the military expenditure, and as they are a solid fact-

29 (.fores in six years according to Mr. Gokhale-I fail to see how they can jave 
~n absorbed by the Army. At least 75 per cent. of the increased gross 

revenue has been expended on general purposes, and there has in addition be(;fl 

a large remission of taxation. ~  than 2S per cent. of the groS.'l re"'enue if, 
still expended on the Army." 
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His Honour THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR said :-" My Lord, I will only 
make a few remarks on the Budget in reference to its relation to the Province of 

Bengal. In the first place I should like to say that I thoroughly acknowledge 

what the Hon'ble Finance Member has, with his becoming modesty, called the 

, reasonable liberality' with which the Government of Bengal has been treated in 

the new Provincial Contract. I am very glad indeed that this step forward has 

been taken in regard to decentralisation, so as to call forth, as I bdieve it must, 

the best efforts of Local Governments and of their officers in regard to efficiency 

and econom)' of administration; and I acknowledge gratefully that in starting 

us off on the new system, the Government of India has treated us with reason-

able liberality. We had very considerable discussion over the Provincial Con-

tract before the Government of India settled it j and I am bour.d to say tbat 

the impression which that discussion left on my mind confirmed the 

impression which I had formed of the relations of the Government of India with 

Local Governments both while I was connected with the Government of India 

as Home Secretary, and also during the more than four years in which I a ~ 

occupied the position of the head of a Local Government: that is, I recognise 

fully that not only do the Local Governments maintain that we belong to the 

same great system, and that we are working out the same great work j but 

the Government of India also cordially recognise this, and meet us in a sympa-

thetic and kindly way. 'We did not of course get all we asked, because We 

asked for all that it was possible to hope for; but we got much of what we asked; 

and when we had got it and looked round and saw what other people had got. we 

were bound to admit that we had received at all events reasonable treatment j 
and I am sure that nothing that it was our duty to urge in regard to the neceJsary 

and expedient expenditure of Bengal was lust sight of by Your Excellency and 

Your Excellency's Government. . 

II There are several matters in regard to which, coming to the Province of 

Bengal, I have been deeply impressed j and I am glad to say that they are not 
matters which have impressed me without having impressed my predecessors, 

or which have impressed me without having impressed those who are my responsi-

ble and even irresponsible advisers in this Province. They are matters which 

have deeply impressed me. One is the undermanning of our district and loc31 
establishments. We have far too few Deputy Collectors, and far too few Sub-

DeJilllty Collectors j and our ministerial establishments are underpaid and under-
manned. That is a matter which we have strongly represented, and it is a matter 

consequently in respect of which the Government of India have given us substantial 
help. I trust that, with the help which that Government have given. and with 

the money  which under the new Contract it will be possible for us to set a ~ 
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for this purpose of improving ollr local administration, great improvement 
may take place. As I have said, this is a matter which attracted the attention 
of my predecessors and which has also attracted the attention Doth of my 
subordinates and of the Press; and I am sure that tile measures which are 
now about to be carried out, which are now under discussion between the Gov. 
ernment of Bengal and Your Excellency's Government, will give great satisfaction 
to the Provmce generally. 

" Then there are three matters in respect of which we feel the necessitr for 
a very considerable expenditure, but in respect of which we are still uncertain as 
to what that expenditure must be. In regard to these matters the Government 
of India have, however, given us the assurance that while they will expect us to 
do ali that we can for ourselves they will give us all reasonable assistance 
in the future. 

"The first is irrigation. In respect of irrigation r have lIeen and examined a 
good number of the projects which seem absolutely essential in these Provinces, 
and I am sure that the policy which has been developed by the Government of 
India will be one which will be received by all who have an interest in the 
agricultural community with great gratitude. 

1/ The second point is the police. In regard to that I hardly need say 
anything. My predecessor, the Hon'ble Sir John Woodburn, in this Council 
made as strong a statement perhaps at one desires to make about the necessity 
for police reform in Bengal i and that statement was certainly not too strong. 
I hale the strongest belief in the necessity for very great reform. In respect of 
this matter we are still waiting to ascertain what are the lines of the policy in 
accordance with which reform must be carried out. I believe myself that it is 
better to wait. I have great pressure brought to bear upon me to carry out 
certain reforms immediately. I believe, however, that it is better to wait and to 
have a clearly defined policy before us before we begin to work on this great and 
important question. 

co The third matter with regard to which the Government of India have pre-
mised us reasonable assistance in the future is the matter of education. Here 
agai., I find myseIE in accord with my predecessors, and in accord with what I 
believe to be the best opinion in the proYince, when I say that in respect of 
primary education we must incur great expenditure i that in respect of secondary 
education. we have hardly any model schools at all i and that in respect of 
Colleges, we have to start them in many respects on a new line altogether_ 
Your Excellency is aware that something has already beeD done at Dacca in 
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starting a College on these new lines j and it has been brought before this 
Council in another debate by the Hon'bleDr. Mukhopadhyaya that a great 
number more of European Professors are required than we have at present for our 
Colleges. There is also another feature of education which was omitted, I 
think, by the Hon'ble Mr. Pedler this morning, and to which I attach as great 
importance as any, namely, the absolute inadequacy and too general incapacity 
of our inspecting staff. All these things are matters upon which we shall hlV e 
to incur great expenditure. We will make every effort that we can to meet these 
necessities, and we have been promised the support and the assistance of the 
Government of India. 

"It was a very great pleasure to me to listen to. the story which my Hon'ble 
friend Mr. Bose had to tell us of the history of the Morris College in Nag-
pur. In respect of that Col\ege he tells us that some men 'laboured 
hard and long.' I need hardly say that this is Mr. Bose's own modest way of 
hiding the fact that he, Mr. Bose, laboured hard and long for this Collt!ge. 
The work which he did, the energy that he put into it, the patience and the 
devotion with \\ hich year after year he laboured Cor this College, have now been 
crowned with success as I believe.i and they are crowned with sU,ccess on the 
lines of the late Universities Bill, which has now become the Act under which 
we are all working. 

"Two other matters only, my Lord, I shall refer to and thlOt very brieRy: 
one is public works under the Public Works Department and under the DiFlrict 
Board. It is hardly credible, the impression which has been created in my 
mind in the course of my somewhat extended tours in this Province during this 
cold weather of the backwardness of this 'forward' Province of Be.1gal with 
regard to communications and buildings, and also with regard to the important. 
matter of water· supply in the interior. That is a matter to which we shall have 
to give 01 our finances i and I do trust that, despite the existence in certain 
limited localities·of an opposite spirit, it will be found that, when the Goven,:' 
ment either di"ectly or through the Local Boards and Municipalities expends its 
own money, the public will also be ready to come forward and aiaist as they 
hue done in the Province to which I have so long belonged • 

.. The second point on which I should like to say a word is the question of 
agriculture. I think it must be very gratifying to Your Excellency's Government. 
to find that a matter which occupies so large a place in the Financial State-. 
",ent has also occupied S(I large a place in the discussion today. and that 
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the policy which has been inaugurated, or at <111 C\'ents pushed forward to 
so great an extent as to be practically a new policy undt>r Your Excellenq's 
uovt!rnment, is one which ('ommends itself so much to the critical Members 
of this Council. I have myself visited the Pusa Estate and discussed with my' 
friend Mr. Mollison the object which the work at Pusa has before 
it, and I am fully satisfied that the advantage to OUf Province of Bengal 
from the work which is going· to be carried out at Pusa will be of the 
very highest. But I am very strongly of opinion, widl my Hon'ble friend Sir 
Denzil Ibbetson, that it would be absolute madness to push on Ilgricultural 
experiment and agricultural instruction until we have the men to conduct 
the experiments and to give the instruction. That is the very first work which 
the Pusa establishment will.have to do: to furnish us with the men that will be 
able to carryon our demonstration farms and to give the instruction that is 
required in agriculture. There is, however, another point to which I should 
like to refer in regard to agriculture. I feel very gratified indeed to think that 
the Central Provinces and its agricultural work should receive such honourable 
mention as it has from my Hon'ble friend Sir Edward Law in the Budget 
Statement; and I feel very strongly that no recognition of that kind could 
be too high for the excellent work that has been done by my friend and 
late colleague Mr. Sly. One great feature of that work, however, is one which I 
should like to see carried out here. We have had valuable hints today from 
the Hon'ble Mr. Hamilton in regard to agriculture; and we have also had valu-
able statements from the Hon'ble Mr. Cable about the connection between 
agri('ulture and commerce in this country. What I should like to see would be 
an association, not a great, big, unwieldy, uninterested usociation-but a good 
lound, working association such as we have in the Central Provinces-composed 
of agriculturists and of commercial men and of manufacturers, (0 criticise our 
experiments, suggest experiments and help us in our work. Now I shall be very 
glad if, when they have leisure, my Hon'ble Colleagues Mr. Hamilton and 
M(. Cable will give me some hints in regard to the formation of such an asso-
ciation. 

II I shall not touch on the question of excise. I thoroughly concur in what 
has been said by tbe 1I0n'ble Finance Member in the Budget Statement in 
regard to excise. The views of Your Excellency and of the Government of 
Ind;a are well known. It is our duty as loyal though subordinate collaborators 
with the Government of India to enforce that policy, and we shall certainly do 
our best to carry it out. As is well known, the question of excise is no!" before 
the Legislative Council of the Government of Bengal, and I trust that we .hall 
be able to work cut a measure which will meet wilh the approval not only of the 
public but al50,of the Government of Bengal. 
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.. In conclusion, my Lord, I juin heartily in congratulating the Financial 

Member and Your Excellency's Government on this Budget." 

The' Hon'ble SIR EDWARD LAW said :-" My Lord, I think that perhaps it 

will be unnecessary for me to reply to each Hon'ble Member who has spoken. 

It will possibly save time if I confine myself to replying to those rather 
longer speeches which included remarks repeated, though in different form, by 

others who were briefer in their criticisms. 

" The Hon'ble DR. Asutosh Mukhopadhyaya started the discussion with a 

speech which, whilst I gladly acknowledge its moderation, I cannot pass 

by without calling attention to the unsoundness of many of the premises on 

which he has founded his conclusions and criticisms. 

" My Hon'ble Colleague discusses the causes of our surpluses. He considers 
that the principal factors which have contributed to sucQ surpluses are first 

tht: stability of exchange and secondly increase of taxation. He has apparently 

persuaded himself that the means adopted to establish stability of exchange 

have been in themselves most prejudicial to the true interests of agriculturists, 

that is, to the great mass of the population. In this connection the Hon'ble Dr. 

Mukhopadhyaya submits a remarkable and, I would venture to say, very arbit-

rary statement of figures with regard to the exports of Indian merchandise (I use 

his words) , grown by ordinary cultivators' and the value of the articles of import 

, u5ed by the agricultural population.' How he comes to class jute manufac-

tures a!l an article' grown by ordinary cultivators' I do not understand, and he 

himself has clearly some noubt as to the o n ~  of the principle which has 

led him to include such manufactures in his schedule, since he omits from the 

same schedule cotton manufactures. From the point of view of his arguments I 

cannot myself distinguish between the two. Again, I find that from his list of 

articles imported for the use of the agricultural population he omits copper, l ~ 

bullion, sugar, steel, railway material, machinery and mill work, twists and yan\sJ 

and various minor articles such as fruit and vegetables, and vegetable oils. M'y 

Hon'ble Colleague must, I think, admit that all imports of silver, of sted, of rail-

way material and machinery and of mill work are more especially for the benefit 

of the masses, that is, the agricultural population. It cannot be questioned that 

the agriculturist is the man who is chiefly benefited by the construction of rail-

1\'ays and the importation of steel and materials for use in connection with them, 

and I cannot believe that any class has derived a greater profit than the agri-

eul'urist from the importation of such machinery and mill work as are used for 

the purpose of reducing the cost of manufactures and thereby enhancing the 

vlllue uf the raw materials used in their production. Again, my Hon'ble Col-
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league assumes that only 80 per cent. of those articles of import whieh he 
schedules are used by the agricultural population. This seems to me to be a 

very arbitrary assumption, particularly as regards the imports of spiecs, steel, 

agricultural l ~  and grey shirtings, which he mentions. But I think I 

need not pursue the question in further detail. I have said enough to show 

that the calculations are based on premises which arc, to say the Il!ast, too 

arbitrary to admit of any close argument being founded thereon. 

"1 am averse to attempting a discussion of such wide economic questions 

as the effect on exports, of a depreciated exchange, in the limited time 

available during the discussion of the Budget. I must, however, point out that rht> 

only period during which the value of commodities exported 'can be appreciated 

by a falling exchange is that during which the effect of depreciation of ex-

change has failed to make itself universally felt throughout the exporting 

country. I am aware that, particularly in a backward country, it ordinarily 

takes a considerable time to make such effects universally felt, but where a 

country has to meet gold liabilities, if exchange be not sU!ltained, taxation 

to meet such obligations must be increased from the very outset of a crisis 

produced by exchange depreciation, It is, however, perhaps, in any case 

unnecessary further to pursue this line of argument, since there has been 

no appreciation of the value of the rupee beyond that at which it stood 

very shortly before the closing of the mints. The average rate of exchange 

in the financial year 1891"92 was 16'733 pence. The measures taken 
by Government in r893 have therefore not resulted in an appreciation ot 

the rupee, but only in maintaining its exchange value at a rate approxi. 

mate to, but somewhat below, that at which it stood immediately prior to 1893. 

The Hon'ble Mr. Morison hAS, with much acumen, discussed this question from 

another point of view, and he has shown that on the scientific basis of a 

comparison of past and present index numbers, there is no foundation for the 

allegation that the raiyat has suffered from the measures taken to maintain the 

stability of exchange. 

II I now come to the question of increased taxation, and I must express 

great surprise at the erroneous assumption made by so acute a reasoner 

as my Hon'ble Colleague. He say. that our surpluses are due to 

increased taxation, and he names the heads under which there have 

bef-n increases. The surpluses of recent years, against the origin of , 
which be finds reasons for complaint, have, as I pointed out on a 

previous OCcaSioD, been obtained without any increase of taxation. Since 

the year 1896-97 there has been no increa.e of taxation, with the .ingle 
exception of the imposition of coantervailinl duties on bounty-fed .ugar, the 
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returns from which have barely averaged £ 100,000 per annum. The years IB¢>-
97 and 1897'98 both closed with very heavy deficits, and the cycle of surpluses 
only commenced in 1898-99. Last year we remitted taxation at a cost of 
£ I ,220,333, and nevertheless the growing prosperity of the country has resulted 
in an increase of revenue under general heads (excluding mint and opium) 

amounting to £2,093,661: 

'e I submit a table showing calculations of incidence of taxation in India. 

It witl be observed that when, on the only sound principle for such calculations, 

~ n  from State property is treated separately, the incidence of taxation is 

now only Rs. 1'42 per head per annum. 

Stt#ement showing incidence of revenue from 'taxation' and • Government Property' 
respectively per head of population . 

. "---
GovaaNMENT REVI.NUI!: ,.1.0111 

Inci(lente Incidence -----_.-. ~

Population. of (3) per of (4) por 

Taxation.- P,oporty.t Other 
Total. 

head 01 head 01 
itemL! population. populatioD. 

----------
I • 3 4 5 6 1 8 

---. 
Number. 

Thousand • Thou_nd, Thouaand. Thouaed. R.p .... R.pees. of rup .... 01 •• _ of rupea. ol.upe-. 

1880·81 • . 1¢.4l9t857 19.65077 44.92.69 9,70055 74.290°1 1'00 2'29 

1885-86 • . 207..4D6,S 14 19,13.17 49163.5° 5.6g,75 74.46,.42 '92 2'39 

1890-91 , 118,383.172 14,75074 54.o6..4S 6.01098 85,74.17 1'13 2.52 

18gS"g6 , 222,866,529 3°.29,57 61,94.40 6,13,05 08,37,02 1'36 ~  

1000-01 • 227.349.886 31,1:1..42 70,50,86 11,17.56 1.12.90.84 1'38 3'10 

11)01002 • 228,246,557 32,58.13 74002.92 7,9°,63 1.14.51,68 1'43 3'24 

Ca) 

1902003 , 229.143.228 33.59,18 73044071 8.15.19 1,15,10.119 1'47 :r20 

1903-04 (ReviHd), 230,o3!j,Bgg 32.54>43 78,go.07 11.88.60 
(.) 

1,23>34,00 1'41 3'42 

. 
1\104'05 (Budpl). 230,936.570 32.85.79 78044016 7.59,72 

(.) 
1,18.8g,67 1'42 3'40 
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"The Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya has devoted a considerable portion of his 

speech to a suggestion that the income-tax should be abolished. He, however, 

agrees with Ine in thinking that our primary care should be not to overtax the 

agriculturist. The agriculturist docs not pay income-tax, and I leave it to my 
Hon'ble Colleague to suggest in what" form and on what class the new tax 

should be levied to take the place of the income-tax. • 

CI I may point out that the Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya appears to be lInr 
aware that we already have a graduated income-tax in India. On incomes below 

Rs. 2,000 the tax is not assessed at so many pies in the rupee, but on a fixed 
scale as follows :-

From Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 1,250 

Fro:n Rs. ',250 to Rs. 1,500 
From Rs. 1,5°0 to Rs. 1,750 
From Rs. 1,750 to Rs. 2,000 

Tax Rs. :10. 

Tax Rs. 28. 
Tax R,. 35. 
Tax Rs. 42. 

" The results of these rates naturally differ from those calculated by my 

Hon'ble Colleague; up to an income of Rs. 2,000 per annum, they only reach 

5'04 pence in the pound. 

" With reference to the implied suggestion that the Government of India is 

under some sort of an obligation to abolish income·tax when not absolutely 
required for the immediate purposes of administration, I must point out with 

emphasis that no kind of obligation exists in the matter. When originally intro-
duced in 1860, the income-tax wa!: admittedly a temporary impost, and 

conseq:Jently when it was considered that the financial situation permitted its 
abolition, it was promptly abolished. When reimposed in 1886, no sort of 
promise was made that it would be hereafter abolished in any specified circum-
stances. It haa now been levied continuously for some seventeen years, and I 

must repeat my hope that should it be found possible to grant some measure 
of relief to the tax-paying population, the claims of other and more needy classes 
will be considered before those of the wealthier clas.s whom we desire 
particularly to reach by the income-tax. 

"With regard to the Famine Insurance Grant, I am afraid that the state-
ment if! paragraph 181 of the Financial Statement is perhapl not quite so clear 
as it might be. That statement hal been drawn up on the basis of an increase 
of revenue amounting to Ii crores of rupees per annum having been obtained 
by measures taken by Government in 1877-78 for the special purpose of pro-

viding for famine requirements. A credit a~  debit account has been prepared 
wbi,:b bas year by year been credited with the full Ii crOret, at originally 
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proposed, and this account shows a credit balance of £2,089,149 at the close 
of the current financial year. Had we taken into account the reductions which 
were made in the contribut.ions for famine purposes in the years 1894-95, 
189S-¢), 1 899-1 goo and 1900-01, the balance on the credit side of the account 
would have been pro tanto reduced . 

• 
"I find some difficulty in following the various calculations made by Hon'ble 

Dr. Mukhopadhyaya on the question of the general burden of taxation, but I may at 
once point out that the calculations appear to me to be of very small importance, 
since they are based upon an enlirely erroneous assumption that, apart from local 
ccsses, land is taxed in India. At some period in the history of all countries, land 
has been the property of the tribe or of the State composed of amalgamated 
tribes. In India that system as a rule continues. The raiyat in India 
has, generally speaking, neither won his lands by the sword nor purchased 
them by a cash payment j he therefore properly pays the rent thereof to 
the proprietor, that is, to the State. Again, my Hon'ble Colleague appears 
to be quite in error in omitting from his calculation of the burden of taxation 
in England the very heavy local rates and taxes. It is true that local cesses 
are levied in certain parts of India, but these as compared with local taxation 
in Europe are relatively insignificant • 

.. My Hon'ble Colleague gave as one of the headings in his speech 'fictiti'luS 
surpluses.' I must admit being unable to understand the term 'fictitious' 
as applied to the surpluses which our accounts hue shown to have been 
realised in the last few years. The fact that, in connection with Pro"incial 
settlements, we have, for convenience in accounting, made large assignments 
during the current financial year to Local Governments for expenditure in the 
forthcoming year, does not, I think, in any way justify the use of the word 
, fictitious' in connection with the amount of the surplus actually realised. 

'1 In his zeal for the welfare of the agricultural classes the Hon'ble Rai ,Sri 
Ram has, I fear, somewhat overstated his case in a manner which my zeal in die 
same cause leads me, in their interest, to consider as a matter for regret. 
Although it is true that certain additional cesses, chi«:fly of the nature of what is 
properly described as local taxation, have been imposed on lands during the last 
thirty odd years, the sums annually collected under this head are relatively small, 
and since my Hon'ble Colleague views reduction of taxation to the extent of 
£ 1,000,000 under salt as a small matter, I cannot but fear that, were the cesses 
of which he now complains abolished,' he would similarly tum round and treat 
the concession as a very small matter. 
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"Local laxation is a very complex question, and the rales levied in different 

provinces vary largely in amount, incidence, and history i it i! not the case that 

incidence is heaviest where the nominal rate is highest; I o ~ l~ that the 

Hon'ble Member has not suggested that the local taxes 3rt! specially burden-

some in his own province. 

"  I may mention that the question of the advisability of ~ n  local cesse! 

was very fully considered by Government some three )'earg ago when we dis-

cussed schemes for the remission of taxation, and the conclusion, b:lsecJ on 

carebH enquiries from .the local authorities, was that the present incidence WiIS 

not unreasonable, and that in many cases a remission would fail to rf'ach th" 

actual cultivator. The Government of India has no interc3t in granting remis-

sions the benefit of which is likely to be intercepted by land-f}\\'ning middle men. 

U The Hon'ble Member may be interested to know that, in respect of hi, 

own province, proposals are now under consideration for ~ n  for purely 

local purposes that part of existing local rates which has hitherto been allotted 

for expenditure on railways and canals, and, as he is aware, the new Provincial 

settlement with the United Provinces includes a grant or It hkhs per annum 
in aid of local board finance. . 

"With regard to my Hon'ble Colleague's observations on the effect of the 

maintenance of a fixed exchange, I have dealt with this question in my reply to 

the Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya. 

II I do not quite follow the Hon'ble Member's arithmetic when he says 

surplus.!s, it appears, have been and will be absorbed by an increase of ex-

penses under the head of Army Services '. It is true that our estimate of 

expenditure for the coming year, which includes a very heavy non-recurring 

charge, ~  exceed the figure for the year 19oo-Ol by approximately £4.000,000, 

but our revenue receipts, omitting profits from coinage, have increased in the 

same period by approximately £8.000,000 i there is therefore no foundation 
for the statement that military expenditure has absorbed the increase in our 

resolOrces. 

".My Hon'ble Colleague inquired why I look an exchange rate of r6d. to the 
rupee in. my statement of accumulations of treasure in India. The only sound 

calculation of the value of the absorbed silver is to 5how its value at the present 

moment, and that is, at the rate of exchange of the day, Rs. 15 to the £. 
Rates at previous dates have no significance of any kind. We want to know 

the present situation. As regards gold, the question of exchange docs not arise. 
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-
" 1 am in complete sympathy with the interest expressed by my Hon'ble 

Colleague Mr. Hamilton in the prosperity of a l ~  i but to one point in 
his speech, a point which has been treated, though in a less emphatic manner, 

by several other Hon'ble Members, I must take exception. It is of cours e 
a matter of great satisfaction to me on personal as well as on public groun:!s 

to be able to submit to Council a prosperity Budget, but the causes leading 

to this satisfactory situation have been entirely beyond my control. The 

situation is in the main due to the fortunate climatic conditions which have 

prevailed practically throughout India during the last two years, whilst even in 

our bad year9, when acute distress prevailed in some pa;ts of the country, other 

areas were enjoying not only normal prosperity but were positively the richer for 

the famine. 1 t must be remembered that our huge famine expenditure consisted 

of disbursements within the Indian Empire, and in so far as they were merely 

a transfer of money from the pockets of one section of the population to 

those of another and more fortunate section, India, as a whole, was none the 
poorer. Personally I have done, and could do, nothing to influence this a~ 

tion, and I cannot tacitly accept compliments founded on an erroneous im-
pression. 

II I cannot but admit to sharing to a certain extent the Hon'ble Mr. Cable'3 

regret that the result of our budget estimates for the forthcoming year sho\\'s 
a decrease in our closing balances on 31st March, 1905. 

,. Our situation in India is peculiar. In most countries, relatively very small 

balances are required to be held by the treasury, since it is always pos,ible by 
temporary expedients, such as the issue of treasury bills, to raise considerable 
funds at short notice to meet special requirements. In India we have no such 
resource at hand in times of need i we are obliged by the force of circumstances 
to be our own bankers. The only way in which we can meet the situation is by 
keeping large balances in our treasuries, but it must be remembered that the 
maintenance of such balances is a direct pecuniary loss in so far a, the Inoney 

is lying idle and unproductive, and it is thereiore our duty to keep dow'l' ~ 
amount within the limits of a reasonable margin for safety. We are pressed 

on all sides to admit increased expenditure. particularly ~  productive works, 
and we propose in the forthcoming year to raise a rupee loan in Indill., and I 
think that my Hon'ble Colleague will agree that three crores is as much as 
we should reasonably ask from the Indian market, and as regards borrow-

ing in London, he is of course aware that the situation of the European 
money markets is not in present circumstances one to inspire confidence in 

the possibility of large borrowing at reasonable riLtes in the early future. 0" ~ ~ 
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whole, it will, I think, be seen that there are reasons for admitting some reduction 

in -{lur balances, rather than attempting to increase our borrowings in unfavour-

able circumstances. 

" With reference to the new contract for mails between India and the United 

Kingdom, we have recently received tr-Iegraphic information from which I 

understand that an arrangement has been made with the Peninsular and 

Oriental Steam Navigation Company, for the prolongation of the existing con-

tract by a term of three years, subject, under the usual penalties, to an accelera-
tion of speed by !wenty-four hours for the lime of transit, either way. 

II With reference to the Hon'ble Member's remarks about the income-tax, I 

need only add, to what I have already ~a  that the greatest objections to the 

tax are, we believe, being gradudlly removed by improved administration, and 

such improvement has undoubtedly been accelerated by the raising last year of 

the taxable limit. 

"  I think that my Hon'ble friend need not be under any apprehension as 

regards the probability of the introduction of excise-dulic:s on such industries as 

paper-making. There is no comparison between the amount of revenue easily 

obtainable from the consumption of cotton manufactures and such as could be 

obtained from taxing the consumption of such articles as paper. 

"With reference to the doubts expressed as to the correctness of my views 

that such difficulties as are experienced by cotton spinners and weavers are not 

due to the levying of excise-duties at a trifling rate, but rather as a rule to the 

financial organisation of the industry, I may mention, in confirmation of my opi· 

nion that well conducted mills on a sound financial basis can work at a profit, the 

fact that the Colaba Land Mill paid in 1903 a dividend of St per cent i the 
Framjee Petit Mill, 4t per cent i the Manokji Petit Mill and the Swadeshi Mill, 
6 per cent i Jewraj Baloo Mill, 8 per cent i and the Presidency and Sholapore 

Mills,  7 per cent. 

" The Hon'ble Dr. Bhandarkar laid considerable stress, in his remarks on the 

question of excise-dues, on the fact that the capital outlay for the establishment 

. of a min is considerably greater in this country than in Europe. That is 
undoubtedly the case, but on the other hand the raw product, cotton, is at the door 

of the Indian manufacturer. I am not able to make a definite statement on the 

subject, but I should imagine that one fact probably compensates the other. 

"On the question of the statement which I submitted regarding the balance 

of trade, my Hon'ble Colleague Mr. Gokbale appears to believe that he hat, 
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at the last -moment (he has had my figures bdore him for some weeks), dis-

covered a serious error. I am inclined to think that there may be something 

in the objection which he has raised, although I am not sure that I correctly 
understand him. As he has put it, it, is however, I think, clearly incorrect. 

The Hon'ble Member appears to base his criticisms on a figure of 

:£ 16,000,000, which he says has been raised in England during the three 
years I considered, and spent on public works in India. He has, however, omit-
ted to take into consideration that our rough estimate of distribution of expen-

diture on railways is one-third for stores purchased abroad, and two·thirds for 

expenditure on works in India, whilst for irrigation and other ~o  the propor-
tion spent in England is comparativdy trifling. The use made of this figure of 

{,16,000,000 would therf':fore appear to require very serious reconsideration. 

Moreover, I may mention that according to a statement which I have had hurriedly 

prepared today, the net borrowings by the Secretary of State during the three 

years considered, amounted to approximately £9,600,000, but of this sum no 

less than some £7,300,000 was devoted to transactions in connection with 

the purchase of the Great Indian Peninsula railway, a transaction having no 

possible connection with the balance of trade. The fact is then the average 

borrowings of the Secretary of State have been somewhat below £800,000 per 
annum • 

.. He aska:-

(I) What becomes of the profits which English merchants annually 

carn in India? 

(2) What becomes of the freights the English companies earn ? 

(3) What becomes of the savings of Anglo-IOidian lawyers, doctors. 
civil and military servants of the Crown? 

"  I will tell him :-

(I) It is only when the merchant finally leaves India in the evening of a 
life spent in developing the resources of this country that he remits any import-

ant sums abroad i during his career in India he does not hide them under 

a hearth stone, but employs them to develope the resources of the country, t.> 

the lasting benefit of the masses of his Indian fellowsubjects. 

(2) Freights on imports are included in the value of imports I have 

tabulated i freights on exports are paid by ~  importing European consum-

ers j the latter are entirely outside the calculation. 
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(3) The savings of lawyers, eloctors, and civil and military servants of the 

Crown are during their career in India almost invariably im'ested in this 

country i it would be contrary to commonsense for.a man who has the oppor-

tunity of inve!<ting his money in Indian enterprises returning 6 to 8 per cent., 

to im'est his money in Europe where he would find it difficult to obtain 

4 per cent. I must point out that whilst the officers of the Indian Anny who 

have reached a cert:Jin rank are undoubtedly able to accumulate small savings, 

in the junior ranks such savings are out of the question, and moreover against 

the savings of the senior ranks of officers of the I"dian Army we mllst take 

into account the large sums steadily drawn from Europe by the great majority 

of officers of the British Army serving in this country, whose pay contributed by 

the Indian tax-payer is insufficient to meet their daily expenditure. 

"The Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale is one of the multitude who stand at the door 

of the treasury and cry' Give' Give " But not only does he desire increased 

expenditute, he is most anxious to abolish such taxes as already exist and 

with which present needs are met. We are not in a position today 

adequately to provide for expenditure on many and various worthy objects and 

particularly on education in which he is keenly interested, and yet when the 

Budget shows, as has been remarked by the Hon'ble Mr. Cable, an unfortunate 

diminution of about £3,000,000, in our closing balances, with numerous 
unsatisfied demands for expenditure, the Hon'ble Member questions our 

"'hole fiscal policy and suggests that one of our most important resources, the 

land·o:evenue or rent  paid for lands the property of the State, should be 
sa crifi ced. 

If In support of his suggestions the Hon'ble Member quotes certain figures 

from which he draws the conclusion that the percentage of rents charged on land 

has been increased by 22 per cr.nt. in fourteen years. Last year my Hon'ble friend 

corrected me for having omitted to take into account the inclusion of the addition 

of Berar revenue in my Financial Statement; today he has committed the same 

mlStlike himself, and not only has he forgotten the existence of Berar, but he 

has left out of account the fact that in the year 1890"91, which he arbitrarily 

l~  as the initial year of the period he considers, land settlement in Burma 

was in its infancy, and funher that the colonisation and irrigation schemes in 

the t'unjab, which during the latter part of the period have borne such splendid 
fruit and contributed in a most important manner alike to the prosperity of the 

agriculturist and to the resources of the treasury, were, if nascent, of no practi-
c,,1 account as regards their effect on revenue returns. I will venture to correct 

the calculations of my Hon'ble Colleague, and, deducting from the figures 
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which he ha"S given, the returns from land-revenue in ~ a and the Punjab and 
the recent addition of Berar revenues, we find that the total revenue derived 

from land in 1890-91 was Rs. 19,71,14,000 and that for 1904-05 it is esti-

mated at Rs. 22,53,24,000. These figures show an increase for the period not of 

22 per cent but of 14'3 per cent. or one per cent. per annum. 
II How my Hon'ble Colleague has found the courage to commit himself 

to the statement that we now' have a large permanent excess of revenue over 

expenditure' I am at a loss to understand. I can only say that I envy hi, 

confidence as a prophet. Anyone who has studied fiscal questions is aware 

that there is nothing like permanence in any country in the comparative relations 

between income and expenditure. Demands for expenditure always increase 

and revenue is liable to vicissitudes which cannot be (oreseen. It seems to me 

'that nothing can be more contrary to all sound principles than to assume a 

permanence of relation between revenue and expenditure. 

• 
" My Hon'ble friend once more plunges into arguments on the effect of 

exchange. I wish that I could feel anything approaching his seU-confidence 

in the possibility of fully solving this most difficult problem. I have already in 

my reply to the Hon'ble Dr. Mukhopadhyaya ventured to submit for consideration, 

such ideas as I have myself formed on the question of the effect of exchange 

,on the profit!l of the cultivator. I need here only say that my views are 

entirely opposed to those so confidently submitted by the Hon'ble Mr. Gokhale, 

"On one point in connection with my Hon'ble Colleague's lamentati('ns at 

what he is pleased to style the destitute condition of the agricultural masses 

I should perhaps insist, and that is, as I have already pointed out, that the 

recent famines affected only a small proportion of the total population of British 

India, and that the  material prosperity of the. agriculturists who in a large part 

of the country were favoured by climatic conditions, was advanced by the 

higher prices which the failure of crops elsewhere enabled them to realise 'for 

their produce. I must again repeat that our huge famine expenditure was 

merely a transfer of wealth, within the Empire, from the pockets of one section 

of the population to those of another, and finally I would remind .;oy 

Hon'ble Colleague of the very large remissions of land-revenue and of debt on 

account of agricultural advances that were made in the distressed districts. 

II ~a n  the Hon'ble Member finds cause for regret in his assumption that 
the establishment 01 stability 01 exchange has increased the debts of the raiyat to 

the moneylender. But the.! debts are due in rupee currency, and n~  
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the price of commodities has, according to his assumption, risen, the raiyat will 
clearly have less to pay in produce. It is, perhaps, unn'ccessary to pur:.ue 
this question any further, since my Hon'ble Colleague takes my warning 
that the bringing of new lands under cultivation in America and the improvement 
of communications may cause a decline in the world's prices for agricultural 
products, as a statement closely connected with the question of exchange in 
India I Where he or anyone else can find the connection I cannot conceive. 
Moreover, I feel that he has submitted to us but a portion of the argu-
ments on which he bases the faith that is in him, since he authoritatively 
states that the burdens of the agriculturist have virtually been enhanced by 
nearly 50 per cent.; but he gives us neither the chain of reasoning nor the cal-
culations by which he has arrived at this extraordinary figure. 

" I should perhaps notice one of the somewhat remarkable arguments put for-
ward by my Hon'ble Colleague in connection with the exchange question. What 
he &ays is' to the effect that, if by raising the exchange value of the rupee to 16 
pence, such wonderfully satisfactory results could be produced, why not at once 
raise it to 18 pence or even to two shillings? Such a question shows that my 
Hon'ble friend has entirely failed to under.tand that it i. not the precise 
exchange value of the currency of the country that is of prjmary importance, but 
it is the stability of exchange. Sixteen pence was fixed by eminent fintAncierlt 
as the rate of exchange which in their opinion it would be possible to main-
tain without producing too serious a disturbance in the financial system. It is 
impcssible, I think, even today, to say with certainty that a rate of 15 pence 
or 17 pence might not have proved better in the general interest of the country 
than the rate of 16 pence; but the rate actually adopted has been a success, and 
it is in my opinion an idle speculation to consider what might have been the 
effect of a penny more or a penny less. As to the suggestion that the rate 
might have been raised to one shilling and nine pence or two shillings, I must 
-:onfess my astonishment that my Hon'ble Colleague has not realised the inevit-
able and disastrous upseltal of all financial stability which such an exaggerated 
cllange would haTe caused. 

. "i nate with a certain amount of satisfaction that my Hon'ble Colleague 
who' comes from Bombay admits that the excise-dues on cotton goods' are 
really paid by the consumers.' This is in my opinion the fact, and I sincerely 
tNst that he will succeed in persuading his friends in the Bombay Presidency 
that he and I are correct on this point. 

If My Hon'ble Colleague devotesa considerable portion of his speech to .hat 
he considers to be the serious burden inflicted on the population by the eeisteace 
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of the Government salt monopoly. Among his arguments, he observes that we 

have an extensive sea-board and salt· mines, and that ~  can manufacture every 

pound of salt that is needed j any profitable importations from abroad are there-

fore in his opinion only possible as a result of the n~ monopoly system. 
May I remind him that the existence of gold mines in the middle of the Sahara 

Desert would be of little value to anyone, although gold is much easier to 

transport than salt. The whole economic question in considering the value of 

resources is dependent on the possibility of cheap transport to centres of con-

sumption, and although therp. is doubtless plenty of sah in India it is not always 

possible to deliver it to Indian centres of· consumption at the same cost for 

transport as is incurred in the delivery of salt from distant, but, as regards this 

all·important question of cost of carriage, more convenient sources of supply. 

I, My Hon'ble Colleague haa followed his usual habit in exhausting the 

vocabulary of adjectives in describing in fanciful language the impoverishment 

of the country and the abject destitution of the raiyat population. When 

he takes his seat at this Council table he unconsciously perhaps adopts 

the. role and demeanour of the habitual mourner, and his sad wails and 

lamentations at the delinquencies of GDvemml'!nt are as piteous as long 

practice and training can make them i but I have r'ason to believe that 

outside these prl'!cincts the Hon l~ Member'. moods are sometimes in a ~  

vein, and we may therefore perhaps hope that hi. jeremiads do nnt seriously 

indicate a feeling of such utter despair as they tend to produce in those to 
whom he addresses them. There is nothing more distressin. tI,an the mental 

. attitude of the n.ourner who ~  to be comforted." 

His Excellency TH'.t PRESIDENT said :-"1 do not propose to say much about 
the figures of the Budget. They speak for themselves. Hon'ble Members have 

found no complaint to make j and nearly every speech to which we have listened 
has been in the nature of a beatitude. In my remarks I propose to look rather.at 

the Budget as the culminating point for the moment in an era of recuperation whicH 
has now been proceeding for five years almost without a halt, and to contr1l.st tJi'e 

position which we occupy today with that which was presented when I came to;) 
India at the end of 1898. My predeCessor had to fight-and he fought with 
great courage and cool·headedness -against many drawbacks, famine, pestilence, 
earthquake, and war. Recurrent deficits appeared in the Budget. The exchahge 

value of the rupee touched its lowest point. only a fraction over 14. in 18gS. 
In the summer of 18gS it was proposed to borrow 10 millions sterling in order to 
itreogthen exchange. The year 18gS"99 witnessed the tum of the tide and th; 
first of a series of surpluses thilt have never since failed 11$. But ~n then ex .. 
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change was :In uncertain qmmtity, and we had no guarantee that the pendulum 

would not swing back. It was in the summer of 1899 that Sir Henry Fowler's 

Committee reported, and in September of that year we introduced and passed 

the legislation at Simla which gave us a gold standard in India, and started our 

~ n  currency system on its way. Nearly five years have gone by, alld we 

have almost forgotten the anxieties of those days. We have secured practical 

fixity of exchange at the rale of 16d. to the rupee. The lowest point touched 

has been IS. 3Ud. in July 1901, and the highest IS. 4168d. in January 1900: but 

the ordinary fluctuations hive been within much narrower limits. This has been 

the first and most beneficial result of the change. Hon'ble Members will recollect 

that another of the Committee's proposals was the creation of a Gold Reserve 

Fund from the profits of Indian coinage. It was reserved for Sir Edwlsrd Law to 

put that plan into execution in 1900. We began with 3 millions in the first year: 

bljt we now have nearly 61 millions invested in Consols and other gold securities in 

England, and bringing in an n ~  of £166,000 per annum. Before many years 

have passed I anticipate that this reserve will have reached the figure of 10 millions 

sterling, which will be sufficient for our purpose, and will give us a permanent 

guarantee for stability of exchange. The fund is valuable to my mind from 

another point of view. Constituted as it is from the profits on coinage, it points 

to a steadily-growing demand for currency, and, therefore, to an increase in the 

industrial activity and prosperity of the country. While I am speaking of our 

reserves, I must also not lose sight of our Currency Reserve, which, th';mgh it 

exists for a different pllTpose, Vi8., to secure the stability of our note circulation 
and tt' provide tor a demand for gold as distinguished from rupees, is yet an 

important buttress to our financial position. This fund now contains up\\'ards of 

lot millions sterling in gold. 

" But it is in my power t-o point to o ~  and more direct symptoms of pro-

gress in a comparison of our present Budget with its predecessors. Our revenue 

has risen from 68} millions in 1899 to 83 millions in 1904, and this notwithstand-
ing one very severe year of famine and in parts of India two years, as well as the 

continued ~ al n  of plague. Ne\'ertheless, whatever head of revenue you 
examine, you will find the same marks of growth. The only heads under which 

there is a decrease in the present year are those of Salt and Assessed Taxes, and 

that o~ly because of our reduction of taxation a year ago. F or five rears we 

have had a succession of surpluses, amounting to an average of 3 millions ster-
ling per annum. Last year we gave to India the first remission of taxation that 

she has enjoyed for 20 years. We sacrificed thereby about £ 1 ,400,000 annually 
in respect of the Salt Tax and the Income Tax: but we gave to the people what 

in my judgment was their due, and we so arranged. our remissions as to bring 
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relief as far as possible to those classes that best deserved it. If our resources 

continue to expand, 1 should like to look forward to a day when we may proceed 

even further. It would, perhaps, be too much good luck for one Viceroy to give 

two considerable reductions of taxation in his time. But if I am not so fortu-

nate, then I shall hope to bequeath the opportunity to my successor. 

/I Another evidence of our improving credit has been the figures at which 

we have been able to issue our rupee paper loans for Public Works expendi-

ture. In 1900 the average rate was just over 94 rupees i last year it was a 
fraction over 98 Rs. 1 a. The Bank rate has ftever exceeded 8 per cent. 

nor fallen below 3 per cent. During the past year it has not exceeded 7 per 

cent. 

/I During the quinquennium our total debt, both here and in England, has 

been increased by less than 16 millions. But against this must be set an expen-

diture on capital account of nearly 20 millions on Railways and 2i millions on 

Irrigation, the increased revenue from which more than repays the interest 011 
the capital outlay. As regards Railways and Irrigation, let me analyse a little 

more closely. At the end of this  year 27,150 miles of railroad will be open, or 
an increase of 4,650 miles in my time-the largest total that has yet been> 

recorded. But a more important feature still is that having for the first time 
obtained a surplus from' our Railways in 189,)-19oo-a modest bantling of 

£76,000-our net Railway revenue has now risen to £855.000-a most healthy 
adult-or an average surplus of £466.000 in each of the five years. 

" In the same period the average net revenue from Irrigation has' been 
£823,000. Thus on the two accounts we obtain an annual surplus of It millions 
sterling. In fact. we have now secured the whole of our Indian railways and 
canals for nothing, and instead of costing us money they have become a steady_ 
source of income to the State. These figures might, I think, encourage us ~o 

borrow with even greater confidence in the future. 

" From a calculation that has been made for me I further learn that the-n'et , 
imports of gold and silver into India, which between the years I ~  

amounted to ~  millions sterling. have risen to Over 46 millions sterling in ~  

succeeding five years. I do not say that I regard this influx of the precious 
metals with unqualified satisfaction. For I often wonder what becomes of it all. 
how much of it goes below the ground. and how much is left above, and '",hat 
proportion is reproductive. But when I read the familiar jeremiads about the 

alleged drain of capital away from India, it is at least open to me to remark 
that there is also a great.deal coming in. and the drain always seems to me too 
resemble a flow at one end of a pipe which is perpetually being replenished at 
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the other. Again, I do not see how it is possible to overlook the enormous 
increase in Savings Banks deposits in India. In India these have risen from less 
than I million sterling in 1870 to over 7l millions sterling in 19°3, out of which 
l\ths are o'wned by natives. Within the same period the private deposits in the 
Presidency, Exchange, and other Private Banks have risen from £6,600,000 to 
£:18,500,000 i and the quantity of Government paper held by natives has risen 
from 13t millions to 33l millions sterling. 

" Is it not time, therefore, that instead of repeating hypothetical figures :md 
calculations that have been exposed until exposure has become tedious, our 
critics should recognize the fact that India is, on the contrary, exhibiting 
every mark of robust vitality and prosperity? These gentlemen remind m!"' 
rather of an amiable eccentric whom I knew at school, and who always put 
up his umbrella and insisted that it was raining when the sun shone. In my 
view there are few, even among the most advanced countries of the world, 
that would not welcome an economic position as sound as that which India now 
enjoys. There are, no doubt, calls coming upon us urgent, incessant, and irresisti-
ble i for, as I shall presently show, we are raising the administrative standard 
all round i and administrative efficiency is merely another word for financial 
outlay. But so far as I can forecast, we shall be able to meet these calls without 
any additIon to the burdens of the people: and if I were to leave India 
tomorrow, I should yet be proud of the good fortune that had enabled me to 
indulge in the brief analysis of our financial position which I have undertaken 
this afternoon. 

" There are two other items in the Budget to which I desire to refer, and 
they are both aspects of the same question, fli6., our attitude to Local Govern-
ments.One theory I hope that we have effectively killed i and that is the old 
idea that Local Governments are stinted by the Supreme Government when 
money is forthcoming. Year by year we have subsidised them for the many 
calls, administrative and otherwise, that are made upon their purses, and there 
i., not a Governor or a Lieutenant-Governor in India from whoni I have not 
received frequent expressions of gratitude. In the present Budget our bounty 
bas reached its maximum; for in addition to the II crores or I million sterling, 
whiczh has been given to four of the Local Governments to start their new 
set\lements, and the 40 lakhs which we have supplied for education, we hav!: 
given them 131 lakhs for the increase of minor establishments, and 87 lakhs 
for such purposes as the Calcutta improvement scheme in Dengal, the Simll1 
improvement scheme in the Punjab, and important pui.llic wCJrks in other 
provinces. Finally, I had been so much struck in my various tours by the 
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degree to which local institutiohs, such as hospitals, mUSlUms, libraries, public 

parks, and the like, have been starved or cold-shouldered for more urgent needs 

that I persuaded Sir E. Law to give a grant aggregating ~  lakhs for these 

purposes, carefully framed lists having been submitted to me by the various 

Heads of Administrations. These are just the sort of object that ought, in my 

view, to profit when funds are available: for they represent the less material and 

more cultured aspects of the national life. The Hon'ble Dr. Bhandarkar seemed 

to think that'Bombay and other parts of India had been neglected in this respect, 

'and that Calcutta, from its proximity to the Government of India, had alone got 

its fingers into the national  purse. I think that he must have overlooked the 

items to which I have referred. We have endeavoured to give proportionate 

treatment to every province: although the fact that Calcutta is an Imperial as 

well as a provincial capital, necessarily enhances its claim. 

The second subject is the new Provincial Settlements, which have been 
explained in considerable detail both by Sir Edward Law and by Mr. Baker. 

alluded last year to the hope that we were on the eve of a noteworthy change in 
this respect-no less than the substitution of a permanent,or relatively permanent, 

settlement for the present ·five years plan. The latter has existed for a quarter 
of a century. It was better than the system that preceded it, but it admitted 
of much improvement. It was not an economical plan, because it encouraged 

extravagance in the concluding years of each term, and it was not a satisfactory 
plan, because it led to a rather unseemly squabble with the Supreme Govern-
ment at the .nd. The better method was clearly to give to local Governments 
a permanent instead of a temporary interest in the re\'enue and expenditure 
under their control, subject to certain broad principles in fixing the provincial 
assignments. This we have succeeded in doing in the cases of Madras, Bengal, 

the United Provinces, and Assam, and have thereby laid the foundations of a 
financial autonomy that, I hope, will steadily develope and will enable the Local 

Governments. in • the future to undertake enterprises from which they ate. 
now debarred. I mention the matter here, both because of its n n ~ 

importance, and because I agree with the Lieutenant-Governor in n ~  that 
it furnishes a conclusive answer to those who are always accusing the 
Government of India of undue centralisation. I would point out ,that 
efficiency of administrative control is not centralisation, though it is often 

mistaken for it. Centralisation is the absorption by a central body of o~  
or privileges hitherto enjoyed, or capable, if created, of being exercised, by 

subordinate bodies. I acknowledge no such tendency. We have kept Local 

Governments up to ~  mark, because I do not believe in lax or sluggish control. 
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or in the. abdication of powers which have beeu provided for special objects. 

But if an occasion has anywhere arisen ,,·here it was possible to devolve or 

depute powers, we have gladly taken it, and these new settlements ('onstitute, in 

my view, the most important step in the nature of decentralisation that has heen 

adopted for many years, and will, I hope, be the forerunner of others in the 

future. 

"Five years ago at this table I spoke of a category of questions which ( 

hoped to take up and press to solution in my time. Two year. later I indicated 
the progress that we had then made. I have not the time, and there is no 

present need to complete the review now. But a few remarks may be made 

distinguishing between those that have been more or less disposed of, and those 
that will occupy us during the forthcoming year. Of course, the task would not 
then be complete. There is no standing still in administration, and no admini-

strator ('an mark the point at which his work is done. New spirits start up as 
soon as old ones are laid: and the horizon lengthens out as we proceed. I think, 
however, that it i's possible to frame a category of cases in which we have either 
definitely carried our object or reached such a point that continuity is assured. 

The first of these I desire to detach for special consideration in a few moments. 
It is Frontier Policy. I have already dealt with the second, and third, and fourth, 
namely, Currency Reform, Provincial Settlements, and Reduction of taxation. 
A few days ago I was explaining what we had been able to do in respect of 
the preservation of antiquities and Archzological reform; and there the lines 
have been laid down from which no departure should now be possible. 
The same applies to the chang£s in the Leave Rules, that were designed to 

preV'ent the frequency of official transfers, and to the reduction of Reports. 
I have lately had conducted a special examination of every report that reaches 
the Government of India from whatever quarter, and I am gratified to find that 
the orders about reduction have been faithfully carried out, with the result 
of an immense saving of work to overburdened men, and at no sacrifice of 
value or merit in the reports themselves. The reduction in the Telegraphic 

rates to Europe, towhich I pledged myself in ~  and which brought down 
~  rharge from 4,s. to 21. 6J. a word, has been so successful that we have 
!ately addressed the Secretary of State wilh a proposal for a further reduction 
to 21. with a corresponding reduction in the Press rate. I do not know if we 

shall succeed. But I think that the result Clf the first experiment is distinctly 
en'Jouraging. We were prepared for a loss on the first year's working of 

-£67.000. It 1I'as only £33,000. We estimated for a 10 per cent. increase 
in the traffic. The increase amounted to 26l per cent. On the I st of ]anuar)' 
of ~  present Yl;ar we carried out a further reduction in inland rates, which, I 
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believe, has proved beneficial to all classes of the community. The figures of 

January show that there was an increase of 25 per cent. in deferred messages 
alone over the corresponding month in the previous year. 

" Next I pass to the large category of questions connected with Education. 

Our Universities Bill is now the . law of the land. Bt.t I should have felt 

that we had acted in a very one-sided and inconclusive manner had we 

held that Educational Reform was summed up in the reconstitution of the 
Universities. Our recent Educational Resolution crystallises the principles that 

result from an examination of every branch of Educational activity, and that 
will, we hope, inspire our educational policy in the future. It may surprise those 
Hon'ble Members a~ this table who somelimes hint at the Simla Conference of 
I go" as though it had been a sort of Star Chamber that promulgated dark and 
sinister decrees, to learn that the results of the Simla Conference, as finally 
shaped after consultation with Local Governments, are embodied in the recent 
Resolution. I observe in India that if people do not approve oJ a policy they 
denounce it as reactionary. If they cannot disapprove of the official statement 
of it, they describe it as a platitude. As our Educational Resolution ha3 had the 
good fortune to be so designated, I conclude that it has been found genera'ly 
satisfactory. Perhaps, however, I may point out that so far from being a' 
perfunctory statement of obvious principles, it is really the result of nearly two 
years' hard work. It summarises for the public information the position which 
we have at present reached in educational progress, and it endeavours to lay down 
the lines of future advance. Many important aspects of the subject, such as 
Education in Ruropean Schools, Agricultural Education, Commercial a ~n  

Industrial and Technical Education, Examinations for Government service, as 
well as the entire problem of Primary and Secondary Education in I ndia, find 
a place in it. Some of these matters we have also dealt with independently. 
Our scheme far Industrial Schools and for State Technical Scholarships has 
gone to Local Govp.rnments, and is before the public. I rather agree with those . 
Hon'ble Members who were arguing here the other day !lnd who repeated today 
that educational reform in India is mainly a matter of money. I think it is.· 
We have shown this by the extra grant of 40 lakhs, or nearly £270,000 a'year: 
that we have now made for three years running to the Local Govermnents. 
These grants are in addition to the ordinary Educational assignments in .the 
Provincial Settlements. We have also, as is known, promised a contribution of 
25 lakhs to the Universities. I should like, however, to go further, and 'to 
provide for a serious and sustained expenditure upon educational improve.ment 
extending over a 10Dg series of years. 
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"There is another very important group of subjects to which we have given 

great attention. I allude to Economic Development, which may again be suh-

divided into Agriculture, Industries, and Commerce. Our recent Resolution 011 

Agriculture sums up the practical steps that have been taken for the encourage-

ment and improvement of agriculture, and for the active prosecution of scientific 

research. We now have our Inspector-General of Agriculture with a staff of 

scientific experts, we have the new institution at Pusa springing into being, where 

research, the training of students, and experimental farming will be simultaneously 

taken in hand, we have strengthened the Provincial Agricultural Departments, 

reorganised the Civil Veterinary Department, so as to undertake the investigation 

of cattle diseases and the improvement of breeds of cattle, and created a Board 

of Scientific Advice to co-ordinate the work that is being done in these and all 
other branches of scientific research in India. We have centralised bacteriolo-

gical research at Kasauli and Muktesar. Then I pass to those measures that 

more directly affect the economic condition of the agrarian classes. We have 
'dealt with the system of Land Revenue Assessments in India, tracing the 

historical growth of the present system and its steady modifications in the 

interests of the land-owning or land-cultivating classes, and formulating reasonable 

and lenient principles for observance in the future. By legislation in the United 
Provinces we have endeavoured to improve the relations between landlord and 

tenant. We have attacked the problem of the increasing indebtedness and 
gradual expropriation of the proprietary body from many sides, by the Land 

Alienation Bills in the Punjab and Bunddkund, and by the Dill to institute 
Co-operative Credit Societies, which we passed in this Council last week. We 

have endeavoured to provide against the break up of landed properties by legis-
lation instituting a modified system of entail in Oudh, in the Punjab, in Madras, 

ana in Bengal. Finally, in 190:1 we gave direct benefit to the cultivators by 
remissions of Land Re,'enue amounting to nearly 2 crores of rupees, while, in the 

past five years, we have advanced between 5 and 6 crores to the people for the 
purchase of seed and the provision of capital. 

II The Government of India have watched with anxious interest, and have 

dcne all in their power to develope, the commerce and industries of this country, 
scimeof them securely established, others struggling but hopeful, others again 
nascent or still in embryo. I might refer to our legislation in the interests of 

a ~ n  and the ir.stitution of a tea-cess, the passing of the Mines Act, the 
constitution of a Mining Department, and the issue of more liberal Mining 

rules, the countervailing Sugar Duties, grants for indigo-research, the passing 
of an Electricity Act, the opening up of the Jherriah coal-fields, reductions 
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. in coal freights, the steady increase in railway r011ing stock, for which, as Sir 

A. Arundel has mentioned in his Memoraridum, no less.a sum than 3 crores, or 
2 millions sterling, have been set aside. Weare proposing the creation of an 

Imperial o ~ Service. We have also endeavoured to develope our trade 

·with adjoining countries'-:by the Nuskhi route with Seistan, by a Commercial 

Mission which we are a,rranging to send to South.Eastel'Jl Persia, a~~ by new 

contracts with the British India. Company for improvements in their service 

to the Persian Gulf. I am also hopeful that the Tibet Mission will result in 
an improvement of trading relations with that country. We have succeeded in 
·obtaining greater advantages in the new contract with the P. and 0 .. Company. 
We also have a proposal now before the Secretary of State to supersede the 
Commercial Bureau, for which we at first asked, but to which he' objected, by 

some larger arid more powerful organisation, involving the creation of a new 

Uepartment of the Government of India for Commerce and Industry, and the 

appointment of a new Member of Council for those purposes. It is to me 
almost incredible that. the Government of India should have got along for all 
these years with functions and ,duties huddled together in such haphazard fashion 

and thrust upon· the shoulders of over-worked Departments and harassed n~ 

Commerce has got mixed up with Finarice: Industries and Emigration have 

been grouped with Revenue· and Agriculture. The Post Office has been ' 

under one Department, and Telegraphs· under another. These are only. casual 

illustrations. But they indicate a want of method and co-ordination in our 
system that are inconsistent either with businesslike· administration or with the 

progress that lies before us. 1£ I can get this new Department created ~ l  

1 am at home, I shall return with greater confidence in our capacity to mec.t the 

~ an l of the future. 

II I remarked just now that I should have something to say about Frontier 

Policy. 1 have, I think, only spoken twice about this subject in these 

Debates in six consecutive  sessions. It is perhaps scarcely realised in this 
country that the Foreign Department, which is under the direct charge of the 

Viceroy, is the most laborioul of all: But it ·pUrsues its path in a n~  

which I should be the lalt to regret, and which is only broken by the stOJ;'1tl 

of criticism that bursts forth when there is an outbreak of trans-frontier W"d!'. 
It is not without some feeling· of congratulation that I look back UP0f'. five 

years, unmarked by a single expedition on the entire North-West Frontier, unless 

the brief military sallies that were undertaken in order to close the Mahsud 
Waziri Blockade can be so described. This is the first time that such a claim 

could be made for a quarter of a century. In ~ petty o ~ a ~ n  that ~  
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taken place on a frontier over 1,200 miles in length, only 42 of our men have 

been killed during that time; 67 more lost' their lives in the course of t.he 

Mahsud Blockade. But I should be reluctant to measure results by lives 

alone, or even by money alone, although the economies that have resulted both 

from withdrawal of troops and from absence of fighting have been very great. 

I would prefer to look at the spirit of increasing harmony and contentment 

among the tribes and at the relations that are growing up along the entire 
border. 

"At the end of 18gS the embers of the Tirah conflagration were only just 

cooling down. New agreements had not yet been entered into with the tribes. 

Large garrisons of British troops were cantoned in posts far beyond the frontier, 

at Chitral, at Lundi Kotal, and in the Tochi ; great schemes for costly fortifications 

were on foot, and we seemed likely once more to tread the vicious circle that has 

beguiled us so often before. My Councillors and I set ourselves not so much to 
prevent future war by preparing for it as to produce peace by creating the 

requisite conditions. Our policy was summed up in these principles; with-

drawal of British forces from advanced positions, employment of tribal forces in 
the defence of tribal country, concentration of British forces in British territory 
behind them, as a safeguard and a support, improvement of communications in 

the rear. A necessary condition of the successful execution of this policy 
was the creation of a new administration on the frontier, especially equipped 
for the purpose, and invested with a more direct responsibility than a Local 
Government of the old type. Perhaps those who are so severely denouncing 

the (Jovernment of India as a province-maker just now might cast their 
eyes back to the events of three years ago. We were scarcely less attacked 
in some quarters for the creation of the Frontier Province then. But 
who would now go back from it, or who would dispute that Frontier affairs are 
conducted under it with infinitely superior despatch, ';;th greater smooth-
ness, and so far with better results, than under the former system? 

1/ Let me now ask H on'ble Members to accoillpany me on a brief tour 

round the North-West Frontier from Gilgit to Beluchistan, so that they 
~y ~ in each case how we stand. We have withdrawn aU regular troops 
froin Gilgit, which is exclusively garrisoned, along with its subordinate posts, 

by Kashmir Imperial Service Troops. If we pursue our way westwards 
tow81'ds Chitral, we come to Mastuj, which is the head-quarters of a COIFS 
of Chitrali irregulars, or scouts, whom we are training up fur the defence 
against invasion of the many defensible positions in their narrow and rugged 

rannes. Chitral itself is a point upon which I look with some satisfaction. 
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Before I came out to India I was one of the foremost combatants in the 
movement to retain that place within our political and strategical bound-

ary: . .] We won the day in England, though only by' the accident of Lord 

Rosepery's Government being turned out at the critical moment. However, 
even when 1 arrived here I remember being warned that Chitral was the 

point of danger, that the line of communication between Dir and Chitral was 

one of extreme tenuity and risk, and that if the connection gradually faded 

into nothing, no one would be the worse. I, on the contrary, declared my fervent 
intention to maintain this connection, as absolutely essential to our scheme of 

frontier defence, and my conviction that it could be done, I will not say with-
out risk, but with success. Since that time we have five times marched our 
reliefs up and down the Dir Road-quite the most fanatical corner of the 
mountain border-without a shot being fired. Our troops have been concen-

trated at the extreme southern end of the Chitral country at Drosh, and the 
force has been reduced by one-third: while the posts vacated and all outlying 
posts are now held by levies raised for the purpose from the Chitralis 
themselves. The young Mehtar of Chitral has three times been down to 
see me in India, and if anyone were to propose a British withdrawal 
from· Chitral, I know very well from whom the first protest would come. 
further, we have just connected Chitral by telegraph with Gilgit. Continuing 

southwards, I find that in Dir and Swat we had a garrison, in 1899, of 
3,550 men. I withdrew the Khar Movable Column in 1902, and our troops, who 
are now concentrated at Chakdarra, where is the bridge over the Swat River' 
and the starting point of the Dir-Chitral road, at the Malakand and at 
Dargai, have been reduced by more than one-half, the outlying posts being, held 
by levies from Dir and Swat. The Chiefs of Dir and Nawagai have twice 
visited me in India, and they in common witb all the border chieftains from 
Hunza to Swat, were included among our guests at the Delhi Durbar. We have 
fortified the Malakand, and connected Dargai by a narrow-gauge line with 
Nowshera on the Peshawar Railway, the Kabul river being bridged at o ~ 

for the purpose. We are, therefore, in an immeasurably stronger o on ~ 

meet any sudden or fanatical outbreak in those parts. The elements of unre,t 
are always there, and we shall probably some day have trouble again. .hut for 
the moment the omens are favourable: and trade, which· has sprung up in a 
surprising manner, is a great pacificator. Then I come to the Khyber, "'here 
in ~ we had a British garrison of 3,700 men. The whole of these ~a  

long ago been withdrawn: and the Khyber Rifles, raised from the Pass Afridis 
and neighbouring tribes, which had dwindled to a total of 800 after the campaign. 
have now been reorganised into two battalions officered by Englishmen. With 
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them we hold the entire Pass with its connected posts and fortifications. These 

we rebuilt at an outlay of 5 lakhs, instead of the 15 which had been estimated for 

in 1898. We have also made, by agreement with the tribes and by tribal labour, 

the alternative route from Peshawar to Lundi Kotal through the Mullagori 

country, that was so vainly pressed for '5 years ago, and have connected 
Peshawar by the broad gauge with Jamrud. We have opened the route 

through the Kohat Pass from Peshawar to Kohat by arrangement with the 

tribes: and Kohat has been connected with the Indian railway system 

at Kushalgarh by all' 6" line, which as soon as we have completed the new 

bridge over the Indus at Kushalgarh, will be converted into broad gauge. Con-

tinuing southwards we have created a body from the Orakzais and neighbouring 

tribes called the Samana Rifles, nearly 500 strong, who have already taken over 
nearly the whole of the posts upon and below the Samana that were held by 

regulars five years ago. Our own forces there, which were 1,700 strong, have 
now been reduced to 600, and will, I expect before long, be altogether withdrawn. 
Simultaneously we have created a flank support to this position by running 

the railway from Kohat to Thai at the mouth of the Kurram Valley. From 
this the regulars have been altogether withdrawn, and the two battalions of the 

Kurram Militia 1,400 strong, organised on the same lines as the Khyber Rifles 
and commanded by British Officers, are its sole garrison. In the troubled 

mountain region between the head of the Kurram and Waziristan we have also 
settled our border disputes by friendly arrangements with the Amir. Then we 
come to Waziristan. Here we have cleared out, at the second attempt, the nest 
of murderous outlaws who had created an Alsatia at Gumatti near Bannu. We 

have made agreements with the tribes for the opening up of the turbulent 
corner between ThaI and the Tochi, and we have thus been able to proceed at 
leisure with our policy of conciliation and concentration in the Wazir; country . 
. There we were delayed for a long time by the turbulent contuml.t;y of the 
Mahsuds j and the militia experiment, which we had introduced, also pro-

~  somewhat evenly. The blockade, however vigorously and unremittingly 
pursued, and followed by a series of sharp and n ~  punitive counter· raids 
into the Mahsud valleys, brought the tribe to reason, and matters are now 
proceeding sO evenly that we have recently raised the North Waziristan • 

M'ilitia, which holds the line of the Tochi, to a strength of 1,200 men, and the 
South Waziristan Militia, which holds the line of the Gomal, to a strength of 1,450. 

In 1899 the British garrisons of these two valleys numbered 4,000. Before next 
cold weather the whole of these will have been withdrawn. Waziristan wiJl 
for some years to come be a section of the frontier that will require careful 

1Vatching. But the consciousness of the tribes that they are trusted to bear 
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arms, in deft'nce ,of their country, the security of good employment and regular 

pay,' the tranquillisingiflfluence of improved comlllu9icaiions and the knowledge 

that we want t,o'live CIt ~ ~ with them, rathet: than at war, are ~  a l ~  
on the right ~  The withdrawal of the garrison'!} that I have named has been 

balanced by the concentration of the requisite supporting columns at Kohat and 

Bannu, 'and themilit'ary ~ on  iq these two Districts number 4,200 and 

~  respecti've!y. ~ l~ ly  ~  C:;oma,1 'is. ~l ~  from ~a Ismail a~ 
with a garii!,on of 3,000. Thus a)ong the entire, sketc;h of frontier which I 
have b,eendescribing the situation is completely ~ ol on  since 1899. If 
we 'regard' the case from the' point of ~  of 'British troops, ~ are now' onl1 

5,000 a~ o  the administrative border of British india 'as against 10,200, and 
these will be' further reduced before long; but the supporting garrisons 
within our border have been increased from 22,000 to 24,000' and have been 

strengthened by railway connections which ~  not ~n in n~  On 
the tribal side we have called into existence a bodr of men ~ n n  three 

grades of organisatio,n-Levies over 1,000 strong, Border M;ilitary Police 

over, 3,000, Border Mjlitia, ~ ~  The 'experiment may ~  be said to ~  
it not in its infa!lcy; at any rate .in its, childhood; and I will not n ~l  in 

~ a  laudation. ~  five y ~  is a o~  time on the frontier, and every 
year gained there is worth tw:o elsewhere. This part of India may not be much 

interested in what is passing so far away. But I am speaking today o~  
this representative assembiy to a ;ider aud,ienc,e, and I am vent1;lring to inform 
the entire o ~n y ~  lis ~ n ~  stand: ,.", 

Cll, have not much time to pUfsu,e my course, southwards and westwards 
through Btluchistan tC?wards the Persian flibntier. But I may, mention In a 
sentence that we have done much to consolidate our. position, there. We, have, 

taken Nuskhi on perpetual lease from tbeKhan, of Kelat,: we are construC;ling 

the Oue\t.:J-Nuskhi railway and shall finish it, next year j We have built up 
and popularised the Nuskhi.Seistan trade route, and" have planted our, officers' 
in Seistan and on the Eastern borders of P,ersia ,in, suffipient , number, to watrh, 

over our interests 'and to resist )lo!itile ~ n  FJpally we,areconsolidating our" 
position in Mekran. ,'Perhaps, however, ~ ~a  of, the frontier, stlcur,ity . 
which we have enjoyed can best ~ estimated:by ~  calle and /lafety ,.with: ~  

we have been able during the ~  five y~  to ,fifld ,troops" for" service ~  

where, in South Africa, China, and Somaliland .. ,' At one time our Indian Army 

was short, in the interest of these Imperial campaigns, for ~  ,of course the 

H,ome Government paid, by' over 31,000 men., Illcreased secl,U'ity, hert; has, 

therefore meant increased power of assistance elsewhere., 
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" About Foreign Affairs in their wider application I do not propose to say 
much. I spoke last .rear about the increasing range of our responsibilities in Asia, 
and a good deal has happened in the interim to point those remarks. My 
own view of India's position is this. Sht! is like a fortress with the vast moal 
of the sea on two of her faces, and with mountains for her walls on the reo 
mainder. But beyond those walls, which are sometimes of by no means insuper. 
able height and admit of being easily penetrated, extends a glacis of varying 
breadth and dimensions. We do not want to occupy it, but we also cannot 
afford to see it occupied by our foes. Weare quite content to let it remain in 
the hands of our allies and friends; but if rival and unfriendly influences creep 
up to it, and lodge themselves right under our walls, we are compelled to inter-
vene, because a danger would thereby grow up that might one day menace 
our security. This is the llecret of the whole position in Arabia, Persia, 
Afghanistan, Tibet, and as far eastwards as Siam. He would be a short-sighted 
commander who merely manned his ramparts in India and did not look out 
beyond i and the whole of our policy during the past five years has been directed 
towards maintaining our predominant influence and to preventing the expansion 
of hostile agencies on this area which I have described. It was for this reason 
that I visited that old field of British energy and influence in the Persian Gulf: 
and this also is in part the explanation of our movement into Tibet at the present 
time: although the attitude of the Tibetan Government, its persistent disregard 
of Treaty obligations, and its contemptuous retort to our extreme patience, 
would in any case have compelled a Imore active vindication of our interests. 
I should have thought that the record that I have quoted on the North-
West Frontier would have saved me from the charge of a dangerous or 
impulsive policy on any part of the Indian frontier. I have had no desire to push 
on anywhere, and the history of the past five years has been one, not of aggres· 
sion but of consolidation and restraint. It is enough for me to guard what we 
have without hankering for more. But I would suffer any imputation sooner 
than be an unfaithful sentinel at my post, or allow the future peace of this 
cocntry to be compromised by encroachments from the outside as to whose mean· 
ing there cannot be any question. If the Tibetan Governmer.t .is wise it will 
realise lhat the interests of Indian defence and the friendship of the Indian 
GDvernment are entirely compatible with the continued independence and 
autonpmy o( Tibet, so far as these may be said at present to exist. f . it should 
also realise that they are incompatible with the predominance . I any o' her 
foreign influence, carrying with it insecurity on our frontier anc1 .... ding ": ,ui· 
tously to our cares. 

" It seems a natural transition from the objects at which we aim ir \Jur Frontier 
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and Foreign Policy to the means that we possess for securing them, and I pass 
therefore to the question of our Military Estimates. The military expenditure 
is going up. Year after year I have foretold it at this table. But it is not going 
up at so high a rate as in foreign countries: and it is not going up at a higher 
rate than our necessities demand. I am well aware of the cry that is always 
raised against military expenditure anywhere, and I yield to no man in my 
desire to secure to the peaceful millions their due share in the improving pros-
perity of the country .. We are giving it t.o them in no small measure. But 
their tranquil enjoyment of what we give is in itself dependent upon the 
guarantees that we can provide for its uninterrupted continuance, and he would 
be a faithless guardian of the interests of the poople who shuts his eyes to what 
is passing without in the contented contemplation of what is going on within. 
The matter could not have been better put than it was in the terse and effective 
remarks of the Hon'ble Sir Edmond Elles. We are fortunate in possessing as 
Commander-in-Chief the first soldier in the British Army. He comes to us 
here with his unrivalled experience and energy. He is addressing himself to 
the problem of providing India with the army that she needs, and of equipping 
and distributing that army in the manner best adapted to secure the defence 
of the country. For this purpose the army must be efficient, not in units alone, 
but as a whole, ana not efficient alone, but as highly efficient as it is possible 
to make it: it must posses. the latest armament: it must be adequately 
officered: its superior officers must be scientifically trained : it must' be as 
far as possible self-supporting in its ammunition, its weapons, and its stores: 
its subordinate establishments must be not less effective than the 
fighting front: and the maximum available force must be capable 
of being directed to the vulnerable point at the moment of danger. 
All of these points are engaging the attention of the Commander-in-
Chief and the Military Member, and I venture to say that their 
efforts, supplementing those of the two eminent Commanders who have 
preceded them and who alas have both passed away, are steadily placing 
the Indian Army more and more in a position to play its part sho:ald 
the occasion arise. I saw the other day a criticism in a well-informed quarter • 
which said, Why does not the Viceroy, instead of spending money upon rntenl'aL 
reform, turn his attention to adding British officers to the sadly under·officerc.d 
Indian Army? The critic was right in his ideas, but he was wrong in his facts; 
The Viceroy to whom he alludod had not forgotten this elementary need: and 
during his term of office he can point to the fact that no fewer than 484 British 
officers have been so added. This is only one of many conspicuous needs that 
we have filled. Were I to attempt to recapitulate either what has already 
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been done or what is in the. mind of the present Commander-in-Chief I might 
detain this Council long. Many of these schemes are alluded to in the 

memorandum of the Hon'ble Military Member. To mt) it will always be a 
gratification to think that I have assisted in measures for providing India with 

the factories at Ishapore, Cossipore, Jubbulpore, and 'Wellington, that will 
practically render her independent of external supplies in guns, rifles, and 

gunpowder, for raising the reserves of our splendid Native Army by 100 

per cent., for equipping the entire army with the latest weapon, and for 

providing out of our surplus resources for such cardinal needs as coast and 

other defences. We live in days when even the strong man cannot leave 
his castle undefended; and when our international rivals are closing in around 

us with intentions which he who runs may read. I am  also glad to have been 
instrumental in relieving the hardships and reducing the risks of the British 

soldier's life in India, by providing an electric-punkah installation in all our 

largest barracks, the cost of which will figure in our Budgets for some years 

to come. 

" In the forthcoming year there are many objects which I look to push 
forward, before I can contentedly lay down my task. Three of these are on 

a footing of almost equal importance. We have already done a good deal during 
the past few years to bring our Railway Administration into closer touch both 

with the commercial community and with the public at large. But we have 
not yet reached the final stage. Mr. Robertson's Report was placed in our 
hands last year; and it embraced so many aspects of reform, bringing in both 

the Secretary of State, the Government of India, and the Companies, and raising 

such large questions both of administration and finance, that we could not deal 
with it rashly or hurriedly. Our views went home to the Secretary of State at 
the close of last year, and are now being considered by him. They involve an 

entire reconstitution of our administrative machinery, and an attempt to 
manage our railways in future on less strictly departmental lines. The object 
tht we have in view can only be attained by the surrender of considerable 
powers· by existing authorities to any new authority that may be constituted: 

and this is not a matter that can be easily or speedily  concluded. I am hopeful. 
however that a decision may be given in the course of the forthcoming summer, 
and ~a  this most important project may be duly launched • 

• II Irrigation is also one of the works of the coming summer. Oursympathics 
with an expanded ilTigation programme have been sufficiently shown by the 
ina-eased grants that we have given for construction in each year since I came to 
India. Next year they touch the unprecedented total of It crores. People 
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sometimes talk as though practically unlimited sums could be spent upon irri-

gation with little or no trouble. They could perhaps be, spent, if experiments 

were rashly made in every direction, and if there were no objection to flinging 

money away. No science, however, demands for its practice more careful 

forethought and planning or more trained supervision. An untrained or inade-
quate establishment cannot suddenly begin to spend lakhs on tanks and canals. 

There is no analogy in this respect between irrigation and railways: for private 
enterprise is ready to he.1p us \,ith the latter, and the question is only one of 

terms. With irrigation the case is so different that whereas in the last two 

years we have given 2 crores to Local Governments, they could only manage 

to spend in 1902, 8s lakhs, and in 1903, 81 lakhs. This summer, however, 
we hope to address ourselves to an exhaustive examination of all the nu-

merous projects that were worked out' by the recent Irrigation Commission 

for the whole of India. Great expenditure will be required, and much of 

it win be unproductive in the technical sense of the term. But protection 

from drought rather than acquisition of revenue is our object: and I venture to 
think that we shan have it in our power to initiate a comprehensive and tar-

reaching policy that will do more good to the cultivating classes than any Bills 
that we can pass in this Council, or any remissions of taxation that the Finance 

Member might announce in the Budget. 

II The third question is Police Reform. I should have been glad had we 
been able to make public our proposals upon the report of the Commission with-

out delay. But the Secretary of State desires to see the views of Local Govern-
ments upon them before he comes to a final decision, and this must inevitably 

occupy some time. No one need imagine that the ma,tter is being burked' or 
shelved. But it is of such supreme importance that undue haste would merely 
prejudice the ultimate solution. I am impressed, with the remarks a~ fell from 
the Hon'ble Mr. Adamson about the Police in Burmi!-. 1 am aware of the, 

condition oE, affairs that he has described, and I will look into his request that 

we should consider it independently of the general reforms which we hope to 
introduce. . 

II There are two other subjects to which H ~ Highness the Agha Khan a~ 
alluded in his excellent and patriotic ~  ~n  which have been 'for' some 
time under my consideration. The Srst is the contributions made by.the Intiian 
Princes in the shape of Imperial Service Troops and otherwise to the cause of 

Imperial Defence. There are anomalies and inequalities in the present y ~~ 
which must strike the eye of any observer: and I contemplate, when 1 come 
pack to India, taking the Chiefs into consultation on the matter.' The seconc;l 
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is the future of the young officers in the Imperial Cadet Corps. I hope to arrive 

at definite conclusions on the matter before I leave for England a month hence. 
In the meantime let me assure the Aga Khan that there is nothing in my view 

wild or visionary in the ideas that have occurred to him. To what degree they 

may be practicable I cannot at present say. But they appear to me to be 

eminently deserving of consideration. 

I' There are other matters which we have in ,-iew, such as legislation for the 

better protection of game in India, a most difficult subject upon which we have 

for long been engaged, and many other items of administrative reform. J will 

not weary the Council with these. But as regards administrative reform in 
general, I should like to add a remark. When I came out to India every public 

body or society without exception that addressed me urged me to pursue a policy 
of administrative reform. Spare us, they said, adventure on the North·West 

Frontier, extend railways and irrigation, give us a sound currency, develope 
the internal resources of the country, prolllote educational and industrial advance-

ment, manage plague and famine with a due regard to the feelings of the com-
munity, free the Government machinery from the many impediments to its 

proper working. I took these authorities at their word, and I have ever since 
pursued administrative reform, though not, I hope, to the exclusion of other 

and equally important objects, with an ardour that has n ~  slackened. I have 
done so, because I think that these advisers were right. Efficiency of adminis-
tration is, in my view, a synonym for the contentment of the governed. It is 
the one means of affecting the people in their homes, and of adding, only an atom 
perhaps, but still an atom, to the happiness of the masses. I say in no spirit of 
pririe, but as a statement of fact, that reform has been carried through every branch 
and department of the administration, that abuses have been swept away, 

anomalies remedied, the pace quickened, and standards raised. It has not 
always been a popular policy; but if I am at liberty to say so, it has been 
whole-hearted and sincere. And yet what criticism is now more familiar to me 
than that no one in India desires administrative reform at all, and that the only 
benefactor of the people is he who gives them political concessions? Those are 
Hot ny views. I sympathise most deeply w!th the aspirations of the Indians 
towarc!s greater national unity and with their desire to playa part in the public 
life of the country. But I do not think that the salvation of India is to be 
sought OD the field of politics at the present stage of her development, and 
it :5 not my conception of statesmanship to earn a cheap applause by offering so· 
called boons. for which the country is not ready, and for which my successors, and 
not I, would have to pay the price. The country and its educated clas.es are, in 
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my view, making a steady advance on the path of .intellectual and moral 
progress, and-they have every reason to be proud of what they have achieved. 

That progress will be cont.inued, so long as they listen to the wise voices among 
their own leaders: but it will be imperilled and thrown back if it is 

associated with a perpetual clamour for constitutional change, and with an 
unreasoning abuse of those who do not grant it. 

/I The charge, however, that we give an inadequate representation to the 

ability of the country in our Government is one, that, though frequently 
repeated, has always seemed to me so fallacious that I have made a special 
attempt. to analyse it; and I will conclude my speech by presenting to this 
Council the results of an investigation which I have had conducted into every 
branch of the administration, and which is so interesting, and I think to many 

people will be so surprising in its results, that I propose to publish it on behalf 
of Government. 

"Let me begin by stating what I conceive to be the general principles 
that regulate the situation. They are two in number. The first is that the 
highest ranks of civil employment in India, those in the Imperial Civil Service, 
though open to such Indians as can proceed to England and pass the requisite 
tests, must,  nevertheless, as a general rule be held by Englishmen, for the reason 
that they possess, partly by heredity, partly by up-bringing, and partly by edu-
cation, the knowledge of the principles of Government, the habits of mind, and 
the vigour of character, which are essential for the task, and that, the rule of India 
being a British rule, and any other rule being in the circumstances of the case 
impossible, the tone and standard should be set by those who have created ~n  

are responsible for it, The second principle is that outside this to,;r d'/lite 
we shall, as far as possible and as the improving standards of education and 
morals permit, employ the inhabitants of the country, both because our general 
policy is to restrict rather than to extend European agency, and because it is 
desirable to enlist the best native intelligence and character in the service of the 
State, This principle is qualified only by the fact that in certain special depan'., 
ments, where scientific or technical knowledge is required, or where there i!t 
a call for the exercise of particular responsibility, it is necessary to a n~n a 
strong European admixture, and sometimes even a European on ~  

II Now let me show how these principles are vindicated in practice. I ~ ll 
not recapitulate the history of the case or conduct the Council through the 
successive stages of Government policy and pronouncement from the Act of 1833 
down to the present day. I will give-what is much more eloquent-the concrete 
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figures and proportions. They have been compiled for a period of 36 years, the 
figures not being available before 1867. 

"In 1867 the total number of Government posts in India with a salary 

above Rs. 75, now equi\'alent to £5 a month, was 13,.31. It is now :18,178: 
In 1867 Europeans and Eurasians held 55 per cent. of the total; they now hold 

42. H indus held 38 per cent; they now hold So. Muhammadans held 7 per 
cent.; they now hold 8. Further, while the lotal number of Government appoint-

ments has thus increased by 110 per cent., the figures show that the number 

of posts held by Hindus has increased by 179 per cent., by Muhammadans 

129 per cent., by Eurasians 106 per cent., and by Europeans only 36 per cent. 

In the proportion of total posts Indians have gained J 3 per cent., Europeans 

and Eurasians together have lost 13 per cent., and 12 per cent. of this loss has 

been European. 

It Next let me give the results of an examination by grades. More than half 

of the appoilltments in India are and always have been posts on less than Rs. ~oo 

a month. The European element in these was always small, and is now less 

than 10 per ~ n  Of posts on Rs. 200 to Rs. 300, the native proportion has 

risen from 51 per cent. to 60 per cent. j from Rs. 300 to Rs. 400 from ~  per 

cent. to 43 per cent.; from Rs. 400 to 500 from 21 per cent. to 40 per cent.; 

from Rs. 500 to Rs. 600 from 9 per cent. to 25 per cent.; from Rs. 600 to 

Rs. 700 from 15 per cent. to ~  per cent.; from' Rs. 100 to Rs. 800 from 5 per 

cent. to J 3 per cent. Thus in no single grade has the proportion of Europeans 
increased, while the native increase has been continuous and Itriki"ng, and has 

been larger in the higher grades than in the lower. The Rs. 800 line may be 
said to mark the limit of the Provincial Service. Between Rs. 800 and 

Rs. 1,000 there were, in 1867, 4 natives in Government employ; there are 
now 93. Posts on Rs. 1,000 and-over may be regarded as superior. In 1867, 
cut of a total of 648 such appointments, 12 were Ifilled by natives, all Hindus, 

or a percentage of 2. In '903, out of 1,370 such appointments 71, were filled 

bi Hindus and 21 by Muhammadans j the native percentage being, therefore, 7. 

"If I take the standard of pay, I find that the aggregate pay of the total 
number of posts has risen by 91 per cent. since 186,; but in the case of the 
aggregate pay drawn by Europeans and Eurasians the increase i. only 6 per 
cent .. , while for natives of India it is 191 per cent., and for Hindu. DO" per 
cent. The average pay of the total number of posts has fallew by Rs. 31, or 9 
per cent., since 1867. But the average drawn by natives has risen from 
Rs. 175 to Rs. 188, or a rise of 7 per cent., while that drawn by Europeans and 
E,uasians has fallen by Rs. 2, or .. per cent. 
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II ~  standard therefore we apply, whether it he number of posts, pro-

portion of posts, or averages of pay. the results are the same. There has been 

a progressive increase in native employment and a progressive decline in 
European employment, showing how honestly and faithfully the British Govern· 
ment has fulfilled its pledges, and how hollow is the charge which we so often 

hear of a ban of exclusion against the children of the soil. 

If In the figures which will be published will be contained the calculations 
of each decade from 1867 to the present day, so that the movement may be 
traced stage by stage, and of 'each province and each department. Summar-

ising the totals, I find, as might be expected and as I have said, that of the 
.,370 Government servants drawing salaries higher than Rs. 1,000 a month, or 
£800 a year, .,263 are Europeans, of the remainder 15 are Eurasians, and 
92 natives. But if I take the ranks below Rs. 1,000 a month and between that 
total and Rs. 75 a month, i.e., from £60 to £800 a year, then I find that out of a 
total of 26,g08 Government servants, only 5,205 are Europeans, while of the 
remainder 5,420 are Eurasians, and the balance, or 16,283, is native. 

" It therefore appears that the Britiah Empire employs less than 6,500 of its 
own countrymen, whether brought from abroad or recruited in this country, 
to rule over 230 millions of people i but that for the same· purpose it employs 
~ oo of the inhabitants of the country itseH. If we went below Rs. 7S a 
month, the disproportion would, of course, be overwhelming. Will anyone tell 
me in the face of these figures that our administration is unduly favourable to the 
European or .grudging to the native element? I hold, on the contrary, that it 
is characterised by a liberality unexampled in the world. You may saarch 
through history, and since the days of the Roman Empire, you will find no such 
trust. I have endeavoured to procure from Foreign Governments the corre-
sponding figures for their foreign possessions, the Russians in Central Asia, the 
Dutch in Java. the French in Algeria, in Cochin China, and Tongking. I have 
. not unfortunately been successful. But I have visited the majority of those 
countries, and have seen what there prevails: and if any-one thinks that they 
show proportions even remotely comparable with those which I have q.uoted I 
can assure him that he is gravely mistaken. For my oWn part I think t.hat the 
progressive growth of confidence that is revealed by the tables which I have 
quoted is honourable to the British Government and honourable to the people of 
this country. It reveals a European system of Government entrusted Jargf>ly to 
non-European hands: what is called a subject country, though I dislike the 
phrase, administered far less by the conquering Power than by its own sons; and 
beyond all it testifies to a steady growth of loyalty and integrity on the one part 
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and of willing recognition of ~  virtues o~ the olher, which is rich with hope 

for the future. 

"I will now bring these remarks to a close. The Government of India in my 
time has been involved in many controversies, and has had to bear the brunt 

of much attack. Perhaps when the smoke of battle has blown aside, it may 

be found that from this period of stress and labour has emerged an India better 

equipped to face the many problems which confront her, stronger and better 
guarded on her frontiers, with her agriculture, he," industries, her commerce, her 

education, her irrigation, her railways, her army, and her police brought up to a 
higher state of efficiency, with every section of her administrative machinery in 
better repair. with her credit re.established, her currency restored, the material 
prosperity of her people enhanced, and their loyalty strengthened. We $hall not 

deserve the main credit. because we have profited by the efforts of those who 
have preceded us. But perhaps we may be allowed our share; and may feel 
that we have not toiled, and sometimes endured, in vain." 

The Council adjourned .i", tHe. 
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